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Sum m ary
In this thesis, we are concerned with some combinatorial designs ----  1-
rotational (u, 4, 1) designs, referee squares, triple whist tournam ents and Room 
squares. Many of our constructions are Z-cyclic.
Chapter 2 is devoted to 1-rotational (u, 4, 1). The result is as follows.
T h e o re m  2.3.2 If v — 3o/5 +  l  where (3 a + l ,  4,1), (3/5+1,4,1) 1-rotational 
designs exist and /? =  ±1 (mod 3) then a 1-rotational (u ,4 ,1) design exists.
C o ro lla ry  2 .3.3 If v = Spi1 • ■ • p"n +  1 where pi either are primes =  1 
(mod 4) or |( 4 m — 1) and there is at most one pi such th a t 3pi — 4m — 1 where 
m  =  0 (mod 3) (and Oj =  1 in this case), then a 1-rotational (t>, 4, 1) design 
exists.
In Chapter 3, a method of constructing Z-cyclic referee squares is given, and 
we list Z-cyclic referee squares of side 2rc — 1 when n < 17 except 4 and 5. There 
are no Z-cyclic referee squares of side 7 and 9. We also show the following result:
C o ro lla ry  3 .4 .4  If m  is an odd composite integer then there exists a referee 
square of side m.
Chapter 4 is devoted to triple whist tournaments. The results are as follow:
T h e o re m  4 .3 .4  For all prime p =  St +  1, t odd, there exists Z-cyclic 
TW h(p).
P ro p o s itio n  4.4.1 Let p — 2kt +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd, k > 2 
integer, d =  2fc, m  = 2fc_1, n = 2k ~ 2 and let w be a primitive root mod p. If 
<i0; « i j 1 ’ * 5 am- 1  Co, ci, ■ • •, cn_i are integers such that
1 . a,i +  i (mod d) 6  {m ,m  +  l , - - - ,d  — 1} and are all distinct for
i =  0,1, • ■ •, m  — 1.
2. Z\ =  a;6' 5 where b{ -f- i are incongruent mod m  for i = 0 , 1 , • • •, m — 1 .
3 .  w rfct+ (2 iH -l)  —  fJ Z i  —  w r 4*+l (X; rfc* + (2 i+ 1) — U; 2^+ci2i _  a? 7'4£+2  ^C<;d c i- |- (2 i '+ l)+ a 2 i+ l _  
^ 2t+a2£ _  (jjTAi+3 ? u,^ Ci + (2i+l)+a2j+i _  ^ 2* __  ^ for  ^ _  0 , 1 ,***, 72— 1
where {r;;z =  1 , 2 ,***, d} is partitioned into two disjoint sets { r t j ; j  =
1,2, ■ • • , m } U {r2 tj] j  = 1,2, • • •, m ]  such tha t r ^ j  =  1,2, • • •, m are incon­
gruent (mod ra) for i =  1 ,2  respectively.
then the following table forms an initial round for a W h(p )
( 4 4 . 1 )  { { l , C O a 0 ;LUdC0+1,LOd c 0 + 1 + a 4 , { L O 2 ,UJ2 + a 2 ]U)d c l + 3 ,LOd C l + 3 + a 3 } , -  • • ,
{uj2n~2, w 2 n - 2 + a 2 n - 2 ; U}dcn+2n-l  ^  UJdcn+2 n~l+a2n~i }} <g> { l jWd} . . .
Furthermore, if in (3) the partition is restricted so th a t {rp, i = 1,2,***, c?}
= {r2i~i\i = 1,2, * ,m } U {r2 i\i  =  1,2, •• • ,m} where, in both sets, the num­
bers are incongruent mod (d), then the table (4 4 -1 ) form an initial round for a 
TW h(p)
In particular, if we choose a2i =  ^  =  m t  +  1, <Z2i+i =  ai an^ c% =  0 f°r
z =  0 , l , - * - ,n  — 1 then the games becomes
{{1, -u>; w,oi1+ai}, {a>2, - w 3; w3,ui3+ai } ,••• ,
{u2n- 2, - w 2" - 1;w2" - 1,w2n-'1+ai} ® , u d<-t- 1)}
Since a2i +  2i =  m t +  2z -f 1 are odd, this forces a2i+i +  2i +  1 =  a\ +  2i +  1 to 
be even, so oq =  m  — 1 (mod d). Therefore there are t candidates for a1} and 
a TW h(p)  exists provided that there exists to and a\ =  2k~x — 1 (mod d) such
v
tha t
(i) 2 (wai+1 -  1) =  □
(A) (i i ) (cu +  l)(o;a i ~ l )  =  n
(Hi) (a; — l)(o;ai -f- 1) — □
Using this we prove tha t a Z-cyclic TW h(p)  exits for all p < 16097 (p ^  257). 
Using a similar method, we also show tha t the games
{{u?2i,w2*+ao;ujm+2i, - w m+2i+1}-,i =  0,1, • ■ • ,n  -  1} ® { l ,u id, • • • .a / t '" 1'}
latex form an initital round of a T W h(p)  provided tha t there exists to and a0 =  
2k-i _|_ j  (m od 2 k) such that
(0  (^  +  1 ) ( ^ - 1 ) ^ D
(B ) (n) (cu2k 1 — l)(u;ao +  lo2* 1+1) ^  □
(in  )(to2k 1+1 +  l)(u;ao — a;2* ^  □
T h e o re m  4 .5 .7  Let pi — 2m*U +  1, i =  1,2, • • •, r be primes, m; >  2 be 
positive integers, U be odd integers. If Z-cyclic TW h(pi)  exist then a Z-cyclic 
TWh(JYi~\ Pi*) exists for any positive integers cq.
T h e o re m  4.6.1 Let pi = 4U +  3, pi = 2m%- +  1, i = 2,3, • • •, r be primes,
mi > 2 be positive integers, t{, i = 1,2, ■ * •, n. be odd integers. If Z-cyclic
T W h (Pl +  1), T W h (Pi) exist then a Z-cyclic T W h (Pl • +  x) exists for
any positive integers cq i = 2,3, • • •, r.
We also show tha t if p =  Sn -f 5 is prime, a Z-cyclic W h ( 8 n +  5) exists with 
non-patterned initial round.
Finally, we construct Z-cyclic Room squares in Chapter 5. We show the 
following result:
T h e o re m  5.3.5 If pi = 2niai +  1 are primes, oq, are odd, oq > l,cq  are
positive integers i =  1,2, • • •, r, then there exists a skew strong in pai , and
hence a Z-cyclic Room square of order f lL i pV  + 1
Further, some results involving Fermat primes are obtained.
vi
C hapter 1 
Introduction
In this introduction, we give some basic definitions, establish standard notations, 
and present some fundamental results which we apply in this thesis.
1.1 Groups
Let S' be a set and let S  x S  denote the set of all ordered pairs (s, t) with 
s E  .S', t E S. Then a mapping from S  x S  into S  will be called a (binary) 
operation on S.
A group G is a nonempty set of elements together with a binary operation, 
which we denote by ■, such that the following three properties hold:
1. - is associative,
2. There is an identity element e in G such that for all a E G
a ■ e — e • a — a
3. For each a E  G, there exists an inverse element a -1 E G such that
a ■ a -1 =  a~l • a =  e.
If the group also satisfies
4. For all a, b E G,
a • b = b • a,
1
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then the group is called Abelian (or commutative).
Note: We usually omit the dot and write ab for a • b.
A group G is called finite if G is a finite set. In this case, the number of
elements in G is called the order of G and is denoted by |Cr|. A nonempty subset 
G' of a group G which is itself a group, under the same operation, is called a 
subgroup of G.
If a £ G we define an for any integer n by the following relations:
a0 =  e, an ^ a a n~ \  a~n =  (a”1)” for n >  0 .
If an =  e for some positive integer n there will be a smallest n > 0 with this
property. The integer n is called the order of the element a.
If H  is a subgroup of a finite group G, then for any element a in G there is
an integer n such tha t an £ H. If a is already in H, we simply take n = 1. If
a H  we can take n to be the order of a, since an =  e £ H. However, there may 
be a smaller positive power of a which lies in H. By the Well-ordering Principle, 
there is a smallest positive integer n  such that an £ H. We call this integer the 
indicator of a in H.
T h e o re m  1.1.1 ([12]) Let H  be a subgroup of a finite Abelian group G, where 
H  ^  G. Choose an element a in G, a ^ H, and let h be the indicator of a in H. 
Then the set of products
Hi =  {alx; x £ H  and 0 <  i <  h — 1}
is a subgroup of G which contains H . Moreover, the order of Hi is h times that
of H . i.e. I^AI =  h\H\. We write ^  =  (H,a).
C o ro lla ry  1 .1.2 Let Ho be a subgroup of a finite Abelian group G, where H q ^  
G. Then there is a finite number of X{ £ G i =  1 ,2 , • • •, n such that
Ho g  H i  =  (H o,xt ) C H 2 = ( H u x 2) C . . .  C f f n =  (Hn. u x n) =  G
where the indicator of X{ in i is hi so that x ^  £ Hi but x\ £ Hi for j  < hi 
and h \h 2 • • • hn \Ho\ =  |(j|.
1.2. FINITE FIELDS  
1.2 F in ite  fields
3
It is well know [28] tha t for every prime p and every positive integer n there exists 
a finite field with pn =  q elements (called the Galois field of order q). We shall 
denote this field by Fq,
For a finite field Fq the multiplicative group F* of nonzero elements of Fq is 
cyclic. A generator of the cyclic group F* is called a primitive element of Fq.
E x a m p le  1.3.1 A finite field of 4 elements, take 0, 1, x, x  +  1 as elements, 
whose addition and multiplication are carried out as follows.
+  1 0 1 X X + 1 X I 0 1 X X + 1
0  1 0 1 X x + 1 o  1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 X + 1 X l  | 0 1 X x + 1
x  | X x + 1 0 1 X I 0 X x + 1 1
x + 1  1 x - j -1 X 1 0 x + 1  I 0 x + 1 1 X
In this field z is a primitive element.
T h e o re m  1.2.1 (C o h en 's  th e o re m  [18]) Let q be a prime power. I f  g(x) is a 
quadratic polynomial over a finite field Fq not of the form a(x +  b)2, where a is 
a non-square in Fq, and q > 2 1 1 ,  then g{to) is a non-zero square in Fq for some 
primitive element to of Fq.
T h e o re m  1.2.2 (M a n n 's  L e m m a  [29]) Let v = 4 m +  1 be a power of a prime 
and let u> be a primitive element of Fv. Then there exist odd integers c, d such 
that
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1.3 P rim itive  roots
Let a and m  be relatively prime integers, with m  > 1, and consider the positive 
powers of a
2 3a, a , a ,•• •
We know, from the Euler-Fermat theorem, tha t = 1 (mod m). However,
there may be an earlier power a* such that a* =  1 (mod m). The smallest
positive integer /  such tha t <2  ^ =  1 (mod m) is called the order of a mod m,
and is denoted by writing /  =  ordma . If ordma = then a is called a primitive-
root mod m.





11 2 6 7 8
13 2 6 7 11
17 3 5 6 7 10 11 12 14
19 2 3 10 13 14 15
23 5 7 10 11 14 15 17 19 20 21
29 2 3 8 10 11 14 15 18 19 21 26 27
31 3 11 12 13 17 21 22 24-
37 2 5 13 15 17 18 19 20 22 24 32 35
41 6 7 11 12 13 15 17 19 22 24 26 28 29 30 34 35
43 3 5 12 18 19 20 26 28 29 30 33 34
47 5 10 11 13 15 19 20 22 23 26 29 30 31 33 35 38
39 40 41 43 44 45
53 2 3 5 8 12 14 18 19 20 21 22 26 27 31 32 33
34 35 39 41 45 48 50 51
59 2 6 8 10 11 13 14 18 23 24 30 31 32 33 34 37
38 39 40 42 43 44 47 50 52 54 55 56
61 2 6 7 10 17 18 26 30 31 35 43 44 51 54 55 59
67 2 7 11 12 13 18 20 28 31 32 34 41 44 46 48 50
51 57 61 63
71 7 11 13 21 22 28 31 33 35 42 4-4 47 52 53 55 56
59 61 62 63 65 67 68 69
73 5 11 13 14 15 20 26 28 29 31 33 34 39 40 42 44
45 47 53 58 59 60 62 68
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T h e o re m  1.3.1 Let g.c.d{a, m} =  (a, m) =  1. Then a is a primitive root mod 
m  if and only if the numbers
a, a2,
form a reduced residue system mod m  which, under multiplication, is an Abelian 
group.
Note: If p is a prime then the finite field Fp is isomorphic with Zp. In this 
case the prim itive element in Fp is a primitive root mod p.
1.4 B alanced incom plete block designs
D efin itio n  A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with parameters (u, 
6, r, fc, A) where k < v (sometime abbreviated to a (v, A) -B IB D )  is a pair 
(V, B) tha t satisfies the following conditions:
1. V is a set of v elements (called points).
2. B is a family of b subsets of V, each of cardinality k (called blocks).
3. Every pair of distinct points occurs in exactly A blocks.
Let (V, B) be a (t>, k, X )-B IB D  and let s <  2 be a non-negative integer. Let 
As denote the number of blocks containing a given s-subset S. Let
H  =  {(X, B ) \ X  is a (2 — s)-subset of V, AflX =  <&, B  is a block with 5'UA" C B }.
Counting in two ways the cardinality of LT, we get
This number Xs is therefore independent of the choice of S. Thus we have 
1. A (v, k, \ ) - B I B D  has b=  blocks.
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2. Each element occurs in r blocks where
Therefore, a necessary condition for the existence of a (v, k, A) - B I B D  is
When k = 4, A — 3, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a (v, k , A)-BIBD was proved by Hanani in 1961.
T h e o re m  1.4.1 ([23]) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a (v, k, A)-BIBD of v elements with k = 4 and A =  3 is that
v = 0 or 1 (mod 4)
A parallel class of blocks of a design (V,/3) is a subfamily B\ C B of disjoint 
blocks which cover V with exception of at most one point. A parallel class of 
blocks of a (v, k, \ ) - B I B D  has exactly ^ blocks if v = 0 (mod k) and if 
v = 1 (mod k).
A (v, k, \ ) - B I B D  is resolvable if its family B of blocks can be partitioned into 
parallel classes. The number of parallel classes of blocks is
T h e o re m  1.4.2 ([24]) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a resolvable (v,4, l ) - B I B D  is that v =  4 (mod 12).
In this thesis, we will discuss some special classes of (u, 4, 3) -B IB D ,  called
special case of ( u ,4 , l )-B IB D ^  called 1-rotational (u,4, l)-designs although these 
are not resolvable.
A(u — 1) =  0 (mod k — 1)
Xv(v — 1) = 0  (mod k(k — 1))
for v ~  0 (mod k)
for v = 1 (mod k)
whist tournam ents of order v, denoted by W h(v),  and Triple W hist tournaments 
of order v where v = i n  or v — 4n +  1, denoted by T W h (v ) .  We also deal with a
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1.5 D ifference system s
Let G be an Abelian group of order v, B  be a subset (block) with k elements 
«i? a2 i • • ■,flit of G. The k{k — 1) differences Az(a{ — aff, i, j  = 1,2, • • • , k, i j, 
arising from all distinct pairs of elements in the block B  are called the differences 
arising from the block B. From the block B  — {a*, a2, • • •, a*} we can form a set 
of v blocks {ai Tu>, ^2 +  +cj}, where u  runs over all the different elements
of G. This set of v blocks is said to be obtained by developing the initial block 
B.
Let B x, B 2, • • • , B t be blocks of size k in an Abelian group G of order v such 
tha t the differences arising from the B{ given each nonzero element of G exactly 
A times. Then Bt, B 2, • • • , B t are said to form a (v, k, A)-difference system in
G.
T h e o re m  1.5.1 ([15]) Let G be an Abelian group of order v. I f  there exists a 
set of t blocks B t, B 2, • • ■, B t such that B \, B 2, • • •, B t form a (v, k, \)-difference 
system in G, then we get a (v, k, X )-B IB D  design by developing the initial blocks 
B t, B 2, • • •, Bt.
T h e o re m  1.5.2 ([15]) Let G be an Abelian group of order n. To the elements
of G adjoin a new symbol 00 . I f  it is possible to find a set of g +  s blocks
(1.5.1) B u B , , - - . ,  B s , B[, B'2 , . - . ,B ' s
such that
1. Each of the blocks B\, B 2, B g contains k distinct elements which are 
all different from  00 while each of the blocks B[, B 2 , ‘ -- ,B 'S contains 00 
and k — 1 other distinct elements.
2. The differences arising from the blocks B \, B 2, ■ • ■, B g, B", B 2, • • •, B'J, 
where the blocks B '■ are obtained from B'- j  = 1,2, • ■ ■ , s by deleting the
adjoined symbol 0 0 , gives each nonzero element of G exactly A times.
3. kg A ~  ns, A =  (k — l)s . 
then we get a B I B D  with parameters
n =  n +  l, b — n(g A-s), r = ns, k, A
by developing the blocks in (1.5.1), where 00 remains unchanged during develop­
ment.
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1.6 Starters and adders
If G is an Abelian group of order 2 n +  1 with identity 0 and G* = G — {0} then 
a starter X  for G is a partition of G* into pairs such tha t {±(:z\- — yf); {re,-, yi) € 
X ]  =  G*. In fact, a starter X  for G is a difference system, from which we can 
develop a resolvable (2n + 1, 2, l)-design. A starter is a strong starter if the sums 
of pairs {a;,-, yi} are all distinct and non-zero. A patterned starter is a starter 
whose pairs are of the form {a:t-, — Xi}. A starter X  =  {{a?*, yf}; 1 <  i <  n} is said 
to be skew if { +  (#*• +  yi); 1 <  i <  n} =  G*. An adder A  =  {«*•; % =  1, 2, • • • , n} 
for a starter X  — {{a;;, yi};i — 1, 2 , • • • , n} in G is a set of n distinct non-zero 
elements a i, a2-, • ■ •, an of G such tha t {x{ +  a;, yi +  ay, i = 1, 2, • • • , n} — G*.
L e m m a  1.6.1 I f  X  =  {{xi, yf}; i = 1,2, • • • , n} is a strong starter in G , then
the elements ai = ~(xi~\- yi) form an adder.
Note: If A  = {ay, i — 1,2, • • • , n} is an adder for a starter X  — {{xp yf}; i = 
1,2, • • •, n} then Y  =  { { Xi +  a,-, yi -f- a*-}; i — 1,2, ■ • ■ , n} is also a starter.
E x a m p le  1 .6 .1  X \  =  {{1,4}, {2 ,6 }, {3,5}, {7, 8 }} is a starter in Zq, since 
the differences between pairs are ±3, ±4, ±2, ±1. A  = {7,4, 2, 5} is an adder for 
Ah, because the sums 1 +  7 — 8 ,4 +  7 =  2,2 +  4 — 6 ,6  +  4 =  1,3 +  2 =  5, 
5 +  2 =  7,7 +  5 =  3,8 +  5 ~  4 are all distinct and nonzero. However, Ah =  
{{1 , 2 }, {5, 7}, {3, 6 }, {4 ,8 }} is a starter in Zg but there is no adder for X 2.
E x a m p le  1.6.2 X 3 =  {{8,9}, {4,6}, {2,5}, {10,3}, {1,7}} is a strong
starter in Z\\.  It forms a starter because the differences are ± 1 , ± 2 , ±3, ±4, ±5; 
and the starter Xs  is strong because the sums 8 +  9 =  6,4 +  6 — 10,2 +  5 =  7,10 +  
3 — 2 ,1 +  7 =  8 are all distinct and nonzero. Thus A\ — {5,1,4, 9, 3} is an adder 
for A+ However, there is another adder for Ah, namely, A 2 = {8 , 6 ,2 ,10, 7}.
N o ta tio n : {A , B , • • •} ® {1 , tod, • • •, ojnd} = {A, £?, • • ■, a /A , todB,  • • where 
A, B, ■ • • are sets and cj, d, n are intgers.
We list all starters in Z7, Z n  and Z13.
(A). For any primitive root uj of 7, the following three starters are all the
starters in Z7.
1.6. ST A R T E R S AND  ADDERS 9
1 . {{1 , u;}, {a;2, a/3}, {u;4, u;5}} <g) {1 , a;}. Skew strong starters
2 . {{1 , a?3}, {a;, a;4}, {a;2, a; 5 } } .  patterned starter
(B) For any primitive root w of 11 there exists a positive integer a such 
that the following are all the 25 starters in Z\\. The possible pairs of (w,a) are
(2.1), (6, 9), (7,3), (8,7).
1.  { { 1 ,  UJa} ) {u2a, L03a},{t04a,i05a},{uj6a, to7a},{u ;8 a , CJ9 a } } ( g ) { l ,  lo}.
2 . {{1 , uFa},{o;2a, W5a},{cj4a,a;7a},{cj6a, u;9a},{o;8a, a/1}} <g> {1 , w}.
3. {{1, w5a},{w2a, u?7a), {cj4a,o;9a}, {w6a, u;a},{u>8a, u>3a}}.
4. {{1, Lo3 a} ,{ io \  cj2a},{w4%w9a},{u;5a, u 7a},{uj6a, ojga} } ® {  1, u ;,--- ,c j9}.
5. {{1, io4 a},{uj2a, o;6a}, {tu3a, u;9a}, {w5a, a>7a}, {u>a, o>8a}} <g> (1, w ,--- ,a ;9}.
(C) For any primitive root uj of 13 there exists a positive integer a such 
that the following are all the 133 starters in Z13. The possible pairs of (c<;,a) are
(2.1), (6 ,5), (7 ,11), (11 ,7)
1 . {{ l,w 2o},{wa,w3B},{u;4a,ti;6a},{w5a,w7o},{w8o,u;10o},{a;9o,u;110}}
<&{l,tu,L0 2 ,L0 3}.
2 . {{l,a>a}, {u;4a,cj5a}, {ujSa,iu9a}, { u ' W h  {^6a, ^ lla}, {w10a,u;3a}}
®{1,OJ,U)2,OJ3}.
3. {{1, w3a}, {to4a,u>7a}, {cu8a, o;lla}, {u;a, w6a}, {a;5°, cj10a}, {a;9a, a;2a}}
(g>{l,u,u;2,cJ3}.
4. {{l,c j6a}, {o;2a, u;8a}, {w4a, cj10a}, {cja,u;7a}, {w3a,o;9a}, {uj5a, ujlla}}.
5. {{l,u;a}, {a;2a,a;10a}, {o;3a,u;6a}, {w4a,u;7a}, {u>5a, i / a}, {w9a, wlla}}
<8){1 , w, ■ • •, w11}.
6 . {{l,o ;a}, {w2a,cj6a}, {u;3a,a;70}, {oj4a,o;8a}, {u;5a, u;10a}, {u;9a, u;lla}}
® { l , w ,  • • • , w 1 1 } .
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7. {{1 ,wa}, {w21, w10a}, (« 3a, « 9fl}) {w48, w6®}, {(j6s ,w7,,}) {w8#,wllfl}}
* • • ,  w 1 1 } .
8 . {{l,u;a}, {w2°, w6°}, {oj3a, to10a}, {w4a,u>lla}, {w5a, u>8a}, {a;9a, u)7a}}
• • • ,wu }.
9 .  { { l , w a } ,  { c j 2 a , c j 3 a } ,  { o ; 4 a , c j 10a} ,  {co5\ u j 7a},  { w 6 a , c u 8 a } ,  { w 9 a , u l l a } }
<8>{1 ,u>, • • •, u?11}.
10 . {{ l,w a},{w2o,w6o},{w3a,w7a},{w4a,w 10o},{w6°,a;llo},{w8oJw90}}
< g ) { l , w ,  • • • , w 1 1} .
11 . {{1 , w°}, {w3fl,a>4°}, {cj2a, o;7a}, {w5°, w10°}, {u>6a,ic;8a}, {cj9a, wlla}}
® {l,a;, • • ■ ,w11}.
1 2 .  { { 1 ,  w a } ,  { w 3 a , c j 4 a } ,  { u ; 2 a , u;l l a } ,  {u>5 a , u>10a } ,  } { c j 6° , o ; 9 a } ,  {uj7a,uj8a}
<2>{ 1 , co>, • ■ • 5CJ11}.
13. {{l,i*;2o},{w0 ,w7<l},{w3o,a;100}, {w4o,w8o},{a;5“,ti;9a},{a;6o,( jlla}}
(8){ l,w ,--- ,w n }.
14. {{1, cj4a}, {cj2a, u;9a}, {w3a, w7a}, {cj5a, c<;10a}, {u;6a, o;lla }, {o;a, c<;Sa}}
<8>{l}w, • • •, a;11}.
We list all strong starters in Z n .
For any primitive root lo of 17 there exists a positive integer a such tha t the 
following are all the 224 strong starters in Z 17. The possible pairs of (u>,a) are
(3,l),(5,13))(6,15),(7,3),(10,U),(ll,7),(12,5),(14,9).
1. { { l ,w ° } ,  {w3“, w4“}, {w13o,w15“}, {w8o,w10a}, {to2a,ujSa}, {u>6a,ui9°},
{wllo,ld14°}, { u 7a,u>12a}}  ® {1 , u , ■ ■ ■ , u>15}.
2 . {{l,w 2°}, {w3“,w6a}, {a>7a,ojUa}, { v 9a,io13a}, {oj5“,o;10a}, {w12a,w°},
{u-14a,u;4“}, {w8“,a)16“}} ® {1 , u>, • ■ • ,u.15}.
3. {{1, w3“}, {lo2u, <Ja}, {w5“, u>10a}, {u>9a, w14a}, {ujb“, w12° }, {w11”, },
{w4“,u>13“}, {w8“,w15“}} ® {l,w , ■ • ■ ,a>16}.
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4. {{l,aJ3“},{a)2“,w5a},{a>4“,a>8a} ,{ u 9“,u 13“},{u;10“,w14“},{wu “,w,5a},
{o)7“,o>12“}, {a)“, o)6“}} ® {1, 0), • ■ • ,o)15}.
5. {{l,w a},{w3“,u.4“},{a;5a,wTo},{a.6o,w8“},{u;10“,w12“},{wn o ,a;,3a},
{a)2“,a)14“}, {o>9“,o)15“}} ® {1 , 0), • • ■ ,o>15.
6. {{l,o)2“}, {o)10“,o)>2“}, {o)9“,o)13“}, {o)3“,o)7“}, {o>“,o)6“}, {o>8“,o>15“},
{o)4“,u)n “}, {o)5°,o>14“}} ® {l,o>, - • • ,a)15}.
7. {{l,o>2“}, {o)3“,o>6“}, {o>9a,o)12“}, {o)10“,o)16“}, {o)7“,o)13“}, {o)4“,o>l l “},
{o)“,a)8“}, {a)14“,o /“}} ® {1 , 0), • • • ,o)15}.
8. {{l,o)2a}, {o)3“,o>6“}, {o)7“, 0)U“}, {o)9“,u)13°}, {o)6“,o)10“}, {o)12“,a)“},
{u)4,o,14“}, {o,8“,o>15“}} ® {1 , 0), ■ • • ,o>15}.
9. {{1,0)“}, {0)5“, 0)6a}, {o)lla , 0)13“}, {o)10“,O)12°}, {o)2“, 0)15“}, {o)3“,a)8“},
{o)4“,o>9“}, {o>14“,o>7“}} ® {1 , 0 ), • • • ,o)15}.
10. {{1 ,0)“}, {o)3“, 0>4“}, {o)13“, 0)15“}, {o)8“,O)10“}, {0)2a, 0)5°}, {o)6a,o)9“},
{o)n “,o)I4“}, {0)7“, 0)12“}} ® {1 , 0), • • ■ , 0)15}.
II . {{1,0)“}, {o)3“, 0)4“}, {o)6“,0)7“}, {o)10“, o)lla}, {o)13“,o)15“}, {o)2“,o)14“},
{0)8“, 0)12“} , {0)5“, 0)9“} } ® { 1, 0) , . . . , 0)15}.
12. {{1 , 0)“}, {o>7“, 0)n “}, {o)6“,o)10a}, {o)3“,0)8“}, {o)9a,o)15“}, {o)12“,o)2“},
{o)13“,o)4“}, {0)14“,U)5“}} ® {1, 0), • ■ ■ , 0)15}.
13. {{1,0)“}, {o.7“, 0)lla}, {0)3°,O)14“}, {0)5“, 0)10“}, {o)6“,o)12“}, {o>2“, 0)9“},
{o)8“,o.15“}, {0)4“,0)13“}} ® {1,0),- ■ ■ ,0)15}.
14. { { 1, 0)4“} , { 0)7“ , 0)130} , { 0)110, 0)“} , { 0)2“ , 0)8“} , { 0)6“, 0)12“} , { 0)9“, 0)15“} ,
{0)3“,0)10“}, {0)6“,0)14“}} ® {1,0), • • • ,U)15}.
Finally, we list all skew strong starters in Z19.
For any prim itive root to there exists a constant a such tha t the following 
are all the 128 skew strong starters in Z19. The possible pairs of (to, a) are
(2,1), (3,7), (10,17), (13,11), (14,13), (15,5).
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1. {{ l,o )“}, {o)2“,o)3“}, {o)4“, 0)5°}, {o)6“,o)7“}, {o)8“, o>9“}, {o)10“,u)n “},
{io1 2\u>1 3a},{u>Ua,u:Ua},{u1lea,uJ17a}} ®
2. {{1, o)3“}, {ui2a, o)5“}, {o)4“,a)7°}, {o>6“, o>9“}, { o i^ o i110}, {o)10“,u)I3°},
{a)12“,u)15“-}, {u)14“,o)17“}, {o)16“,o)“}} ® {1 ,0)}.
3. {{ l,w 5°},{w2“,a;7“},{w4a,w9o},{wSo,w lla},{wSa,w:l3“},{w10“,a>150},
{o)12“,o>17“}, {o)14“,o)“}, {o)1Sa,o>3“}} ® {l,o>}.
4. {{l,o>7“}, {o>2“,o)9“}, {o)4a,o)n “}, {a>6“,u)13“}, {o)s“,o)15°}, {a)10“,u)17“},
{o>12o, 0)“},{u)14“,o 3o},{a>16“,u)6“}} ® {l,o>}.
5. {{l,a)3“}, {o>“,o)4“}, {o>2a,o)5“}, {u)e“,a)9“}, {u)7“,o)10“}, {o)8" ^ 11”},
{o)12“,o>15“}, {o)13“,o)16°}, {o)14a,o>17“}} ® {1,0), • • • ,o)5}.
6. {{l,o>7a}, {u)2“, 0)4“}, {o)3“,o)5“}, {a)6“,o)13“}, {o>8“,u)10a}, {a)9“,o)n “},
{u)12\u ) “}, {o)14“,o)16“}, {u)15“,u)17“}} ® {1 , 0), • ■ • , 0)5}.
7. {{ l,w “}, {u)2“,o>12“}, {o>3“,u)10“}, {o)4“,o)15°}, {o)5“,o)9a}, {o>6“,o)17a},
{o)8“,o>n “}, {o)7“,o)14“}{o)13“,o>16a}} ® {1 ,0), • ■ • ,o)17}.
8. {{l,o)“},{o)2a,u)4“},{o)5“,o)17“},{o)6“,o)9“},{o)7“,o)15“},{o)8“,o)16a},
{o)10°,o)12a}, {o)n “, 0)14“}{0)3“, 0)13«}} ® {1 ,0), ' • ■ ,o)17}.
9. {{1 , 0)“}, {o)2“, 0)3“}, {0)4“,O)12°}, {0)5“, 0)lla}, {o)6“,O)10°}, {o)7“,o)14“},
{o)8“,o)15“}, {u)9a, 0)16a}, {o)13“,o)17“}} ® {1 , 0), • • • ,o)17}.
10. {{1 , 0)“}, {0)8“, 0)9“}, {o)3a,o)5a}, {o)lla , 0)13“}, {u)2“,o>17“}, {o)6a,o)16“},
{o)4“,0)15“}, {o)7“,0)I2“}, {o)10“, 0)14“} }  ® {1,0),* - • ,o )17}.
11. { { 1 ,0 ) 2“} , {o .10“,0 )12“} ,  {o .3“,0 )6“} , {0)“ ,O)8“} , {o)7“,o )15° } ,  {0)9“,0 )13“ },
{o)lla ,o)17“}, {o)4“,0)14“}, {o)ls“,o)6“}} ® {1,0), ' ■ • ,0)17}.
12. {{l,o)2“},{o)3“,o)5“},{o)13a,o)15o},{o)'5a,o)9a},{o)7o,o!n “},{o)8a,o),2a},
{0)10“,O)16“},{o)14a,O)°}, {o>4“,0)17“}} ® {1 , 0), • ■ • ,o>17}.
1.7. RO O M  SQ U ARES
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D efin itio n  1.7.1 A Room square of order 2n (or of side 2n — 1) is a (2n — 1) x
(2n — 1) array based on 2n symbols aq, aq, ■ • • , x 2n such tha t
1 . each cell either is empty or contains an unordered pair of symbols;
2 . each symbol occurs once in each row and column;
3. each of the n(2n  — 1) unordered pairs of distinct symbols occurs in exactly 
one cell of the array.
E x a m p le  1.7.1 A Room square of order 10
/  oo ,o ---- 1 , 4 — — 7,8 2 ,6 ---- 3, 5 — -  \
— — oo, 1 — — 2 , 5 ------------ 8 ,0 3,7 — — 4, 6
5, 7 ----- oo ,2 — — 3,6 — 0 ,1 4, 8 _ _
_ _ 6 ,8 — — oo ,3 — — 4,7 — 1 , 2 5, 0
6 , 1 ----- 7, 0 _ __ oo, 4 ----- 5,8 -- — 2 , 3
3, 4 7,2 — — 8 , 1 ------------ oo, 5 ---- 6 , 0 — —
—— 4,5 8 , 3 — — 0 ,2 ----- oo, 6 — __ 7, 1
8 , 2 ------------ 5, 6 o, 4 ----- 1,3 ----- oo ,7 — —
V - — 0,3 _ — 6 , 7 1,5 — 2,4 — — oo , 8 /
E x a m p le  1.7.2 A Room square of order 12
( oo, 0 X ,3 — 8,9 1,7 4,6 2,5 - -  ^---- oo, 1 0,4 ---- 9, X 2 ,8 5,7 3,6
4,7 ---- oo, 2 1,5 ---- AT, 0 3,9 6 ,8
— 5,8 ---- oo, 3 2 ,6 — 0 ,1 4, X 7,9 ----- -----
---- ---- 6,9 ---- oo, 4 3,7 — 1 ,2 5,0 8 ,X ----
7, AT ----- oo, 5 4 ,8 — 2,3 6 ,1 9,0
X ,1 ----- — — 8 ,0 — oo, 6 5,9 — 3,4 7,2
8,3 0 ,2 — — — 9,1 — oo, 7 6 , X — 4,5
5,6 9,4 1,3 X ,2 ---- oo, 8 7,0 —
— 6,7 X ,  5 2,4 0,3 ---- oo, 9 8 ,1
V 9,2 — 7,8 0 ,6 3,5 1,4 ----- oo, X )
where X  =  10 .
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Room squares were named after T. G. Room who published a paper [35] 
in 1955, in which he proved tha t Room squares of sides three and five do not 
exist and constructed a Room square of side seven. Room squares in fact had 
been discussed long before 1955. In 1850, Kirkman, while discussing the ” 15 
Schoolgirls Problem ” , had exhibited a Room square of side seven.
A Room square of order 2n is Z-cyclic if its symbols are oo, 0,1, • • • , 2n — 2, 
and the top left diagonal cell contains {oo, 0 ), and, whenever {a, 6} occurs in the 
( i ,j ) - th  cell, {a +  1 ,6  +  1} occurs in the (i +  1 , j  +  l)- th  cell, arithm etic being 
mod (2n — 1), with oo -f a =  oo for all a. For example, Example 1.7.1. and 1.7.2 
are Z-cyclic Room squares, obtained from starters X \  and X 3 .
It is now well known tha t Room squares exist for all odd sides except sides 
three and five. In this thesis, I will construct many Z-cyclic Room squares.
C hapter 2 
1-R otational designs w ith  block  
size 4
1-rotational 1) designs are constructed for all v of the form v = 3p®1 . . .
p®n +  1, where pi either are primes =  1 (mod 4) or |( 4 m — 1) and there is at 
most one pi such tha t 3pi — 4m — 1 where 9 | (4m — 1) (and ai — 1 for this pi). 
Further, for such v a cyclic GDD(u — 1,4,3) exists.
2.1 Introduction
A balanced incomplete (v,k,A) block design is a pair T> =  {V ,B }  where V is a 
u-set and B is a collection of k-subsets of V ( called blocks, k < v) such tha t 
each pair of elements of V occurs together in precisely A blocks. Such a design 
has b =  blocks and every element of V belongs to r  =  blocks. The
design is said to be resolvable if the set B of b blocks can be partitioned into r 
classes so th a t the blocks in each class form a partition of V. In the particular 
case of k = 4, A =  1 , it was proved by Hanani, Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [24] 
tha t a resolvable (u ,4 ,1) design exists if and only if v =  4 (mod 12), v > 4. 
Note tha t, for such designs, v = 3r +  1 where r = 1 (mod 4).
An automorphism of a (u, A) design T> = {V ,#} is a perm utation of V 
which preserves B. T> is said to be 1-rotational if there is an automorphism of 2 > 
which fixes one point (which we denote by oo) and cycles the rest.
If B  =  {a, 6, c, d} is a block, we call the set {a +  j, b -J- j ,  c +  j ,  d +  j }  the ^-th
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translate of B.  A (u ,4 ,1) design on V =  Zv- \  U {oo} is said to be Z-cyclically 
resolvable if the blocks of the j - th  class are the (j — l)- th  translates of the blocks 
of the base class (oo -f- j  = oo for all j) .
Phelps and Rosa [34] showed that a 1-rotational (w ,3,1) design exists if and 
only if v = 3 or 9 (mod 24)
In this chapter, we will deal with 1-rotational (u ,4 ,1) designs. In 1896 [30] 
Moore presented a construction of resolvable (u, 4,1) designs whenever v ~  3 p + 1, 
p a prime, p = 1 (mod 4) and whenever v =  4m; his examples were in fact all 
1-rotational.
E x a m p le  2.1.1 A resolvable (16,4,1) design
{oo, 0,5,10} { 1 ,2 ,4 ,8 } {6,7,9,13} {11,12,14,3}
{ o o ,l ,6 , l l }  {2,3,5,9} {7,8,10,14} {12,13,0,4}
{oo,2,7,12} {3,4,6,10} {8,9,11,0} {13,14,1,5}
{oo,3,8,13} {4,5,7,11} {9,10,12,1} {14,0,2,6}
{oo,4,9,14} {5,6,8,12} {10,11,13,2} {0,1,3,7}.
It is also clearly Z-cyclically resolvable. Anderson and Finizio [7] constructed 
Z-cyclically resolvable (w, 4,1) designs for all v of the form 3p" 1 • * * p°n +  1, where 
the pi are primes =  1 (mod 4), such tha t each pi — 1 is divisible by the same 
power of 2. In the cases where pi — 1 do not satisfy this condition, we show that 
(non-resolvable) 1-rotational designs exist.
2.2 N ota tion  and basic lem m as
L em m a 2.2.1 ([23]) A (u ,4 ,1) design exists i f  and only i f v  = 1 or 4 (mod 12).
L em m a 2.2 .2  A necessary condition for the existence of a 1 -rotational (u ,4 ,1) 
design is v = 4 (mod 12).
P ro o f. Let V =  Zv- \  U {oo} and a = (oo) (0,1, • • •, v — 2) be an auto­
morphism of a 1-rotational (u ,4 ,1) design. The pair {oo,0} occurs in a block 
exactly once, say {oo,0,ao?&o} where bo jk 0 (mod v — 1). We claim that
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<*o =  § (u — 1), b0 = |  (v — 1). Since we want a 1-rotational (v ,4 ,1) design, if 
{oo,0 ,« 0)^o} € B then {oo,y,0,:c} € B  where y =  —a0l x — —a0 -f- b0. Thus, 
since 0 , oo occur together exactly once, we must have {a0, &o} =  {—«o, — +  &o}-
This implies a0 =  |  (v — 1), b0 = § (u — 1). Thus a 1-rotational (u ,4 ,1) design 
contains p p  blocks of the form {oo, i , i  -f- 2ip-, i +  |  (v — 1)}.
All the blocks of B  not containing oo are partitioned into orbits under a , all of 
which are of length v — 1 except possibly a single orbit Q0 of length |  (v — 1) con­
taining the 4-tuple {0, \  (v — 1), \  (v — 1) , |  (u — 1)}. We claim no 1-rotational 
( v ,4 , 1) design contains 4-tuples of Q0. If Qo were contained then this would 
require v = 1 (mod 4) and at the same time there would be need for further 
■Tv (v — 1) — |  (v — 1) — \  (v — 1) =  T  (w _  i) (v _  7) 4-tuples in B which would 
then necessarily have to be partitioned into ~  (w — 7) orbits of length v — 1. This 
is obviously impossible as (v — 7) is not an integer, since v =  1 or 4 (mod 12) 
by lemma 2 .2 .1 .
If {a, 6, c, d} is a 4-tuple in one such orbit then clearly the twelve differences 
±  (a — b) , ±  (a — c ) , ±  (a — d) , ±  (6 — c ) , ±  (b — d) , ±  (c — d) are all distinct and 
if {ai, &i, ci,c?i} and {a2, b2, c2, d2} are two 4-tuples from two distinct orbit in B 
then the corresponding 24 differences are all distinct. Since there are still v — 4 
non-zero differences “available” , it follows tha t p  (u — 4) must be integer and so 
we must have v =  4 (mod 12).
D e fin itio n  2 .2 .1  A group divisible design GDD( v ,k ,m )  consists of a col­
lection of m-subsets, called groups, of a u-set S  and a collection of fc-subsets, 
called blocks, such tha t
1 . the groups form a partition of 5 ,
2 . each pair of elements from different groups occur together in exactly one
block,
3. no block contains two elements from the same group.
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E x a m p le  2 .2 .1  The blocks {1,2,4}, {2, 3, 5}, {3,4,6}, {4,5,7}, {5,6,8}, 
{6 , 7,1}, {7,8,2}, {8,1,3} and the groups {1, 5}, {2 ,6 }, {3, 7}, {4, 8 } form a 
GDD(8,3,2).
D efin itio n  2.2.2 Let Zh,* * • ,D t be sets of size k in Z v such that the dif­
ferences arising from the D( give each element of Zv — {a, /3, 7 } exactly A times. 
Then D i,  • • •, are said to form a (v, k, A) difference system in Zv — {a, ff 'y}-
Note tha t if Z>i, • ■ •, Dt is a (t?, k, A) difference system in Zv — {a, /?, 7 } then 
so is Dt ±  a i, * • • D t ±  at where Di +  at- — {d\ ±  at-; d\ € Di).
E x a m p le  2 .2.2 {1,2, 4, 8 } is a (15,4,1) difference system in Z15 — {0,5,10}
since the differences arising from {1, 2 ,4 ,8} are ± 1 , ±3, ±7, ±2, ± 6 , ±4. Similarly, 
{1, 8,25, 5},{2,16,11,10},{4, 32, 22, 20} is a difference system in Z 39 — {0,13,26} 
since the differences arising from them  are ±7, ±15, ±4, ±17, ±3, ±19, ±14, ±9, 
± 8 , ±5 , ± 6 , ±1, ±11, ±18, ±16, ±10, ±12, ±2.
Note th a t if is a (3/?,4,1) difference system in Z3p — {0,/?, 2/?}
then the blocks D i, • • • ,Zh along with {0 0 , 0 , /?, 2 /?} will generate a 1-rotational 
(3/9 ±  1 ,4 ,1) design and so by Lemma 2 .2.2 we must have (3 = 1 (mod 4).
L e m m a  2.2 .3  Let a  — 4t ±  1 and i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  t, be a (3a, 4,1) difference 
system in Z3a — {0, a , —a}, /3 = 4s ±  1 and Bj, j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  s, be a (3/?, 4 ,1) dif­
ference system in Zsp — {0,/3, —ft}- I f  (3 = ±1 (mod 3) then there is a (3a/3 ,4 ,1) 
difference system in Z3ap — {0,a/3, —a/3}.
P ro o f . W ithout loss of generality, let D{ — {0, d\, d2, dl3) i = 1 ,2 , . . .  , t  and 
Bj = {0, b{, b2, 63} j  =  1, 2, • • ■ , s. We claim that the following 4-tuples form a 
difference system in Z3ap — {0,a(3, ~a(3)\
{ 0 ,ab{,ab 32 ,ab3} j  = l , 2 , - - - , s  
{2.2.1) {0, d\ ±  I • 3a, dl2 ±  21 • 3a, d3 ±  3/ • 3a}
2 =  1 , 2 , . . . , * ;  Z =  0 , 1 , • ■ *, /? — 1 .
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First consider the differences in {0, ab[, ab2, a&g} j  = 1,2, ■ • • ,5. They are 
clearly a  times the differences in {0, &}, b2, b3] j  = 1, 2, • • • , 3, so the differences 
in {0, a&{, ab2, a&g} } =  1, 2, • • • , s are the nonzero elements of Z3ap which are 
multiples of a  except a/3, — a/3.
Next consider the differences in {0, d\ +  I ■ 3a, d2 -f- 2/ • 3a, dg +  3/ • 3a} / =
1, 2, • • • , t; I = 0,1 , • • • , / ? — 1. Let a =  3a. For i = 1 ,2 ,••• ,£ , the differences in 
{0, d} -j- /^4 drj -j- 2/a, dg -J- 3/a} are
±(d{ +  /a), ± (d 2 — d\ -f /a),
{2 .2 .2 ) i ( d |  — d  ^+  /a), ±(d^ +  2/a),
±(dg — d} -f 2/a), dh(dg +  3/a) (mod /3a) / =  0 ,1 ,2 , • • • , /3 — 1.
But since 2 { (3 and 3 \  /3, we have {2/ (mod (3); / £ Z/?} =  {3/ (mod /3); / £ 
^/j} =  so (2.2.2) becomes
±(d} 4 - /a), ± (d j — d} 4- /a),
±(dg — dl2 +  /a), ± (d j 4- /a),
±(dg — d} +  /a), ±(dg +  /a) (mod /3a) Z =  0,1, ■ ■ ■ , /3 — 1.
Therefore {2.2.1) form a difference system in — {0,a/3, — a/3}.
2.3 1-rotational (t>, 4,1) designs
T h e o re m  2.3.1 ([30]) I f v  = 3p -fl or 4m where p is a prime = 1 (mod 4), m  
is a positive integer then a 1-rotational (t>,4,1) design exists.
T h e o re m  2.3.2 I f  v = 3a/3 +  1 where 1-rotational (3a 4- 1 ,4 ,1), (3/3 4- 1,4,1) 
designs exist and (3 =  ±1 (mod 3) then a 1-rotational (v ,4 ,1 ) design exists.
P ro o f. Suppose the initial blocks for 1-rotational (3a 4- 1,4 ,1) are {oo,0, 
a , 2a}, Di — (dp, dj, dg, dg} i = 1,2, • • *, a  and those of (3/3 4- 1 ,4 ,1) are {oo, 0, 
/3, 2/3}, Bj j  = 1,2, ■ ■ ■, (3. Then Tk, Bj are difference systems in Z3a— {0, a , 2a} 
and Zs/3 — {0,/3 ,2/3} respectively. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3, the following blocks 
form a difference system in Z3ag — {0, a/3, 2a/3}:
a 33j, ji 1,2, • • •, (3,
{2.3.1) {d^, di +  / • 3a,g +2/ • 3a, d£ +  3/ • 3a},
i =  l , 2 , - - . , l ( a - l ) ;  1 =  0,1, • ■ • , 0 - 1 .
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Therefore the block {oo, 0, a/3,2aj3} and those in (2 .3 .1) are initial blocks for 
a 1-rotational (3a{3 +  1,4,1) design.
C o ro lla ry  2 .3 .3  I f v  = Sp™1 • • • p"n T 1 where pi either are primes =  1 (mod 4) 
or |( 4 m — 1) and there is at most one pi such that 3pi = 4m — 1 where m  =  0 
(mod 3) and (di = 1 in this case), then a 1-rotational (n ,4 ,1) design exists.
P ro o f. By induction with Theorem 2.3.2, since 4m ~  1 (mod 9) precisely 
when m  = 0 (mod 3).
E x a m p le  2.3.1 Let v =  3-13-17 +  1 =  664. Since 52 =  3-17 +  1 =  12-4 +  4 
where 17 is a prime, so by Theorem 2.3.1 a 1-rotational (52,4,1) design ex­
ists. Moore’s example has initial blocks {oo, 0,17,34}, D\ =■ {1,47,16,38}, D 2 — 
{5,31,29, 37}, =  {25,2,43, 32}, D 4 =  {23,10,11,7}. Note tha t D 1 ,D 2 ,D 3 ,D 4
is a difference system in Z 51 — {0,17, 34}. Similarly, since 40 =  3-13 +  1 =  12-3  +  4 
where 13 is a prime, a 1-rotational (40,4,1) design exists. Moore’s example 
has initial blocks {0 0 , 0,13,26}, B 4 = {1,8,25,5}, B 2 — {2,16,11,10}, B 3 =  
{4,32,22, 20}. Note tha t B \, B 2, B 3 is a difference system in Z 3 9  — {0,13, 26}.
Therefore by Lemma 2.2.3, the following blocks form a difference system in 




(2.3.2) {1,47 +  I • 51,16 +  21 • 51, 38 +  3/ • 51},
{5,31 +  / ■ 51,29 +  21 • 51,37 +  3/ • 51},
{25,2 +  / • 51,43 +  2/ • 51,32 +  3/ • 51},
{23,10 +  I • 51,11 +  21 • 51, 7 +  3/ • 51}; 1 = 0,1, • • •, 12.
Therefore the block {0 0 , 0, 221,442} and those in [2.3.2) form the initial blocks
for a 1-rotational (664,4,1) design.
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E x a m p le  2 .3.2 u =  3- 5 - 2 1 - f l  =  316. Here we take a  — 21, (3 = 5. As 
in Example 2.1.1 a *1-rotational (16,4,1) design exists and its initial blocks are 
{oo, 0,5,10}, D 1 = {1,2,4, 8 }. Further, since 64 =  43 =  3-21 +  1 -  12-5 +  4, by 
Theorem 2.3.1 a 1-rotational (64,4,1) design exists. Moore’s example has initial 
blocks
{oo, 0,21,42),
B t = {1,25,56,58},
B 2 = {2,50,49,53},
B 3 = {3,13,20,57},
B 4 = {6,26,40,51},
B 5 = {12,52,17,39}.
Note th a t 21 — 4 - 5  +  1 and B i, B 2, B 3, B4, B 5 is a difference system in 
Z63-  {0,21,42}.







{1,2 +  / • 15,4 +  21 • 15,8 +  3/ • 15}. / =  0,1, ■ ■ •, 20.
Therefore, the block {0 0 , 0,105, 210} and those in (2.3.3) are the initial blocks 
for a 1-rotational (316,4,1) design.
C o ro lla ry  2 .3.4 I f  v is as in Corollary 2.3.3 then a cyclic GDD(v — 1,4,3) 
exists.
P ro o f  Take a 1-rotational (u ,4 ,1) design as above and delete 00 from all 
blocks containing it to obtain a GDD(u — 1,4, 3), in which the resulting 3-element 
sets are the groups.
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E x a m p le  2 .3 .3  From Example 2.3.1 we know th a t the groups {i, i 4 2 2 1 ,1 4  
442} i — 0,1, • • •, 220 and the blocks
{17 4  i ,  136 +  j ,  425 4  j ,  85 4  j} ,
{34 +  i ,  272 +  j ,  187 +  j ,  170 +  j } ,
{68 +  j ,  544 +  j ,  374 +  j ,  340 +  ;  },
{1 4- j ,  47 -f I • 51 4  j ,  16 4  2/ ■ 51 4  j ,  38 4  3/ ■ 51 4-}},
{5 4  j ,  31 + I ■ 51 4- j ,  29 4- 2/ ■ 51 4- j ,  37 4- 31 ■ 51 4- j} ,
{25 +  j ,  2 +  1 ■ 51 +  j ,  43 +  21 ■ 51 4- j ,  32 4  31 • 51 4- j } ,
{23 4  j ,  10 4  I • 51 4  j ,  11 4  21 • 51 4  j ,  7 4  31 • 51 4  j } ,  
i  =  0,1, ■•■,562 1 =  0,1, •••,1 2
with arithm etic mod 663 form a cyclic GDD(663,4,3).
C hapter 3 
R eferee squares
In [11] Anderson, Hamilton and Hilton made a conjecture concerning the exis­
tence of a referee square for every odd integer n > 3 other than 5. In this paper 
the existence of a referee square of side n is shown when n is an odd composite 
integer.
3.1 Introduction
A referee square of side n is an n x n  array R  based on V =  {1 , 2 , • • • , n} such 
that
1 . each cell either is empty or contains an unordered pair of distinct symbols 
on V,
2 . each i € V occurs precisely once in each row (except the i-th) and in each 
column (except i-th column), and does not occur in the i-th  row and i-th 
column,
3. each unordered pair of distinct elements of V occurs in exactly one cell of 
i?,
4. the main diagonal cells are non-empty.
We give some examples in the following.
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E x a m p le  3.1.1 A referee square of side 7
/  6 ,7 4,5 ---- 2,3
3,5 7,1 ---- — 4,6 — ------------
------------ — 5,6 — 2,7 1,4 ----
---- 3,6 1 ,2 5,7
------------- ------------ 4,7 — 1,3 ---- 2 ,6
2,4 3,7 1,5
V 1 ,6 — 2,5 3 ,4 /
3.1 .2  [11] A referee square of side 9
/  8,9 6,7 4,5 2,3
5,7 4,9 6 ,8 — 1,3
2 ,6 1,5 7,9 — 4,8
---- 3,8 — 5,6 ---- — 2,9 1,7 ----
6,9 3,7 1,4 — 2 ,8
3,4 — 1 ,2 7,8 — 5,9
2,4 5,8 3,9 1 ,6
1,9 2,7 — ----- 4,6 3,5
I  — 1 ,8 3,6 2,5 4, 7 >
E x a m p le  3 .1 .3  A referee square of side 11
/  2,3 ---- 6 ,1 1 8 ,1 0 ------------ ------------ — 4,7 ---- ------------ 5,9 \
6 ,1 0 3,4 ------------ 7,1 9,11 5,8 ---- ----
— 7,11 4,5 ---- 8 ,2 10 ,1 6,9 -----
— — 8 ,1 5,6 — 9,3 1 1 ,2 7,10
8 ,1 1 — ---- 9,2 6,7 ---- 10,4 1,3
— 9,1 ---- ---- 10,3 7,8 ---- 11,5 2,4 — —
— — 1 0 ,2 ------------ — 11,4 8,9 — 1 ,6 3,5 —
11,3 — ------------ 1,5 9,10 ------------- 2,7 4,6
5,7 1,4 ---- ------------ 2 ,6 10 ,11 ---- 3,8
4,9 6 ,8 2,5 ----- ----- 3,7 11,1 ----
V — 5,10 7,9 3,6 ---- — 4,8 1 ,2  j
A referee square of side n is Z-c.yclic if, whenever {a, 6} occurs in the (z, j)-th. 
cell, {a +  1 , b +  1} occurs in the (i +  l , j  +  l)-th  cell, arithm etic being mod n. 
Example 3.1.3 is Z-cyclic while examples 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are not.
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Anderson, Hamilton and Hilton [11] constructed Z-cyclic referee squares of 
side n for n =  3,11,13. We begin by using the starter-adder m ethod , successful 
in the construction of Room squares, to construct referee squares of side n for a 
few value of n.
3.2 T he starters construction
If G is an additive Abelian group with identity element 0, and G* = G — {0} then 
a starter X for G is a partition of G* into 2-sets such tha t {x{ — Xj\ {xi^Xj} £ 
X }  — G*. If X,Y are two starters for G and { x u ,x 2i} £ X ,  {y u - ,  y 2i ]  £ Y  with 
%2i — % u  — y 2i — y u  then the distance d ({aq;, x 2i, }, { y u ,  yu})  from {aq*-,aq;} to 
{y u , V2 i} is defined by
d ({aq,-, x 2i], {y u , yu}) = yu -  xu  (= y2i -  x 2i) .
T h e o re m  3.2.1 I f  there exist two starters X, Y  with distinct distances containing 
a zero distance in Z 2n+1 then a Z-cyclic referee square of side 2n -T 1 exists.
P ro o f . Let X  =  {{aq1; x n }, {aq2, aq2}, • • •, {aqn, x 2n}}, Y  =  { { y n , y 2 i},  
{yi 2 , 2/22}? , {yin, y2n}} (rearrange if necessary) be two starters with x u  — xu  =
d2i ~  yu  and all distance d ({aqt-, x 2*}, {yu-, y2i}) are distinct and containing a zero 
distance, say d ( { x l j , x 2j } y{iyl j , y2j}) =  0. Let a{ = d ( { x li , x 2 i} , { y u , y 2i}) then 
cij == 0 and a* >  1 for i j  and ak ah for k ^  h\ thus if we place the 
pair {xu  +  l , x 2{ +  1} in the first row and column — +  1 (mod 2n +  1) then 
{yu  + 1 , y2i + 1} will occur in the first column and row a* +  1 (mod 2n + 1) since 
the distance from {aqt-, ®2t-} to { y u , y 2i} is Thus clearly 1 missing in first row 
and first column and so by the cyclic condition i is missing from i-th  row and 
z-th column, and a Z-cyclic referee square is constructed.
E x a m p le  3.2.1 In Zn
X  = {{1,2}, {7, 9}, {3,6 }, {4,8 }, {5,10}}
Y =  {{1,2}, {4,6 }, {7,10}, {5,9}, {3 ,8}}
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are two starters, with distances from X to Y given by
D = {0 ,8,4,1,9}. 
so the first row of a Z-cyclic referee square is
{2,3}, — , {6 ,11} ,{8 ,10}, {4,7}, — ,{5,9}.
i.e Example 3.1.3.
E x a m p le s  3 .2 .2
(a) In Z13
V  =  {{9,10},{5 ,7} ,{1 ,4},{12 ,3},{6 ,1 1 } ,{ 2 ,8 }}
Y  = {{9,10}, {12,1}, {3 ,6 }, {4,8 }, {2 ,7}, {5,11}}
D = {0 ,7 ,2 ,5 ,9 ,3}
so {10,11}, — , — , — , {7,12}, — , {6 , 8 }), — , {13,4}, — , {3,9}, {2,5}, —  
is the first row of a Z-c.yc.lic referee square in Z ls.
(b)In Z 15,
X  = {{1 , 2 }, {3,5}, {7,10}, {9,13}, {6 , 1 1}, {8,14}, {1 2 ,4}}
Y  = {{1,2 }, {6 , 8 }, {11,14}, {5,9}, {7 ,12}, {13,4}, {3 ,10}}
D  =  {0 ,3 ,4 ,11 ,1 ,5 ,6}
so {2 ,3 } ,— , - , — ,{ 1 0 ,1 4 } , - - ,— , — , — ,{13,5}, {9,15}, {8 ,11},
{4 ,6 } ,---- , {7,12} is the first row of a Z-cyclic referee square in Z\$.
(c) In Z l7
X  =  {{10,11},{12,14},{1,4},{5,9},{15,3},{2,8},{6,13},{16,7}}
Y  = {{10 , 11}, {7,9}, {5 ,8 }, {16,3}, {13,1}, {15,4}, {1 2 , 2 }, {6,14}}
D = {0,12,4 ,11,15,13,6 ,7}
so {11,12}, — , {16,4}, — , {3,9}, {13,15}, {6 ,10}, — , — , — , {17,8}, 
{7, 14}, — , {2, 5}, — - is the first row of a Z-cyclic referee square in 
Z\7-
(d) In Z 19
X  =  {{1 , 2 }, {15,17}, {13,16}, {4,8}, {5,10}, {6 ,12}, {7,14}, { 3 ,11}, {9,18}}
Y  = {{1,2},{3,5},{6,9},{13,17},{10,15},{8,14}, {11,18},{4,12},{7,16}}
D = {0 ,7 ,12 ,9 ,5 ,2 ,4 ,1 ,17}
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so {2, 3}, — , {10, 19}, — , {14, 17}, — , — , {5, 9}, — ,
{16,18},-----, {8 ,15},-----, {7,13}, {4,12} is the first row of a Z-cyclic referee
square in Z ,q
(e) In Z2i
X  =  {{1,2},{3,5},{4,7},{12,16},{10,15},{8,14},{13,20},{11,19},{9,18}, 
{17,6}}
Y  =  {{1 , 2 }, {4 ,6 }, {13,16}, {7 ,11}, {15,20}, {12,18}, {3,10}, {9,17}, {5,14}, 
{19,8}}
D = {0 ,1 ,9 ,16 ,5 ,4 ,11 ,19 ,17 ,2}
so {2,3}, — , {12,20}, — , {10,19}, {13,17}, — , — , — , ---- , {14,21}, — ,
{5 ,8 } , ---- , -----, -----, {11,16}, {9 ,15},-----, {18,7}, {4,6 } is the first row of a Z-
cyclic referee square in Z 2\,
(f) In Z23
V  =  {{1,2},{3,5},{4,7},{13,17},{11,16}, {8,14},{15,22},{10,18},
{12,21},{19,6},{9,20}}
Y  =  {{1 , 2 }, {4,6}, {8 , 11}, {9,13}, {14,19}, {16,22}, {10,17}, {12,20},
{21,7},{18,5},{15,3}}
D = {0 ,1 ,4 ,19 ,3 ,8 ,18 ,2 ,9 ,22 ,6}
(g) In Z 25
X  =  {{1 ,2}, {4 ,6 }, {15,18}, {8 ,12}), {16,21}, {24,5}, {10,17}, {14,22}, 
{11,20},{3,13},{23,9},{7,19}}
Y  =  {{1,2},{7,9},{10,13},{19,23},{3,8}, {12,18}, {15,22}, {16,24}, 
{5,14},{11,21},{20,6},{17,4}}
D  =  {0 ,3 ,20 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,5 ,2 ,19 ,8 ,22 ,10}
(h) In Z22
X  =  {{1,2},{3,5},{6,9},{12,16},{10,15},{14,20},{17,24},{18,26} 
{25,7}, {13,23}, {11,22},{19,4},{8,21}}
Y  = {{1 , 2 }, {4,6}, {8 , 11}, {20,24}, {14,19}, {17,23}, {9,16}, {7,15}, 
{21,3}, {12,22},{26,10},{13,25},{5,18}}
D = {0 ,1 ,2 ,8 ,4 ,3 ,19 ,16 ,23 ,26 ,15 ,21 ,24}
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(i) In Z 29
X  = {{18,19}, {20,22}, {1,4}, {11,15}, {21,26}, {2,8}, {10,17}, {28,7}, 
{3,12},{6,16},{23,5},{13,25},{14,27}, {24,9}}
Y  =  {18,19}, {1,3}, {2,5}, {23,27}, {6 ,11}, {8,14}, {9,16}, {13,21}, 
{24,4},{15,25},{17,28},{10,22}, {7,20}, {12,26}}
D = {0 ,10,1 ,12,14,6 ,28,14,21,9 ,23,26,22,17}
(j) In Z31
X  = {{16,17}, {1,3}, {11,14}, {2 , 6 }, {18,23}, {22,28}, {19,26}, {4 ,12}, 
{20,29}, {5,15}, {30,10}, {13,25}, {27,9}, {7,21}, {24,8}}.
Y  = {{16,17}, {2,4}, {3,6}, {9,13}, {22,27}, {20,26}, {7,14}, {10,18}, 
{23,1}, {19,29}, {25,5}, {12,24}, {8 ,21}, {28,11}, {15,30}}.
D =  {0 ,1 ,23 ,7 ,4 ,29 ,19 ,6 ,3 ,14 ,26 ,30 ,12 ,21 ,22}.
(k) In Z z3
X  =  {{1,2}, {3,5}, {4,7}, {6 ,10}, {19,24}, {16,22}, {20,27}, {18,26},
{32,8},{11,21},{12,23},{13,25},{17,30},{28,9}, {14,29},{15,31}}. 
Y  = {{1 , 2 }, {10,12}, {3,6 }, {4,8 }, {11,16}, {22,28}, {14,21}, {19,27},
{29,5},{15,25},{20,31},{18,30},{13,26},{9,23},{17,32},{24,7}}. 
D  =  {0 ,7 ,32 ,31 ,25 ,6 ,27 ,1 ,30 ,4 ,8 ,5 ,29 ,14 ,3 ,9} .
Conversely, if there exists a Z-cyclic referee square of side 2n + 1 in Z 2 n + 1 then 
the first row of this square contains {aqi, £21}, £22}, • • *, {^ln, %2n} where
Xij e  Z 2 n + 1  -  { l } ; i  =  1,2,} =  1,2, • • • ,n  and X  = {{xi, -  1, x 2i -  1}; 1 < 
i <  «} is a, starter in Z2n+i. Similarly, the first column of this square contains 
{y 11, 1/21}, • • ' ,  {yin,V2n}, where x n  = yn  and 2:21 =  y21 and Y  =  {{j/i,— 1, y2~  1}; 
1 <  * <  n} is a starter in Z2a+1. Furthermore, the distances from X to Y ( or 
from Y to X ) are distinct and containing 0. Therefore there are no Z-cyclic 
referee squares in Z 2 and Z$, since all starters in Z 2  are
{{2,3}, {4 ,6 }, {5,1}} {{3,4}, {6,1}, {2,5}} {{4,5}, {1,3}, {6,2}}
and all starters in Zg are
{{1 ,2} ,{4 ,6 } ,{ 5 ,8 },{3,7}} {{1 ,2} ,{5 ,7} ,{3 ,6 } ,{ 4 ,8 }}
{{2,3},{6 , 8 },{4,7},{1,5}} {{3,4},{5,7}, {8,2}, {6 ,1}}
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{{4,5}, {8 ,1}, {3 ,6 }, {7,2}} {{5,6 }, {2,4}, {7,1}, {8 ,3}}
{{6 ,7}, {1,3}, {2,5}, {4 ,8 }} {{7,8 }, {2,4}, {3,6}, {1,5}}
{{7,8 } ,{3 ,5 } ,{1 ,4 } ,{ 2 ,6 }}
In both cases there are no pairs of starters satisfying the required conditions.
C o n je c tu re  3.1 For all odd integers n > 11, there are Z-cyclic referee squares 
of side n.
3.3 T he trip lication  and quintuplication  th eo­
rem s
T h e o re m  3.3.1 I f  a Room square of side n exists then a referee square of side 
3n exists.
P ro o f. Suppose we have a Room square R  of side n = 2s +  1 with entries 
oo, 1 ,2 ,--* , n. By permuting rows and/or columns we may assume the square is 
standardized with the pairs {oo,z} occuring in order on the main diagonal, i.e 
{oo, i} in the position (z, z). For each z =  1 , 2 ,3, let X( — x -f n (z — 1) and define 
Rij to be the array obtaining from R  by deleting all main diagonal entries and 
replacing each remaining { x , y }  by {x{,yi}.
The arrays R ^ ,  1 < i , j  <  3, will contain among them  all unordered pairs of 
numbers from 1 to 3n apart from the pairs
Suppose tha t we consider the following 3n x 3n array R'
( R u  R 22 R 3s \
R ' =  I R 32 R 13 R 21
\  R 23 Rsi R 12
Then each of the first n rows contains each of 1,2, • • • ,3rz exactly once, except 
that, in the z'-th row , the number z, z -f- n, i +  2n are missing. Similarly, these are 
missing from rows i +  n and i +  2n. A similar observation can be made about 
the columns. Note also tha t every unordered pair of numbers X{,yj with x 7  ^ y 
occurs exactly once. Now we place pairs {z +  n, z +  2n}, {z, z +  2n} and {z, z +  n} 
in (z, z ) , (z +  n , i +  n) and (z T  2n, z +  2n)-th positions respectively. The resulting 
array is then a referee square of side 3n.
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E x a m p le  3 .3 .1  Referee square of side 21. Let
oo, 1 —
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18,21 ----- 17, 15
19,15 -----
_ _ ----- 20,16
16, 17
“ “ -----
15,20 17,18 - -
---- 9,7 11,5
11,7 ----- 10,1




4, H — 3 ,8





12 13 I 1
Thus the resulting array is a referee square of side 21.
/  8, 15 ----- — 3 ,6 ----- 2,7 4 ,5 10,13 ----- 9,14 11,12 17,20 ----- 16,21 18,19
5 ,6 9 ,1 6 — - 4 ,7 ----- 3,1 12,13 11,14 ----- 10,8 19,20 18,21 — 17,15
4 ,2 6 ,7 10,17 — ----- 5,1 ----- 11,9 13,14 12,8 ----- 18,16 20,21 19, 15 ___
----- 5 ,3 7,1 11,18 ----- ----- 6,2 - - 12,10 14,8 13,9 _ _ 19,17 21,15 20,16
7 ,3 6 ,4 1,2 12,19 ----- ----- 14,10 ----- 13,11 8 ,9 21,17 ----- 20, 18 15,16
----- 1.4 ----- 7,5 2 ,3 13,20 ----- ----- 8,11 ----- 14,12 9 ,1 0 15,18 ----- 21,19 16,17 ----- ___
----- ----- 2,5 ----- 1 ,6 ? J 14,21 ----- ----- 9,12 ----- 8 ,1 3 10,11 16,19 — 15,20 17,18 ___
17,13 ----- 16,14 18,12 15,1 — 3 ,2 0 ----- 2,21 4,19 10,6 — 9, 7 11,5
19,13 18,14 ----- 17,8 5 ,20 16,2 — 4,21 ----- 3,15 12,6 11, 7 ----- 10*1
18,9 20,14 19,8 ----- 4,16 6,21 17,3 ----- ----- 5 ,15 ----- 11,2 13 ,7 12,1 -----
19,10 21 ,8 20,9 5,17 7,15 18,4 _ _ — 6,1 6 ----- 12,3 14,1 13,2
21, 10 ----- 20,11 15,9 7,17 — 6, IS 1,16 19,5 ----- — 14,3 ----- 13,4 8 ,2
- - - 15,11 ----- 21,12 16, 10 1,18 ----- 7*19 2 ,1 7 20 ,6 _ _ ----- 8 ,4 ----- 14,5 9 ,3 -----
----- ----- 16,12 ----- 15,13 17,11 2,19 — 1,20 3,18 21 ,7 ----- ----- 9,5 — 8 ,6 10,4 ___
10,20 ----- 9,21 11,19 17,6 ----- 16 ,7 18,5 1 ,8 — ----- 3,13 _ _ 2,14 4,12
12,20 11,21 — 10,15 19,6 18,7 ----- 17,1 5, 13 2 ,9 — ----- 4,14 ___ 3 ,8
11,16 13,21 12,15 ----- 18t 2 20 ,7 19,1 ----- 4 ,9 6 ,14 3 ,10 ----- — 5,8 ___
— 12,17 14,15 13,16 -- 19,3 21,1 20,2 ----- 5,10 7 ,8 4,11 — ___ 6 ,9
14,17 ----- 13,18 8,16 21 ,3 ----- 20,4 15,2 7,10 6,11 1,9 5,12 ___
----- 8,18 - - 14,19 9,17 15,4 - - 21,5 16,3 1,11 ----- 7,12 2,10 6,13 ___
^ — ----- 9,1 9 ----- 8 ,2 0 10,18 16,5 ----- 15,6 17,4 2,12 ----- 1,13 3,11 14,7 }
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Suppose we have a standardized Room square R  of side n = 2s +  1 with 
entries oo, 0,1, • • • , n — 1. Define the n x n (0,1) m atrix M  — (rriij) by
_  j 1, if cell ( i , j )  of R  is empty 
|  Q5 otherwise.
Then, since n =  2s +  1 , M  has s Is in each row and each column, so tha t
(3.3.1) ,M =  P1 +  P2 +  --- +  P 5
where each Pi is a perm utation matrix,(see, for exam ple,[1 , Theorem 1.5.4]) Let 
4> be the perm utation corresponding to P1? i.e 4>(k,) =  £ if and only if Pi has 
entry 1 in the (k:£) position, and note that each cell (zc,<^(ac)) in R  is empty. 
The following lemma is now clear.
L e m m a  3.3 .2  ([38]) Given a Room square R of side m, where m  = 2r +  1, 
there are r permutations f i ,  <f2, ■ • ■, <f>r of {1 , 2 , • ■ ■ , m } with the properties that 
<j>i (k) — <f>j (k ) never occurs unless i — j  and that cell (&, f i  (k)) is empty for  
1 <  /e < m } 1 <  i < s.
T h e o re m  3 ,3 .3  I f  a Room square of side n exists then a referee square of side 
5n exists.
P ro o f. We proceed as in the triplication theorem, except this tim e we use 
the following
< Rn R 22 R33 R44 P 55 \
fRs  2 P i  3 4>R24 < ^ 3 5 P 4I
P 43 4>Rs4 P i  5 R 2 I 4>R32
P 34 fR ’45 P 51 P i  2 ^ P ' 2 3
V (j)R2s ^31 <j)R4  2 <f>R 53 P i  4 1
where <f> is the perm utation associated with the perm utation m atrix Px which 
arises in the decomposition M  = P1 +  P 2 +  • • • +  Ps in (3.3.1).
First consider the array R' given by
f P n P 22 P 33 P 44 P 55 ^
P 52 P i 3 P 2 4 P 3 5 P 4 1
P 43 P 54 P i 5 P 21 P 32
COcq P 45 Psi P i 2 P 2 3
V P 25 P 3 I P 4 2 P 53 P i 4 /
Each of the first n rows contains each 1, 2, ■ • • , 5n exactly once, except tha t in 
the z-th row, the numbers z, i +  n, i +  2n, i +  3n, % +  4n are missing. Similarly, these
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are missing from rows z+zz, z+2zz, z +  3zz, zfi4zz. A similar observation can be made 
about the columns. Unlike the triplication case, we find here tha t we cannot fit in 
the missing numbers as required. We get round this problem by replacing some 
of the R{j by <f>Rij, where (f>Rij denotes the array obtained from Rij by permuting 
the columns of Rij by </>. Because R ^  is always in the same column of the array R' 
as R ji , and either both or neither have their columns perm uted by <^,the resulting 
array R  still has z, z fi zz, z +  2zz, z fi 3zz, z fi 4n missing from rows z, z fi zz, • • •, z fi 4n, 
for each i <  zz, whereas i is missing from columns z, i -fin, i +  2zz, z +  3zz, i +  4n; z +  zz 
is missing from columns <j> (z ), z +  zz, </> (z) +  2zz, z +  3zz, 4> (z) +  4n; i +  2n is missing 
from columns z, z +  zz, z +  2zz, (z) +  3n, <f> (z) +  4n; i -f 3n is missing from columns 
z, (j) (i) A n,<f> (z) +  2n, z +  3n, z +  4rz; z +  4n is missing from columns 4>(i) ,(j> (z) fi­
zz, i fi- 2n, 4> (0 +  3n, z fi- 4?z . So we place
{z fi- 2n, i +  3zz} in cell (z, z), {z fi- zz, z fi- 4zz} in cell (z, (j) (z )),
{z, i fi- 2zz} in cell (z fi- n, i fi- zz), {z fi- 3zz, z fi- 4zz} in cell (z fi- zz, rz fi- <f> (i)) ,
{z, z fi- 4zz} in cell (z fi- 2zz, z +  2zz), {z fi- zz, z +  3zz} in cell (z +  2zz, 2?z fi- <fi (z)) ,
{z, z fi- zz} in cell (z +  3zz, z fi- 3zz), (z +  2zz, z fi- 4zz} in cell (z fi- 3zz, 3zz fi- (f> (z )),
{z, z fi- 3zz} in cell (z +  4zz, z +  4zz), {z +  zz, z +  2zz} in cell (z +  4zz, 4zz +  (j) (z)).
The resulting array is the required referee square of side 5zz.
The methods used in this section and the following section are based on the 
ideas used by Wallis [38].
3.4 C om position  theorem s for referee squares
T h e o re m  3.4.1 I f  a Room square of side zzz; a referee square of side zz and two 
M OLS of order zz exist, then a referee square of side zzzzz exists.
P ro o f. W ithout lost of generality, suppose M  = ({zzzh, m?-}) is a Room square 
on {oo, 0 , 1 , ■ • •, zzz — 1} with the pair {oo, z — 1} in the position (z, z), i.e mb =  oo 
and mfi = i — 1. Let N  = ^{zzL,zzb}^ be a referee square on {1 , 2 , • * ■ , zz}. Then 
zzL, njj are either nil or belong to {1 , 2 , ■ • • , zz} ~- {z} and are distinct for any fixed 
z, and each element of {1,2, • • •, zz} — {z} appears as zzL or nfj exactly once. Let
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A  = (a.ij) ,B  = (b{j) be two MOLS of order n, and let the join (A, B)  of A  and 
B  be b{j}). Alter M  by replacing each of its entries by an n x n array as
follows.
(i) If cell ( i , j )  of M  is empty, place an empty n x n array in it.
(ii) The cell (i, i)  °f M  has {oo,i — 1} in it. Place in tha t cell N  + n ( i  — I) 
which is obtained from N  by adding n(i  — 1) to each non-nil entry.
(iii) If cell (i) j)  with i ^  j  of M  has {u, v} with 0 <  u <  v, add un  to each 
entry of A  and vn  to each entry of B  and place the join of the resulting MOLS 
in tha t cell, with ordered pairs replaced by unordered ones.
When this is done , clearly an m n  x m n  square array R  is obtained on the 
symbols 1,2,• • ■ , mn; further , each cell of R  is either empty or contains a pair of 
symbols. We have to prove tha t each pair of symbols occurs exactly once in R. 
Certainly there are m ~n (n — 1) pairs arising from (ii) and |m  (m — 1) n 2 pairs 
arising from (iii) i.e ^ m n (m n  — 1) pairs altogether; so we only need to show 
that all pairs are distinct. Let P ( i %j)  denote the collection of all pairs of R  
arising from the ( i , j )  cell of M.  Then certainly all pairs in P  (i , j ) are distinct; 
either they are all pairs in a Room square or they are all pairs in the join of two 
MOLS. Further if ( i , j )  ^  (h: k ) then P  (i , j ) and P (h, k) clearly have no pairs in 
common.
Finally, i is missing in the i-th  row and i-th column, since Ru = Nit^ mo<in) +  
n [^ - ]  and n\i[rnoi n) ±  i (mod n ) so n3ii(mod n) + n [^ - ]  ^  i for j  =  1 , 2 .
In fact, the procedures (i) (ii) (iii) in the above proof may be replaced by the 
following. Define the array R  by
|  K j  (modn) + " [ y ] . " L '  (modn) =
R i j  —  ^ ( m o d  n )  ^ i - l j  | ,  r >—1: | j i (m o d  n) ~\~
where [x] = n — l i f n  — l < x < n  and the arithm etical result will be nil if any 
one of m}j, m?-, nL, tif- is nil. i.e. n il+a —nil.
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E x a m p le  3 .4.1 We have a Room square of side 7
( 00, 0 ------------ — 2,5 — 1,6 3 , 4  >
4 , 5 CO, 1 — — 3,6 ----- 2,0
3,1 5,6 co ,2 — — 4, 0 -----
2,4 0,6 oo,3 — 5,1
6,2 — 5,3 0,1 oo,4 ----- -----
----- 0,3 ----- 6 , 4 1,2 00,5 —
\ ----- — 1,4 — 0,5 2,3 00, 6  /
a referee square N  of side 3 and MOLS of order 3
N  =
(  2,3 —  —  \  
—  3,1 —  
 1,2 j
(.A , B )
1.1 2 ,2  3 ,3
3 .2  1,3 2,1  
v 2 ,3  3,1 1,2
Thus a referee square R of side 21 exists. (We write Xj for x  +  nj.)
/ 2 o .3 o




la. Is 2a, 2s 33, 3s '
2 t , 2 s
U .3 :, 
3 i , l i  
23 . 2 , 
1 3 . 3 , 
3a, li








3g, 2a lfi,3 a  2s. la
2g, 3a 3g, la  1g . 2a






2 t , 3a
3 , ,1 ,
2s, 26 
U , 3 $ 
3s, 162t. 2j
l< .3a  
34 . la
1 , , 2 ,  
35,3£ 
2 5 , 16 Is, 2e 
3(, 3a 
2 . ,  1? 
14.2j
lo . Is  2o,2a 30 ,33
3o,2s 1o .3 3 20 ,L3
2o, 33 S o . l j  lo ,2a






13 ,2G 2a, 2g 33,36
3g,20 13 ,3g 2j,1g
23, 36 3j,1s I3 ,Is
3 a ,la
2 g , 2 q 
ls ,3 o  
3g, lo2s, 23 
Is,3j 




I s .  2o  
3 s , 3a 
2s, I3 
Is , 2a
li, Is 2i,26 3i,3g
3 i , 2g li, 3g 2,, Is
2,, 3s 3,, 1g 1,.2g
14 , lo 24 , 2o 3 , ,  3o
34, 2o I 4 , 3o 24 , lo
2 . , 3q 3( , lo  l4 ,2o
li.l, 2 , , 2 4  3,,3,





2o.3, Is, U 3g,24 
2g ,3 ,
2 0 . 2 ,
to , 3 , 
3o, 1,
2 6 . 2 ,  
16,3, 
3g, I 4
I 3 , 23 
3o ,3 , 
2 o ,l ,  
lo , 2, 
3g,34 




2a .  3 < 
la . lo 






Ia ,3o  
3a, lo
3 t , l 4
11 -1 a
3 ..2 a
2 ..3 a  
l o . l s  
3a ,2s
2 ..2 a
l l , 3 2
3 ..1 a  
20 .2 s  
lo . 3s
14 .2 ,
3 . ,  3a
2 . . 1 ,1., 2a
3 o .3 j
2o.ls
2 2o,3s 3o,Is lo,2s
2 s ,3 s  ----
— 3s,ls
la. la 2a,23 











Is . 11 2 s ,2 i  3 s .3 |
3 s , 2i I s ,  3 | 2s, 11
2 s ,3 i 3 s , l i  l s . 2 |
3g . 1g — 16,2g/
Our next theorem extends the results of section 3.
In [38] we have the following lemma. Suppose n >  3 is an odd integer; we 
denote by A n the n x n array whose (i, j) - th  entry is the ordered pair
(j -  i +  1, i +  j  -  I)
where the elements j  — i +  1 and i + j  — l  are taken modulo n as members of the 
set N  — {1,2, • • ■ , For  example, A 3 and A 5 are the arrays of suffixes in R' in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.3 respectively.
L e m m a  3 .4 .2  The entries of A n consist of the ordered pairs of members of N  
taken once each. The entries in a given row or column o f  A n contain between 
them every member of N  once as a left member and once as a right member. I f  
the pair (re, y) occurs in a given column then (7/, re) also occurs in that column.
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T h e o re m  3 .4 .3  I f  m  and n are odd integers such that m  H- 2 >  n and if  there 
is a Room square of side m  then there is a referee square of side m n.
P ro o f. Let m =  2r +  l , n  =  2s +  l; then r > s ~  1. We want to construct a
referee square of side m n  based on {1,2,**-, mn}. It is convenient to write
Xj = x +  rn (j  — 1) where 1 <  x <  m, 1 <  j  <  n
so tha t every integer from 1 to m n  has a unique representation. Given a stan­
dardized Room square R  and regarding the pairs in this Room square as ordered 
pairs, we write Rij for the array formed from R  in the following way:
(i) delete all diagonal entries,
(ii) replace the entry {aq y} of R  by {aq, yj}.
The set of all arrays Rij  with 1 <  i <  n and 1 <  j  < n will contain in them
all ordered pairs of integers between 1 and m n  except for the pairs {aq,aq}.
If n arrays Rij  are placed in a row such that every member of N  = {1, 2, • • • , n} 
occurs once as a left-hand index and once as a right-hand index of Rij then row 
x of the resulting array will contain ly, 2j, • • •, my; j  =  1 , 2 , • • • , n, precisely once 
except for each Xj. A similar remark applied to columns.
We construct a referee square by replacing every entry of A n b y a m x m  block 
by the following rules. For a given j ,  select perm utations <^ j, 2 •>'''•> <f>h satisfying 
the following.
(i) <f){ and are the identity permutations.
(ii) <j>3k = if (&,£) and (•£, k) occur in column j  of A n.
(iii) all the <f>3k except the identity perm utation are selected as distinct members 
of the set of r perm utations associated with the Room square R  as in (3.3.1) 
(exactly s — 1 such perm utations are selected).
(iv) the remaining <j>k is chosen as the identity (by (i) this occurs only in case 
j  -  1 , say, (Aq,G) )•
This will be possible since m +  2 >  n implies r  >  s — 1. Now replace 
the entry (k,£) in column j  of A n by the array <j>kRke which is obtained by 
performing the perm utation <f>k on the columns of R ke. The resulting array will 
contain every number from 1 to m n  in each row and each column except tha t
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every a:*, k = 1 , 2 , is missing from every row Xj ,x  — j  =
1 , 2 , • • •, n, and tha t when j  is such tha t (&, is an entry in column j  of A n then 
Xk and X£ are missing from column {^k (z)) .. Moreover, the array contains every 
unordered pair of numbers of {1 , 2 , • • ■, ran} (in our construction the ordered pair 
are read unordered pair) except for the pairs of the form (xk,xt)  and contains 
each precisely once.
Now we insert (z/^zq) m  ceh (m )> (M 2.?-i) hi cell (z +  j n ,  i +  j n ) , i — 1,
2 , • • • , m; j  = 2 ,3, • • •, n and for each if (k,£) with k i  was an entry of 
column j  but not in ( j , j )  of A n (so k ^  j )  we place {&*,, xf)  in the (</>{ (x)^ ^ 
position of the new square. A referee square of side m n  is thus constructed.
C o ro lla ry  3 .4 .4  I f  m  is an odd composite integer then there exists a referee 
square of side m.
P ro o f. Any such m  other than 9,15,25 can be expressed as a product m  = uv 
where u > v > l ,u  >  7. By Theorem 3.4.3 and the existence of a Room square 
of order u, it follows tha t, for each such m, a referee square of side m  exists. 
Finally, referee squares of side 9,15,25 have already been exhibited in Examples 
3.1.2 and 3.2.2 (b),(g).
C hapter 4 
Z-cyclic trip le w hist tournam ents
Let p = 2kt -f 1 be a prime where t > 1 is an odd integer, k > 2. Methods 
of constructing a Z-cyclic triple whist tournam ent TWh(p)  are given. By such 
methods we construct a Z-cyclic TWh(p)  for all primes p, p = 1 (mod 4), 29 < 
p <  16097, except p — 257. Let pi = 2fc‘t J--(-l, q = 2kt-\-S be primes where t,tp, i =  
1, 2, • • • , r  are odd >  1. We proved tha t if Z-cyclic TWh{jpi) and T W h ( q - f-1) exist 
then Z-cyclic TWh(YTi=1 p?*’) and TWh{qY\fi=i pT  + 1 ) exist where a ; are positive 
integers. Further we show that whist tournaments of order p =  1 (mod 4) can 
be constructed in which the partner pairs form a non-patterned starter.
4.1 Introduction
If G is an abelian group with identity element 0 and G* =  G — {0 } then a starter 
X  for G is a partition of G* into pairs such tha t {xi — yp, {x{yyi} E X }  = G*. A 
starter is a strong starter if the sums +  yi of pairs {x{,yi} are all distinct and 
non-zero. A patterned starter is a starter whose pairs are of the form {xj, —X{}.
T h e o re m  4.1 .1  ([31]) I f  p is a prime and pn =  2kt +  1 where t > 1 is odd and 
k > 0, d = 2k_1, and if 9 is a primitive element in the Galois field GF(pn) then
{{0«<w S(2i+l)J+3}. i =  0 , 1 ,, • • • -  1 , J =  0 , 1 , ■ • •, d -  1}
is a strong starter.
T h e o re m  4.1 .2  I f  p is a prime and p =  2*t + 1 where t > 1 is odd, d = 2k., m  = 
2fc~1, n = 2k~2, i f  to is a primitive root mod p, if ao, a j, • • •, am- 1, c0, • • • , cn„i
are integers such that
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1. ai + i (mod d) G {m, m + 1, • • • , d — 1} are all distinct, i =  0, l ,* -* ,m  —1.
2. =  <jjbi where b{ -f i are incongruent (mod m), i = 0 , 1 , • • •, m  — 1 .
then the following pairs form a starter
{{oj2\u j2i+a2'}, {a,dCi+(2i+i))Wrfci+(2i+i)+o2l-+i u  ^  {l,u>d,-- • , u / (i_1)}
where i =  0 , l . - - - , n  —1 .
P ro o f. The differences between pairs are 
( 0). (w“» -  1) ■ { ± 1, ±w J, ±w M, • • •,
(cuai   1) ■ { i t t ^ 0"^ -j-Q;^ c0+l+^ „j„^dco+l+2c£ , , , _j_^ cico+l + ^ (i — 1) |
(2). (ioa2 — 1) • {±ca>2, ± a / +2, ± uj2d+2, • • • , i a / ^ " 1^ 2}
(3). (cja3 -  1) • { ± a /Cl+3, ±iodci+3+d, ± u /Cl+3+2d, • • • , ± wdci+3+d(t“1)}
( m-1). (cjam_:l — 1) • {4zU)d°n+m~1, ±tAjdcn+rn'~1+d ^ . . .  ? ±t|/ c n+m-l+«f(*-l)}
If Sab'l l  =  w6< then ujai — 1 =  (cja° — l)a>6, 0 <  i <  m — 1 and the differences
(O)- (m- l )  become
(A) iOi+bt (wao -  1) ■ {±1, ± u d, • • •,
Now —1 — id A  where t is odd, so —1 =  ujdu+m for some integer fi, so (A) become 
w.'+b(wao _  j) . { l )Wm,a)2m,a;3m, ■ • ■
and these are just l,w , ■ • • ,o» . since 6; + 1 are incongruent (mod m). There-
fore the differences are all distinct.
By the same argument, the following is true.
T h e o re m  4.1 .3  I f  p — 2kt -f- 1 is a prime where t > 1 is odd, d = 2fc, m =
2^~1) n =  2^-2 , a; is a primitive root mod p, if  a0, ai, • • • , a m_i, c0, ci, ■ • ■ , cn-i
are integers such that
1. ai -f 2i (mod d) G {1,3, * * • , d — 1} are all distinct, i =  0,1, • • ■ , m — 1.
^ o - i  ”  ^  where b{ +  2 i are incongruent mod m, i = 0 , 1 , • • • , m — 1 .
then the following pairs form a starter
{{ud2i,U2i+«'}, + % +  a(n+;)}}} % { 1 , , • ■ •
where i = 0 , 1 . — 1 .
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A whist tournam ent W h(4n) for 4n player is a schedule of games each involv­
ing two players a, 6 playing against two other players c, d such tha t
1. the games are arranged in 4n — 1 rounds each of n games.
2 . each player plays in exactly one game in each round.
3. each player partners each other player exactly once .
4. each player opposes every other player exactly twice.
We represent by the 4-tuple (a, 6; c, d) a whist game in which a, b are partners as 
are c, d.
The whist tournam ent problem, namely the problem of constructing a Wh(4-n) 
for each n > 1, has its m athem atical genesis in the classic paper of E.H Moore 
(1896) [30]. In tha t paper Moore refined the opponent relationships by defining 
a and c ( and also b and d) to be opponents of the first kind and calling a and d 
(also b and c) opponents of the second kind. Moore then defined a triple whist 
tournam ent T W h (4 m ) to be a W h(4m )  which satisfies the triple whist conditons:
5. every player is an opponent of the first kind with every other player exactly 
once, and consequently
6 . every player is an opponent of the second kind with every other player 
exactly once.
A W h(4n) (resp. TWh(4n) )  is called Z-cyclic if (1) the players are elements in 
Z4n_! U {oo} and (2) there exists a round, called the initial round (alternatively 
round 1), such tha t for each j  = 1,2, ■ • ■, 4n — 2, round j  -f 1 is obtained by 
adding j  (mod 4n — 1) to each non-oo element of the initial round. Given a 
Z-cyclic Wh(4n)  (resp. T W h (4 n )), any round can serve as the initial round. It 
is conventional to designate as initial round tha t in which oo and 0 are partners.
In 1970’s the existence of Wh(4n)  was established for all n. The existence of 
Z-cyclic W h(4n) was established by Anderson and Finizio [9] when 4n — 1 is of 
the form qpJ 1 • • *p“n where • • • pn are primes, q =  3 (mod 4), q > 7 ,p* =  1 
(mod 4), i = 1,2, • • • , n and cv* >  0, i = 1,2, • • •, n and a Z-cyclic Wh(q- f-1) exists. 
They also established the existence of Z-cyclic T W h ^p ® 1 • • +  1) whenever
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the pi are primes =  1 (mod 4) which are compatible. In this chapter we will 
show th a t Z-cyclic TW h^qXYl^p?' +  1) exisfs when pi = 2n'ti -f 1 are primes, 
ii >  1 odd, q = 3 (mod 4), provided tha t Z-cyclic TWh{jpi) and T W h ( q  4-1) 
exist.
A whist tournam ent Wh(4n  +  1) for 4n -f 1 players is a schedule of games 
each involving two players playing against two other players such that
1. the games are arranged in 4n +  1 rounds each of n games.
2 . each player plays in exactly one game in all but one of the rounds.
3. each player partners each other player exactly once .
4. each player opposes every other player exactly twice.
If condition 4 is replaced by the triple whist conditions 5 and 6 then it is called 
a triple whist tournam ent T W h i l n  +  1).
If the players are the elements of and if each round is obtained by devel­
oping the initial round modulo 4n +  1, we say tha t the triple whist tournam ent is 
Z-cyclic. By convention we take the initial round to be the round in which player 
0 does not play.
If E  is a subset of Zv , we say that the games {a;, bp, C{, di] i = 1,2 
satisfy the Z-cyclic triple whist tournam ent conditions on E  if
1. Ci, di J — E
2. {±(a; — &i), ±(ci — di)] i — 1 , 2, ■ • • , r} =  E
3. {±(a; -  Ci), ±(bi ~  di); i =  1 ,2, • • •, r} -  E
4. {±(a,- — di),±(ci — bi)\i = 1, 2, ■ • • , r} =  E
The games {«;, bp, Ci, di], i = 1,2 form an initial round of a Z-cyclic
T W h (4 n  -f 1) if they satisfy the Z-cyclic triple whist tournam ent conditions on
Z 4 1 1 + 1  —  jo}-
In 1975 [14] Baker proved that if p =  4n +  1 is prime, a Z- cyclic Wh(4n +  1) 
exists with patterned initial round. We will show that Z-cyclic W h(4n -f 1)
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exists with non-patterned initial round. Recently Anderson, Cohen and Finizio 
[3] showed tha t Z-cyclic T W h( v )  exists when v =  p p  • • • p®n where pi are =  
5 (mod 8 ) ,pi >  29. We will show that a Z-cyclic TW h(v) exists when v — 
Pi1 ' '  'Pnn 5 Pi — 2n'U +1 are primes and Z-cyclic TWh(pi )  exist. Further methods 
of constructing TWh(pi )  where pi are primes >  29 are given. We start with the 
special cases.
4.2 TWh(p)  w hen p =  5 (mod 8) is a prim e
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2.1 Let p = 4m  +  1 be a prime, m  > 1 odd and let uj be a 
primitive root (mod p). I f  a$,ai and c0 are integers such that
1. a0,a i +  1 (mod 4) G {2,3} and are both distinct,
2. is a square. ( i.e. =  coe where e is even),
3. exactly two of u>4co+1 — l ,u >4co+1 — toao, ^ 4co+“i+i _  ]_?a;4co+ai+i _  are 
squares,
then the following games form an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.2.1) { w V “»;w4c° + \w 4<;“+1-|-0>} ® { l,w 4, • ■ •
Furthermore, if  (3) is replaced by
S'. (w4co+1 -  l)(a;4co+1+ai — toa°) and (w4co+1 -  u;at))(a;4c0+1+O1 -  1) are non­
square.
then (f.2.1) form an initial round for a TWh(p) .
P ro o f. Since a0, a* -f 1 (mod 4) G {2,3} and are incongruent, so elements 
in (4-2.1) are non-zero element of Zv each occuring exactly once. By Theorem 
4.1.2. the partner difference condition is satisfied.
The opponent differences are
(A) (cj4^ 1 -  1) • { ± 1 , ±w4, . . . ,  iu /h™ -1)}
(B)  ( ^ c o + l + a !  _  . { ± l j  ± w 4 ) . . . ? ± w 4 ( m - l ) }
(C) (^co+l+a! _  ^  ±a;4) . . . } ± w4(»»-l)}
(D) (a;4co+1 -  u>a°) • {±1, ±w 4, • • • ,
By 3, suppose for example tha t odC0+1 — 1 and adCo+1 — toa° are square and the 
other two are non-square; then — ad1 and =  af 2 where
r i , r 2 are odd. So (B ) (C ) become
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(B ') (W4<*+1 _ wao) . {±cor2,4±UJ4+r2r “ ,±UJr2+4(m- 1)}
(C'j (tu4c°+1 -  1) . { i a / 1, ±w ri+4, • • •, ± Cj ri+4tm“ 1)}.
Now since ?q is odd so (A) U (C ’) is
(w4c0+l _  ^  . { ± l >± w4) . . . )±w 4(m-l)j;:ta;r1>±w4+r1). . .
=  (a;4c0+i _  J) . • =  o51} 2 , • • • , 4m -  1}
This is the non-zero elements of Zp, each occuring exactly once. Similarly, for 
(B')U (D). Therefore the opponent differences give the non-zero elements of Zp 
each twice.
Finally, elements in (A)U(B) are the opponent differences of 1st kind and these 
in (C)U(D) are 2nd kind. If (a;4co+1 — 1) (w4c0+i+ai anj  (^/co+i _  ^ao)
(u;4co+1+ai — 1) are non-square then the same argument show that the required 
conditions are satisfied so T W h ( p ) exists.
P ro p o s it io n  4.2 .2  Let p = 4m  -f 1 be a prime, m  > 1 odd and let uj be a
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, cq and c0 are positive integers such that
1. a0, «i +  1 (mod 4) E {2, 3} and are both distinct;
p u,a* - l   i—| ,
'*■ u>a0— 1 — >
3. (cj4co + 1 -  1)(W4C0+1+«1 _  ^  □ and (w4c0 + l _  wo0)(w4c0+l+Ol _  1) ^  □
i.e. the quadruple (a;, a0, a l5 c0) satisfies conditions 1-3, then so does the quadru­
ple (top~2, a0 ,a i,co)
P ro o f. Since a0, Qi T 1 (mod 4) E {2, 3}, so ao ~  a\ and a0 +  a\ are both 
even. So
(off—2)a 1 -  1 _  -  1 _  “  1 _  0Ja°~ai(i0 ai -  i) _
(u)p~2)a° — 1 (u;P~1)ao(cj“ 1)ao — 1 j-Tj- — 1 ujao — 1
((ujP~2)4co+1 — l)((a;P"2)4co+1+ai — (tjP-2)a°) —
( 1 _  -i W 1_______ ]_\ _  + _^aQ) .
Vw4c0+1 /Vw4c0+1 + al a>a0 / a)8c0+2+a0 + al / —
((lc?p_2)4c°+1 -  (^-2)00^^-2^400+1+0! _  i) _
/ 1 _ 1 \ / 1   1 \ _ uiaO )(q;'tcO + 1 + al —l) /
\u)4c0+1 aiaO / V U>4c0 + 1 + °1 ) U)8c0+2 + a0 + al / —
Therefore the quadruple (cA5-2, a0, ai, c0) satisfies the conditions 1-3.
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E x a m p le  4.2.1 (a) T W h ( 29) with uu =  19 or 26
1. a 0 = 2, a i — 6, co =  0 . i.e.
2. a0 = 2, ai - 6 , Co =  3. i.e.
3. a0 — 2, a i =  14, Co =  3. i.e.
4. a0 = 2, a i =  14, Co =  4. i.e.
5. ClQ = 2, «i II to Co =  0 . i.e.
6. a0 = 2, a i =  22, Co =  4. i.e.
7. a 0 = 3, a i =  13, Co =  0 . i.e.
8. ao — 3, a i =  13, Co =  4. i.e.
9. a0 = 6, ai — 2, Co = 1. i.e.
10 . a0 = 6, ai — 2, Co == 4. i.e.
(b) TWh(37)  with to =  19 or u> — 2
1 . ao =  2 , ai =  6 , Co =  o. i.e.
2 . ao ~  2 , ai — 6 , Co =  2 . i.e.
3. a0 — 2 , ai =  6 , Co =  4. i.e.
4. a0 ~  2 , ai — 6 , Co =  5. i.e.
5. a0 — 2 , ai =  30, Co =  0 . i.e.
6 . a0 — 2 , ai =  30, Co =  4. i.e.
7. a0 — 2 , ai
oCOII Co =  5. i.e.
8 . a0 — 2 , =  30, Co =  7. i.e.
9. a0 — 3, ai =  1 , Co =  4. i.e.
{ 1  , uj2]uj1 , uj7} 0  { l , o > 4 , • • • , o>24 } .  
{ l , u > 2 ; w 1 3 , u ; 19 }  0  { l , w 4 , • • • , w 24} .  
{ l , o ; 2 ; u ; 1 3 , u ; 27}  0  { 1  , c j 4 , • • - , o>2 4 } .  
{ 1 ,  a ;2 ; a ; 17 , to3 }  0  { 1 , l j 4 , • • ■ , t a 2 4 } .  
{l,co2;Lo\ca23}(g){l,u>4r --,uj24}. 
{ 1 , c j 2 ; a ;17 , cu1 1 }  0  { 1  , c j 4 , • ■ • , c j 2 4 } .  
{ 1 ,  w 3 ; w 1 , ^ 1 4}  0  { 1 , c j 4 , • • • , a ;2 4} .  
{ 1 ,  u>3] u>17, to2} 0  { 1 , cu4 , • • • , c j 2 4 } .  
{ 1 ,  oj6; u;5,u>7} 0 { 1 ,  to4, • • • ,  t a24 } .  
{ 1 , a;6 ; u 17 , a ; 1 9}  0  { l , t o 4 , • • • , a ;2 4 } .
{ 1 , w2\uA,lu7} 0  { 1 , c j 4 , • • • , oj3 2 } .
{ 1  , a ; 2 ; w 9 , u 15 }  0  { l , u > 4 , • ■ ■ , t a 3 2 } .  
{ l , a ; 2 ; uj17 , uj23} 0  { 1 ,  w 4 , • • • ,a>3 2 } .  
{ 1 ,  c j 2 ; a ; 2 1 , a ;27 }  0  { 1 , c^4 , • • • , c j 3 2 } .  
{ l ^ 2 ; c 4 , c 31 } 0 { l , t , 4 , - . . , c 3 2 } .  
{ l , u ; 2 ; io17,ton } 0 { 1 ,  w 4 , • • • ,  to32}. 
{ 1 ,  a;2 ; a ; 2 1 , a ; 1 5}  0  { l , u ; 4 , • • • , c j 3 2 } .  
{ 1 ,  c j 2 ; a ;2 9 , a ;2 3}  0  { 1 ,  u>4 , • • • ,  cu32}. 
{ 1 ,  a;3 ; a ; 1 7 , a ; 18}  0  { 1 ,  w 4 , • • • ,  a;3 2 } .
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10. 00 =  3, ai =  1, Co =  5. i.e. { l,a ;3;i<;21,a;22} (g> { l,o ;4, ■ • • ,w32}.
E x is te n c e  of Wh{p)
We consider three special cases of Proposition 4.2.1:
1. If ao = ai =  2m then the condition (1), (2) are satisfied and condition (3), 
as in the proof, becomes
^ 4 c 0 +  l  i 1 , ,4c0+ l  ___ I
w .  XI . =  “ ri and w2m    =  W 2w 4 co + l _  I a ,4 c0+ l  +  l
4 cq | I ^
So if we can find c0 such tha t Q+i~^ =  ws where s is odd then Wh(p)  exist. But 
by M ann’s Lemma [29], there exist o:,/? odd such tha t . If a = 4n -f 3
we set a' =  4m — a  then a' =  1 (mod 4) and ~r^p  =  u)2m+f3 where 2m -f /? is 
odd. Therefore we can find Cq such tha t where s is odd. This is the
Bose-Cameron type of tournam ent {1 , — 1 ; a;40"*"1, —lo4c+1} 0  {1 , to4, ■ • ■ , a /I771-1)}.
2. If ao =  =  2 and Co =  0 then conditions (1), (2) are satisfied and
condition (3) becomes lo2 +oj +  1 is non-square. By Cohen’s theorem for p > 211 
there exists such to and for p < 211 pairs (p,w) are found (13,2), (29,8), (37, 5), 
(53,5), (61,2), (101,2), (109,10), (149,3), (157,6), 173,2), (181,2), (197,3). Here 
the initial round is { l,o ;2;a;,a;3} 0 { l , ^ 4, ■ • • , a;4(m-1)} in which the partner pairs 
are the Mullin-Nemeth starter pairs.
3. If a0 = cii =  2 then the games are {1, u>2; o;4c+1, u;4c+3} 0  { l,u ;4,- - - ,  
w4(m~i)}. Here again the partner pairs are the Mullin-Nemeth pairs. This con­
struction will work if, for example, we can find c such tha t u 4c+1 — 1 is a square, 
u ac- l  _  i  ancj ^40+3 _  |  are non_SqUares> Many such examples exist, for example, 
when c =  1 we have
(p, w) -  (29, 27), (37, 5), (53,19), (101,2), (149,10), (173,2), (182, 50),
(197,8), (229,23), (269,12), (277,31), (293,2).
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2 .3  Let p = 4m +  1 be a prime where m  > 1 is odd and uj be a 
primitive root mod p. / / a 0,ai,Co are integers such that
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i w4al +1—1 •1. ^4a0+i_i 18 non-square,
2. exactly two of lo4c°^2 — l,tu4coJr2 — uj‘iao+1 ,uj4^ Co+ai +^3 — —lo40,0^ 1 
are square,
then the following forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.2.2) {aj°,a;4ao+1;cj4co+2,cj4(Co+ai)+3} <g> { l,u ;V  • • ,t
Furthermore, i f  (2) is replaced by (2) then it is an initial round for a TWh(p)
24 (oj4co"I"2 — l)(u;4(Co+aiH 3 — a;400"*"1), (ca4co+2 — ^ 4ao+i^^4(c0+a:)+3 _  
are non-square
P ro o f. Since 0, 4ao +  1, 4co +  2 , 4(co +  a\) -f 3 are incongruent (mod 4), so 
clearly elements in 4-%-% are non-zero elements of .Zhm+i each exactly once.
The partner differences are non-zero elements of Z 4 m+i each exactly once. 
This follows from Theorem 4.1.3.
The opponent diferences are dealt with as in the previous proof.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .2 .4  Let p = 4m  +  1 be a prime, m  > 1 odd and let to be a
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, a\ and Co are positive integers such that
i -  i  -L p i .4. w4a0H-l_ 1 7= —')
2. (w4co+2 -  l)(a ;4(Co+ai)+3 -  u>4ao+1) ^  □
3. (lj4co+2 ~  cj4ao+1)(a;4(co+1+ai)+3 — 1) ^  □
i.e. the quadruple (w, a0, «i, c0) satisfy conditions 1-3, then so does the quadru­
ple (w7?“ 2, a0, a i, c0)
P ro o f. The same argument as Proposition 4.2.2.
E x a m p le  4 .2.2
(a) T W h ( 29) with to = 26 or to = 19
1 . ao — 0 , a\ — 1 , c0 =  0 . i.e. { l , ^ 1; to2, ui7} ® {1 , a;4, • * • , a;24}.
2. a0 =  0, aj =  1, Cq =  5. i.e. {1,cu1; cu22, CcJ27} <g) {1 , cu4, • • • ,to24}.
3. ao =  0, ai =  4, cQ =  3. i.e. { l , ^ 1; ^ 14, ^ 3} ® {l,ca4, • ■ • , u 24}.
4. a0 =  0, a\ =  4, c0 — 6 . i.e. {1,u^ 1; a^ 20, a-j15} ® {l,u>4, • • • ,to24}.
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51 o il ax -  5, Cq — 0. i.e. {1,OJ1; OJ2,(Jj23} ®  { l,w 4, ■ ■ V 4}-
6. a0 = 0, ai =  5, Cq — 1. i.e. {l.W1; ^ 6, ^ 27} ®  {1, OJ4, • • V 4}.
oIIo53 ai — 5, C0 =  3. i.e. { l.w 1; ^ 14, ^ 7} ® { l,w 4, ■ • V 4}.
8. a0 =  0, =  5, c0 =  5. i.e. {1, uj1 ; uj22, tu15} ® {l ,o>4, ■ • X 4}.
9. (Zo — 1, ai =  0, c0 =  1. i.e. {1,oj5; uj6, u;7} ®  { l,w 4, ■ ■ •
10. aQ = 1, ax =  0, c0 =  6. i.e. {l ,u>5; w 2s,o>27} ® { 1, oj4, • -,o;24}.
(b) T W h ( 37) with w =  19 or to — 2
1. a0 — 0, a i =  1, c0 =  0. i.e. { l . u ) 1; ^ 2, ^ 7} ® { l , w 4, • • • , ^ 32}.
2. ciq — 0, a i =  1, Co =  7. i.e. {1 ,a;1; oj30, uj35} ® { l,w 4, ■
CO 51 o II o a! =  3, c0 =  2. i.e. {l,UJ1\UJ10,Lo'13} ® {1,W4, • •,u>32}.
o II o ai -  3, Cq =  3. i.e. { l,w 1;ui14,w27} ® { l,w 4, ■ • ,^ 32}.
5. a0 = 0, at =  6, c0 — 5. i.e. {l.u)1; ^ 22, ^ 11} ® {1, oj4, ■
6. a0 = 0, o-i =  6, Co =  6. i.e. { l.w 1; ^ 26,^!15} ® {l,u>4, • • X 2}.
7. a0 = 0 , ai =  7, Co =  0. i.e. ® {1,oj4, ■ ■
8. a0 — 0, o-i =  7, Co =  1. i.e. { l .w 'ju / .o ;35} ® {1, oj4, • • •,w 32}.
9. a0 =  0, ai =  8, Co =  4. i.e. { l.w 1; ^ 18, ^ 15} ® { l .u 4,- ' )y3 i}'
10. a0 ~  0, a-i = 8, c0 =  5. i.e. { l.u i1; ^ 22, ^ 19} ® { l.w 4, •
In [3] Anderson, Cohen and Finizio proved tha t T W h ( v ) exists where
II?=i pT  where the primes pi are =  5 (mod 8 ), pi >  29. The method of the con­
struction uses the existence of a primitive root to of each p i ( ^  61) such that 
to2 ±  u) +  1 are both squares (mod pi). We show th a t their constructions 
[A.2, B.  1 , C .l) are special cases of a more general family of construction arising 
from Theorem 4.2.1 and 4.2.3.
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Construction A : If cj2 — 1 □  (non-square), to2 +  to +  1 =  □  (square), oj2 —
to +  1 =  □  (square) then the following are an initial round for a TWh(p)
1. {1 ,oj2; — ® { l , w 4, • • • ,oj40 1~1)} by  (2.1) : a0 =  2, ax — 2 m ,
Cq =
2. { l , t u 2; — lo3, oj3} 0  { 1 , u>4, • • • b y  (2.1) : a 0 =  2, ax = 2m ,
_ m+1 ^ 2
3. {1. — cj; — tu3, —1} 0  { 1 , cj4, • * • , by  (2.1) : ao =  2m  +  1,
ax =  4 m  — 3, cQ =  2Z^
4. { l , u ; - 3 ; w - 2, - t a " 3} 0  { l ,c a4, • • • ,ca4(m" 1)} b y  (2.2) : a 0 =  - l , < n  -
c0 =  — 1
Construction B : Ifca2 — ! =  □ , a;4 +  1 =  □ , a;4 +  cu2 -f 1 =  □  then the following
are an initial round for a TWh(p)
1 . {1 ,ca3;cj , —a;4} 0  {1 , ta4, • • • ,ia4(m“1)} by (2 .1) ; a0 =  3,
ai =  2m +  3, Co — 0
2 . { l,ta3; - ■a;- 1 ,a;2} 0  { l , ^ 4, • • • , 0J4lm- 1)} by (2.1) : a0 =  3,
ax =  2m +  3, c0 =  m
3. { l ,w -1; —a;3, a;2} ® {1 ,u;4, ■• •, ca46n_1l} by (2 .1) : a0 =  - 1 ,
ax =  2m 1 , c0 =  m
4. {1 , —cu3;cj2, cu-1 } 0  {1 , ca4, ■. . , CJ4(m-i)} by (2 .2) : a0 =
ai =  —1 , c0 =  0
Construction C : If <u4 -|- 1 ^  a; 2 -f- -f 1 — □, to2 — u; +  1 =  □  then the
following are an initial round for a TWh(p)
1 . {1 , — w;ta, — w4} 0  {1 ,cj4, • ■ ■ ,u;4(m-1)} by (2 .1) : a0 =  2m -f  1 ,
ax — 2m +  3, c0 =  0
2 . { l,ta -1 ; — w"1, — a;"4} ® {1 , cu4, • • • ,ca4^ m-1 }^ by (2 .1) : a0 =  — 1 ,
ax = - 3 ,  c0 =  m=1
4.3 TWh(p)  w here p =  9 (mod 16) is a prim e
P ro p o s it io n  4.3 ,1  Let p — 8t +  1 be a prime where t >  1 is odd and to be a 
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, ax, a2, a3, cQ and cx are integers such that
1. a0, ax +  1, a2 +  2, a3 +  3 (mod 8 ) <E {4, 5, 6 , 7} and are all distinct,
=  =  =ujb^  where bi + l , b2 + 2, 63 +  3 (mod 4) G
{1,2,3} and are all distinct,
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3. to8c°+1 - 1 =  o f \ ^ S c o + l  _  ^ a o  __ 2 ^ ^ ,8 c o + l+ a i  _ o =  LOr*?
^ 8 c o + l + a i -  1 =  u;r4 0J8c'+S ~ OJ2 =  LOrf ^ ,8 c i+ 3  _ ^2+a2 =  tor&5
^j8ci+3-f-a3 _ u;2+a2 _ LOrr, UJ8c'+3+a* -OJ2 =tOTs where {rt-; i — 1 , 2 , ••  • , 8 }
partitioned into two disjoint sets { rn , r i2, r i3, r^ }  U {r 2 i , r 2 2 , r 2 3 , r 24) such 
that rn, r*2, ^ 3, r ,-4 are incongruent (mod 4) for i = 1,2,
then the following tables form an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.3.1) {{1, aA°; u 8co+1, cj8co+1+ai }, {lo2,to2+a2; c j 8 c i + 3 , ca8ci+3+a3}}®
Furthermore, i f  in 3 we restrict r i , r 3 , r s ,r j  and r2 , r 4 ,rQ,r3 to be incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.1) forms an initial round for a T W h(p)
P ro o f. It follows from (1) that 0 ,a o,8co +  l , 8c0 +  1 +  « i ,2 ,2  -f- a2 , 8 ci +  
3, 8cj +  3 +  0 3  are incongruent (mod 8) so the elements in (4-3.1) are the non­
zero elements of Zv each exactly once, and the partner difference condition is 
satisfied by Theorem 4.1.2. The opponent differences are
(A) ( o j 8 c q + 1  -  1 )  • { ± 1 ,  ± c j 8 , • • • ,
(B)  ( ^ S c o + l  + ai - w“0) . . . } ± w 8 ( t - l ) }
(C) (to8c' +3 -  to2) • {±1, To;8, • • •, ±co ^ - V ]
( D )  ( w 8c1 + 3 + a 3 _  w 2 + a 2 j ^  . . . ? ± w 8 ( t - l )  j
(E)  (ca8co+1 — toa°) • {±1, ±w 8, • • • , ±a;8^~1)}
(F) ^ c o + l  + a, _  ^  . . .  ? ±a;8(t-l) J
(G) (to8ci+3 -  to2+a2) • { ± 1 , ±w 8, • • • , ±w8^-1 }^
( H )  ( ^ S c i+ S + a a  _  ^  ^
By the hypothesis a>8co+1 — 1 =  tor i , u;8co+1 — oja° =  o f2, u;8co+1+ai — toa° = 
tor3, u>8co+i+a! -  I = cor i , to8ci+3 -  to2 = tA5, a;8ci+3 -  to2+a2 -  torf  L0^ + 3+az _  
U)2+a2 — ^rr ^  w8ci+3+a3 _  ^2  _  ^  w}iere {rp,i =  1,2, • * • , 8 } is partioned into 
two disjoint sets { r n , r 12, r 13, r 14} U {r21, r 22,r 23, r 24} such tha t rn, ri2, ri3, ri4 are 
incongruent (mod 4) for i = 1,2. Suppose for example tha t r 4 ~  r2 ~  0 , 7’3 =  
r4 =  l , r 5 =  rG =  2, r-j =  r§ = 3 (mod 4) then (A), (B), (C), ( D )  become






• { i l j i w V - . j i w 8**-1)} 
u/ 5 • { ± 1 , =bo^ 8, * * -, zbcu8^ - 1)} 
u / 7 • { ± l , ± w 8, - - - , ± w 8<t- 1>}
Since n  = 0 ,r 3 =  l , r 5 =  2 ,r 7 =  3 (mod 4), so (A) U (B ) U (C) U (D)(=  
(AO U (B') U (CO U(D0) -  {c/; i =  0,1, • • •, St -  1} i.e every non-zero elements 
of Zp each exactly once. Similarly, for (E ), (E ), (C), (H). Therefore the opponent 
differences occur as non-zero elements of Zp each exactly twice.
In fact, the elements in (A) U (B) U (C) U (D) are the opponent differences of 
1st kind and these in (E) U ( j F )  U (G) U (H ) are the opponent differences of 2nd 
kind, so it is an initial round for a TW h(p).
E x a m p le  4.3 .1  (a) T W h ( 41) with w =  26
1. a0 = 4, a\ — 5, a2 = 11, a3 =  28, c0 =  0, c\ =  2.
2. a0 =  4, ai =  6 , a2 =  27, a3 =  11, c0 =  0, c2 =  1 
i .e .{ { l ,  a;4; w 1, u;7}, {a;2,a ;29; a;11,a ;22}} g> {l,u>8, • •
3. a0 = 4, a1 — 6 , a2 =  35, a3 =  3, c0 =  1 , c\ — 1 
i .e .{ { l ,  cu4; w9, tA 5}, { t j2,a ;37; a;11, tA 4}} g> { l , tA ,
4. <2o — 4, d\ — 12, ct2 — 4, a3 — 12, cq — 2, — 2.
i .e .{ { l ,  a;4; tA 7, cA9}, {w2, w6; tA 9, w31}} <g) { l ,w 8, • •
( A 5 } }  <g> { 1 , cu;
7. cio — 4, ci\ — 12, ct2 — 36, u3 — 28, Co — 3, c\ =  4.
i .e .{ { l ,  tA ; a;25, a;37}, { A ,  cA8; cA5, tA 3}} <g) { l ,c A , • • • ,cA 2}.
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8. a0 =  4, a i  — 21, a 2 =  27, a3 =  20, c0 =  1, c\  =  0.
u;9,a;30}, {a;2, w29; w3, to23} }  0  { l,w 8, • • • , w32}.
9. a0 =  4, ai =  21, a 2 =  37, a3 =  34, c0 =  1, ci =  1. 
i.e .{{ l, a;4; u>9, a>30}, {a;2, ^ 39; ^ 11, ^ 5}} ® {1, co8, ■ • • , lo32}.
10. a 0 =  4, cii — 28, a 2 = 4 ,  a 3 — 28, c0 — 0, ci =  3.
i.e .{{ l, w4; w1, w29}, { tj2,u>6;u;27,id15}} (g> { l,w 8, • • • , cj32}.
(b) T W h ( 73) w ith uj =  26, c0 =  ci =  0
1. a0 =  4, a i =  13, a 2 — 13, a 3 — 18, c0 =  0, c\  — 0. 
i . e . U l ^ V W 4}, {tj2, u;15; a;3, cj21}} ® { l,tu 8, • • • ,a;64}.
2. =  4, <2^ =  29, Oj2 — 13, d 3 — 10, Co — 0, c\ — 0.
i.e .{{1, Lt;4; oj1 , cu30} , {to2 , a;15; o;3,cj13}} (g) { l,a ;8, • • •, cu64}.
3. CLq — 4, d \  — 38, d 2 ~  3, d 3 — 11, Cq — 0, C\ — 0.
i . e . { { l ,  cj4 ; a ;1 , cj3 9 } ,  { ^ 2 , tu5; u , W 4}) ®  { l , u > 8 , • - • ,u>6 4 } .
4. d 0 =  4 , a i  =  38, d 2 =  28, d 3 =  26, c0 =  0, c3 — 0. 
i.e .{{ l, lo4; a;1,a;39}, { uj2, lj30]lu3, lo29} }  0  {1, a;8, • • • ,cj64}.
5. do =  4, a 1 =  38, d 2 =  43, d 3 =  59, c0 =  0, c\  — 0. 
i .e .{{ l ,  w W 39}, { uj2, uj45; lo3, uj62} }  0  {1 ,cj8, • ■ • ,a ;64}.
6. a0 — 4, d i  =  38, d 2 — 44, a3 =  26, c0 =  0, c \ — 0. 
i.e .{ { l,a ;4; a;1, a;39}, {a;2, a;46; a;3, a;29}} ® {1, u;8, • • ■ ,u;64}.
7. d 0 =  5, a i  =  6, a 2 — 50, a 3 — 67, c0 — 0, c1 =  0.
i.e .{{ l, u;5; cj4, l j 7}, { uj2, to52; uj3, cj70}} <g> {1, cus , • • • ,cj64}.
8. d 0 — 5, d i  =  43, d 2 =  5, a 3 =  43, c0 =  0, c1 =  0.
i.e .{{ l,u ;5; cj1, cj44}, { uj2 , u>7; a;3, a;46}} <g> { l,w 8, • • • ,cj64}.
9. d 0 =  5, d i  — 43, d 2 =  29, d 3 — 67, c0 =  0, c\ =  0. 
i .e .{ { l ,  uj3-,uj1 , uju ] , {u;2, ^ 31; ^ 3,^;70}} 0  {l,u?8, * • • ,cu64}.
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10. ao  =  5, d i  =  46, d 2 — 6 8 , <23 =  49, Co =  0, c \  — 0.
i.e.{{l,u>5; u;1, ^ 47}, { uj2 , a;70; a;3, cj52}} 0  { l,u ;8, • • ■ ,cu64}.
(c) T W h ( 8 9 )  w ith  to — 6  and c0 =  0 , c \  =  0
1. do  =  4, a \  =  38, d 2 =  6 8 , a 3 ~  18, c0 =  0, c \  =  0.
i.e. {{1 , oj4; u j1 , u>39}, { uj2 , lu70] u>3 0  {1 , w8, • • • , u;80}.
2. do  =  4, «| =  44, a 2 — 4, a 3 =  44, c0 =  0, cx =  0. 
i.e .{{ l,o j4; cj1, cj45}, {w2 ,cj6; uj3 , uj47} }  0  {1 , to8 , • • • ,u>80}.
3. do  — 4, d \  — 44, d 2 6 8 , d3 — 44, cq — 0, c \  — 0. 
i.e .{ { l,w 4; w1, w45}, {u 2 ,a;70; w3, w47}} ® {1 , u?8, • * • , u;80}.
4. do =  4 ,  d 1 =  6 8 , d 2 =  53, d 3 — 11, c0 =  0, c \  =  0. 
i .e .{ { l ,u 4; l j1, ^ 69}, { d 2 , lo55; u 3 , cu14} }  0  { l,u ;8, • • • ,u>80}.
5. d 0 =  4 ,  d i  =  6 8 , d 2 =  69, d 3 =  27, c0 — 0, ci — 0. 
i.e .{ { l,c j4 ;ud,co69}, { uj2 , uj71; to3 , a;30}} ® {1 ,cj8, * ■ * ,cj80}.
6 . ao — 4, d \  — 69, a 2 =  11, d 3 — 36, c0 =  0, c \  — 0. 
i.e .{{ l, w4;^;1,^;70}, { uj2 , a;13; uj3 , a;39}} ® {1 , uj8 , ■ • • ,a;80}.
7. d 0 =  4, d i  — 69, d 2 — 53, d 3 =  34, c0  — 0, C\ — 0. 
i.e .{ { l,a ;4; a;1, a;70}, { uj2 , uj55; uj3 , a?37}} ® {1 , a;8, • ■ • , ^ 80}.
8 . aQ =  4, d i  =  70, a 2 =  59, a 3 — 27, c0 =  0, c i  =  0. 
i.e .{ { l,a ;4; uj1 , a;71}, { uj2 , uj61-, uj3 , uj30} }  0  {1 , w8, • • • , w80}.
9. d 0 =  3 ,  d i  =  38, a 2 — 74, a 3 =  67, c0 =  0, c \  =  0. 
i.e .{ { l, a;5; uj1 , uj32{ , { lo2 , uj7G', uj3 , uj70} }  0  {l,u>8,- • • , uj80} .
10. d 0 — 5, a i  =  51, d 2 — 5, a 3 =  51, c0 =  0, c \  — 0.
i.e .{{ l, w5; w1, w52}, { uj2 , uj7 ', uj3 , oj54}} ® { l,a ;8, • • • , u 80}.
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P a r t ic u la r  cases of p ro p o s itio n  4.3.1
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .2  I f  ao — a2 — 4, ai = a3 — 44 and c0 = c\ =  0 then the 
followinq games form an initial round for a TW h(p) provided that uj4 — 1 =  
□  , (uj -  1)(uj3 +  1 )  -  ( w  +  1 ) ( ^ 3 -  1 )  =
(4.3.2) { { 1 , uj4\u - a {uj2, to6; uj3 , - uj3}}  ®  { l , u > 8 , • • • , u ; 8(*- 1 ) }
P ro o f. If a0 — a2 =  4, «i — a3 =  4t and Co =  Ci =  0 then ao =  4, +  1 =
5, a 2 +  2 =  6 , a3 +  3 =  7 (mod 8). so the elements in (4-3.2) are non-zero 
elements of Zp each exactly once.
For the partner condition, since ujbl =  ^  =  uP-i so — ^3
and b2 = 0 (mod 4). Therefore the condition 6i +  l, 62 +  2, 63 + 3  ^  0 (mod 4) 
and are incongruent force bj to be even. But 2 =  □ , so 61 is even if uj4 — 1 —
For the opponent differences of 1st kind, since uf1 — uj — 1 ,  a / 3 =  uj4t+1 — uj4 — 
w4*+1(a;3 +  l) , u / 5 =  uj2(uj — 1), ujrr — uj4t+3 — uj6 =  uj4t+3(uj3 +  1), so r 3 , r 5 , r 7 
are incongruent mod 4 if (uj — l)(w 3 +  1) =  □.
For the  opponent differences of 2nd kind, since ujt2 =  uj4tJrl(uj3 — 1), a / 4 =  
C0 4i+1 -  1 =  uj4\uj  +  1 ) ,  a;"6 =  a / 3 -  a ;6 =  w 4 i+ 3 (u;3 -  1 )  u / 8 =  uj4t+3 -  uj2 =  
uj4t+2(uj +  1), so r 2, r 4 , r 6, r 8 are incongruent m od 4 if (uj +  1)(uj3 — 1) =  □ .
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .3  I f  a0 = a2 = At -f 1, ai =  a3 =  3, c0 =  ci =  0 then the games 
(4-3.3) {{1, —uj] uj, uj4}^  {uj2 , — c j3 ; a ;3 , a;6} <g> { 1 ,  , • • • ,
form an initial round for a TW h(p) provided that
UJ4 -  1 =  □ ,  (uj -  l ) ( a ; 3 +  1 )  =  □ ,  (uj +  l ) ( a ; 3 -  1 )  =  □ .
R e m a rk . The constructions in (4-3.2) and (4-3.3) are essentially the same 
in the sense tha t a, 6, c and d occur in a table with different order. Therefore one 
can be obtained from the other.
It follows from an unpublished result of G. McNay th a t the conditions
u;4 — 1 =  □ ,  ( to -  l ) ( u ; 3 +  1 )  =  □ ,  (uj +  l ) ( u ; 3 -  1 )  -  □
which we require for the construction (4.3.2) hold for some prim itive root uj of p, 
provied p > 224. Using PARI.GP, we have checked all p — St +  1 , (t odd),p  < 224, 
and have confirmed that such uj always exists provided p > 89. We thus have
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T h e o re m  4 .3 .4  For all prime p = St +  1, t odd, there exists Z-cyclic TW h(p).














































































P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .5  Let p — St +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd and uj be a 
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, a2, a3, cq and c\ are integers such that
1. ao, a\ +  1, a2 +  2, a3 +  3 (mod 8 ) G {4, 5 ,6 , 7} and are all distinct.
2. =  = where b iF l ,b 2 p 2 ,  &3 +  3 (mod 4) G
{1,2,3} and are all distinct.
3' w8Cl+ 3 _  _  c jn^Sd+ 3  __ _  wr2j w8ci+3+o3 _  ^ao _  wr3) w8Cl+3+03 _
1 =  LOr i , £U8co+1 — Up — UJT\  £^)8c0 + 1 — upJra2 — ior& ^  ^Sco+l+ai _  ^2+02 —
c</7, w8co+i+ai __ ^2  _  ^r-8 w]iere {^-j z =  1 , 2 , • • * , 8 } is partitioned into two 
disjoint sets {rn , r a2, r 13, r 14}U {r21l r 22, r 23, r24)  such that rix, ri2, r*3, r i4  are 
incongruent (mod 4) for i — 1,2
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.3.4) {{1, o;a°; a;8ci+3, w8ci+3+a3}, {uj2, u>2+a2; u;8co+1, u>8co+1+ai }}<g>
(l.co8, . . . , ^ ) } .
Furthermore, if in (3) we restrict r±, r3 , r 5 , rj and r 2, r 4 , r§, r& to be incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.4) forms an initial round for a TW h(p)
E x a m p le  4 .3 .2  T W h ( 41) with uj — 19
1. a0 = 4, ai =  5, a2 =  5, a3 — 18, c0 =  3, ci — 0.
i.e .{{l,cj4;cj3 ,a;21}, {u;2,u;7; £u25,a?30}} (g> {1 , a?8, • • • , u>32}.
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2. a0 =  4, ai = 5, a2 =  13, a3 =  26, c0 =  4, Ci =  2. 
i.e .{{ l, uj4 ; uj1 9 , u>5 } ,  { uj2 , uj1 5 ; uj3 3 , uj3 8 } }  ®  { l , w 8 , - • • , uj3 2 } .
3. ao =  4, a4 =  12, a2 = 36, a3 =  12, Co =  0, Ci — 0. 
i.e.{{l,u>4; uj3 , uj1 5 } ,  { uj^ uj3 8 ; ^ 1 , ^ 13 } }  g  { 1 , uj8 , • • • , ^ 3 2 } -
4. a0 =  4, a! =  13, a2 =  5, a3 — 26, c0 =  4, ci — 2. 
i . e . { { l , w 4 ; w 1 9 , u ; 5 } ,  { u j 2 , u j 7 ; u j 3 3 , u>6 } }  ®  { 1 , u j 8 , • • * , u j 3 2 } .
5. a0 =  4, ai =  13, a 2 — 13, a3 =  18, c0 = 0 ,  ci =  0. 
i.e .{{ l, uj4 ; uj3 , uj2 1 } ,  {u>2 , u>1 5 ; uj14} }  ®  { 1 , uj8 , ■ • ■ , uj3 2 } .
6 . a0 =  4, ai = 21, a2 =  37, a3 =  18, c0 =  0, ci — 0. 
i . e . { { l , u > 4 ; uj3 , uj21 , { uj^ uj3 9 ; ^ 1 , ^ 22} }  <g { l , u > 8 , • • • ,u>3 2 } .
7. ao =  4, a\ = 28, a2 = 4 ,  a3 =  12, c0 = 2, c\ =  0.
i.e .{ { 1 ,  uj4 ; uj3 , uj15} ,  { uj2 , uj6 ; uj1 7 , uj5 } }  (g  { 1 ,  uj8 , • • ■ , uj3 2 } .
8 . a0 =  4, ai =  30, a2 =  27, a3 =  19, c0 =  0, c\ =  3. 
i.e.{{l, uj4 ; uj2 7 , uj6 } ,  { uj2 , uj29; u;1 , uj3 1 } }  ®  { 1 , uj8 , • • • , uj3 2 } .
9. ao = 4, cii — 36, a2 =  13, a3 =  19, cq = 2, c4 =  1. 
i .e .{ { l,uj4 ; ujn ,uj30}, { uj2 , uj1 5 ; uj17 , uj1 3 } }  g  {l,u>8, • • • , uj3 2 } .
10. a0 =  5, ai — 3, a 2 =  37, a3 =  27, c0 =  3, c\ =  0.
i . e . { { l , uj5 ; uj3 , uj3 0 } ,  { uj2 , uj3 9 ; uj2 5 , uj28 } }  g  { 1 , uj8 , • • • , uj3 2 } .
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .6  Lei p =  8i +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd and uj be a 
primitive root mod p. if  a0, a i, a2, a3, c0 and ci are integers such that
1. a0, a 4 A  1, a2 +  2, a3 -+- 3 (mod 8 ) G {4 ,5 ,6 , 7} and are all distinct,
2- lS t t t  =  = u j&2 , ^ 5 }  ^ c j 63, wLere6i +  1, 62 +  2, 63 +  3 (mod 4) G
{1,2,3} and are a// distinct.
3. uj2 -  1 =  uj7-1 , u>2 -  UJa ° =  UJr2 , u j 2 + a 2  -  u j a o  =  N 3 , u j 2 + a s  -  1  =  c o r i , u>8 c i+ 3  -  
^ S c i + i  _  w r5? w 8Cl+ 3  _  w 8Cl+ l + a i  =  ^ S d + S + a g  _  ^ S d + l + a i  _  ^ r 7 ?
uj8ci + 3 + a3  — uj8 c i+ 1  =  ujn where {r?;z =  1 , 2 , - - - ,  8 } is partitioned into two 
disjoint sets { rn , r i2, r 13, r 14} U{r2i, r 22, r 23, r 24} such that riu  r*2, r i3, r i4 are 
incongruent (mod 4) for i — 1,2
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then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.3.5) { { 1 ,  ta a° ; co2 , co2 + a 2 } ,  { w 8c° + 1 , c j8c° + 1 + a i ; a>8 c i + 3 , ta 8ci + 3 + “3 }  } ®
Furthermore, if  in (3) we restrict 74, ?’3 , r 5, r 7 and r 2, r 4, r 6, r 8 to be incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.5) forms an initial round for a TW h(p).
E x a m p le  4 .3 .3  T W h ( 41) with uj — 26
1. a0 =  4, ai =  12, a 2 =  20, a3 =  20, c0 — 0, ci — 3.
i.e .{{l,w 4;ca2,cj22}, { u r > 13; a;27, co7}} ® {l,tu8, • • • ,u>32}.
2. <2q ™4, fix — 12, a 2 — 20, a3 =  20, cq =  1, c\ — 4. 
i.e .{{l,c j4;a;2 ,u;22}, {ta9, w21; cj35,a;15}} ® {1 , cu8, • • • , ca32}.
3. <2o ~  4, ctj — 12, a2 ^  20, a3 — 20, Co — 2, cx =: 0.
i.e.{{l,c^4^ 2, ^ 22}, K 7,u;29; c 3 ,c.23}} <g> { l,tu8, • • • ,ca32}.
4. a0 =  4, «x =  12, a2 =  20, a3 =  20, c0 — 3, c7 — 1. 
i.e.{{l, a;4; cu2, a;22}, {a>25, a;37; a;11, cj31}} ® {1 ,cj38, • • ■ ,a;32}.
5. aQ =  4, ax =  12, a 2 =  20, a3 — 20, c0 — 4, cx =  2. 
i.e .{{l,a;4; u;2,a;22}, {w33,a;5;a;19,t</9}} ® {l,a>8, ■ ■ • ,ta32}.
6 . a0 =  4, «x =  28, a2 =  20, a3 = 20, c0 =  0, ci — 4.
i.e.{{1 , co4; ut2,u>22}, {a;1, a;29; a;35, a;15}} ® { l,a ;38, • • • , u;32}.
7. a0 = 4, ax =  28, a2 =  20, a3 =  20, c0 =  1, c\ — 0.
i.e .{ { l,u 4; w2,a;22}, {a;9, oj37; a;3,a>23}} ® { l,a ;8, • • • ,u 32}.
8 . a0 =  4, ai = 28, a 2 =  20, a3 =  20, c0 =  2, ci — 1. 
i.e.{{l, a;4; u>2, uj22}, {co17, co5; co11, a;31}} ® { l,ta38, • • • , ^ 32}.
9. a0 =  4, ax =  28, a2 =  20, a3 — 20, c0 =  3, cx =  2.
i.e.{{l, oj4\ uj2, lo22} 1 {a?25, a;13; u;19,a;39}} ® { l , ^ 8, • • • >a;32}.
10. a0 =  4, ax =  28, a2 =  20, a3 =  20, c0 =  4, <4 =  3.
i.e .{{l,w 4; u>2,u;22}, {ca33, a;21; a;27,a;7}} <g> {1, w38, • • • ,cu32}.
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P ro p o s itio n  4 .3 .7  Let p =  +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd and w be a
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, ai, a 2, a3, Co and c\ are integers such that
1. a0, ai +  2, a2 +  4, a3 +  6 (mod 8 ) 6  {1,3,5,7} and are all distinct.
=  ^  =  w*3> w/*ere &i +  'l, &2 +  2, 63 +  3 (mod 4) G
{1,2,3} and are all distinct.
3 .  C08 c ° + 4  —  1  =  a Z 1 , C08 c ° + 4  —  COa ° =  COr 2 , w 8 c0 + 4 + a 2 _  w a0 =  ^ 8 0 0 + 4 + a a  _
1  =  ujT i} q;8 c1 + 6  _  (J 2  — COr s , ^ 8 ci + 6  _  ^ 2 + a i  _  ^ 8 0 1 + 6 + 0 3  _  ^ 2 + o j  _
a;7-7, w8ci +6+ a3 _  w 2 _  where { n \ i  — 1 , 2 , • • • 8 } is partitioned into two 
disjoint sets {ru , r12, r13i r i4} U {r21, r 22, r 23, r 24} snc/i that are
incongruent (mod 4) /o r  i =  1,2
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
( 4 . 3 . 6 )  {  { 1 ,  U>ao ; CJ8 c o + 4 , w 8co + 4 + a 2 ^ 2 + a i  . ^ S d  + 6  ^ ^ 8 c: + 6 + a 3 j
Furthermore, if  in (3) we restrict r i , r 3, r 5, r 7 and r 2, r 4, r 6, r 8 to be incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.6) forms an initial round for a TW h(p)
E x a m p le  4 .3 .4  T W h ( 41) with uj = 26
1. aQ =  5, ai =  5, a 2 =  15, a3 =  27, c0 =  2, cj =  0. 
i.e.{{l,co5;co20,co35}, {co2, co7; co6, co33}} ® { l,to8, • • • ,co32}.
2. a0 =  5, a 4 =  15, a 2 — 27, a3 =  5, c0 =  0, Ci =  2. 
i.e.{{l,co5; co4, co31}, {co2, co17; co22,co27}} ® {l,to8, ■ • • ,co32}.
3. ao — 5, a4 =  17, a 2 =  13, a3 =  33, cq — 1, c\ ~  2.
i.e.{{l, co5; co12,co25}, {co2, co19; co22, co15}} <g> {l,co8, • • • ,co32}.
4. ao =  5, a 4 — 33, a2 =  13, a3 =  17, Co — 1, c\ — 2. 
i.e.{{l,co5;co12,co25}, {co2,co35;co22,co39}} ® {1 , co8, ■ • ■ ,co32}.
5. ao — 5, a4 ~  37, a2 =  23, a3 =  19, c$ =  2, c4 =  4.
i.e.{{l,co5;co20,co3}, {co2, co39; co38, co17}} (g> {l,co8, • • • ,co32}.
6 . a0 =  7, a3 =  7, a 2 =  15, a3 =  15, c0 =  0, c4 =  0.
i.e.{{l,co7;co4,co19}, {co2,co9 ;co6,co21}} ® {1, ao8, • • • ,co32}.
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7. a Q — 7, cti — 7, a 2 =  15, a 3 =  15, c0 =  3, c\  =  3. 
i .e .{ { l ,  a;7;a ;28, w3}, {u;2, u;9; cj3V 5}} ® {1 ,u ;8 , • • • ,a ;32}.
8. a 0 =  7, «i =  9, a 2 =  25, a3 =  27, c0 =  0, ci =  2.
i.e .{{1,a;7; cj4, cj29}, {a;2, w11; cj22, w9}} <g) {1, w8, • • • , t j 32}.
9. a0 =  7, a-i =  15, a 2 =  15, a3 =  7, c0 = 0, c\ — 4.
i.e .{{1, lu7] a;4, cj19}, {a;2, a;17; cj38,oj5}} ® {1, u>8, • • •, a;32}.
10. a 0 ~ 7 ,  a i  =  15, a 2 =  15, a3 =  7, c0 =  3, ci =  1.
i .e .{{ l,cu7; u)28,u)3},  { u>2, u 17; uju , uj21} }  (g) {l,u>8, • • • ,a /32}.
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .8  I f  ao = cti — 5, a2 =  a3 =  4t +  1, c0 =  ci =  0 then the games 
{{1, w5;w4, - w 5}, {cu2,cj7;cj6, -u ;7}} <g) {1,cj8 • • • ,6j8(f" 1)} 
form an initial round for a TW h{p) provided that
to4 - 1 =  111, ( u  +  l)(u>5 -  1) ^  □ ,  (w -  l ) (w 5 +  1) f  □ .
P ro o f. The same argument as Corollary 4.3.2
We tabulate appropriate w for each such prime p < 5000.
(p, u>) =  (41,no), (73,31), (89, no), (137, no), (233,20),
(281,24), (313,31), (409,140), (457, no), (521,28), (569,12),
(601.55), (617,17), (809,31), (857,11), (937,45), (953,20),
(1033,69), (1049,68), (109’?, 11), (1129,174), (1289,13), (1321,85),
(1433,17), (1481,42), (1609,43), (1657,45), (1721,12), (1801,19),
(1913.13), (2089,11), (2137,10), (2153,5), (2281,68), (2297,35),
(2377.13), (2393,6), (2441,17), (2473,5), (2521,19), (2617,14),
(2633.5), (2713,5), (2729,30), (2777,34), (2857,22), (2950,63),
(2969,15), (3001,26), (3049,47), (3209,24), (3257,12), (3433,31),
(3449.6), (3529,37), (3593,12), (3673,43), (3769,11), (3833,6),
(3881,23), (3929,12), (4057,10), (4073,10), (4153,31), (4201,23),
(4217.14), (4297,74), (4409,127), (4441,21), (4457,5), (4649,44),
(4729.55), (4793,24), (4889,31), (4937,53), (4969,73).
P rop osition  4 .3.9 Let p =  St +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd and to be a 
primitive root mod p. I f  ao, di, 02,03, Cq and ci are integers such that
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1. ao, a\ -f 2, ct2 -f 4, a 3  +  6  (m o d  8 ) G { 1 ,3 , 5, 7} and are all distinct.
2- ttf/iere &! +  ]-,fc2 +  2 , & 3  +  3 (m o d  4) G
{ 1 ,2 ,3 }  and are all distinct.
3. uj2 — I = u/ 1 , uj2 — cua° = o f 1, co2+ai — u>a° — u / 3, oj2+ai — 1 =  u)r i , cj8 c i + 6  —
^Sco+4 _  ^ 5  ^Sci+ 6  _  w8c0 +4+O2 _  ^Sci+S+aa _  w8c0 +4+a,2 „  7^
a;8 ci+ 6 H-a3 _  ^sco+4 _  wr8 where {r - z =  1, 2, * * • , 8 } is partitioned into two
disjoint sets {rn , r 12, r 13, r 14} U { r 2 i , r 22, r 23, r 24} such that rily ri2, ri3i ri4 are
incongruent (m o d  4) for i = 1 ,2
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh{jp)
(.4.3.7) { {1, OJao ; UJ2, L02+ai }, {cj8c°+4, w8 c0+4+a2 . +6  ^^ 8 ^  -f 6 +a3 j.
Furthermore, if in (3) we restrict r 4, r 3, r s ,  r 7  and r 2, r 4, ?’6 , io be incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.7) forms an initial round for a T W h(p)
E x a m p l e  4 .3 .5  jTW /i(4-l) w ith  u  =  26
1. a0 = 5, o i =  15, a 2 — 39, a3 =  1, c0  — 1, c4 =  0.
i .e .{ { l ,  uj5; aj1 0 ,a ;25}, {a;4, cj3; cj6, to7}} ® { 1 , a;8, • • • , a;32}.
2. a 0  =  5, a i  =  15, a 2 =  39, a3 =  9, c0  =  1, c\ =  3.
i .e .{ { l ,c j 5 ; u 10, w 25}, {a;4 ,a ;3 ;c j3 0 ,c j39}} ® { l , ^ 8, • • 1 ><^ 32}-
3. a0 =  5, a i  =  17, a 2 =  11, a 3  =  27, c0  =  0, c4 =  4. 
i .e .{ { 1 , a;5; a;2, a d 9}, {u;4 , a;15; uj38, uj25}}  (8 > { l , ^ 8, • • •
4. a 0  =  5, a 4 — 17, a 2 =  19, a 3  =  3, c0  =  0, c ( =  4. 
i .e .{ { l ,a ;5; o;2 ,c j19}, {a;4, <x>23; a;38, ud}}  <g) { l,u> 8, • • • , uj32}.
5. a 0  =  5, a4 = 29, a 2 =  31, a 3 — 27, c0  — 1, c4 — 4. 
i .e .{ { l ,w 5; w 10, w39}, {a;4 ,a ;35; a;3 8 , co25}} ® { l ,a ; 8 , • • • ,u ;32}.
6 . a 0  =  5, a i  =  33, a2 = 13, a 3 =  9, c0 — 2 c4 — 4. 
i .e .{ { l ,  a?5; u d ^ a d 1}, {a;4, w 17; u;38, a;7}} ® { 1 , u>8, • * * ,c j32}.
7. a0 =  5, ai =  33, a 2 =  13, a 3 =  9, c0 =  4, c\ — 1.
i .e .{ { l ,a ;5; a;34, a;27}, {a;4, a d 7; u d 4, tu23}} ® { l,u> 8, • • • ,a ;32}.
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8 . ao — 7, ai ~  9, a2 ”  17, a3 =  3, c0 =  3, c4 =  4.
i.e.{{l,u;7; u;26, ta35}, {a;4, a;21; a;38, a;1}} <g> {1 , a;8, • • • ,a;32}.
9. a0 =  7, aj. — 17, a2 =  17, a3 =  3, c0 = 0, c4 =  4.
i.e.{{l, a;7; a;2,a;19}, {u;4, a;21; u 38, a;1}} (g) {1 , a;8, • • •, cj32}.
10. ao =  7, cii = 35, a2 =  31, a3 =  27, c0 =  2, ci =  4.
i.e.{{l,u>7;a;18,a;13}, {ca4,a;35; oj38, cu25}} ® {1, oj>8, • • ■ ,ta32}.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .10  Let p — St +  1 be a prime where t > 1 is odd and to be a
primitive root mod p. I f  a0, a4, a 2, a3, Co and c\ are integers such that
1. ao, ai +  2, a2 +  4, a3 +  6 (mod 8 ) G {1,3, 5, 7} and are all distinct.
^ao-i ~  ^ bl ■> ^ao„i — ^ &2 5 a^'o 5 where b\ + 1 , 62 +  2, &3 +  3 (mod 4) G
{1,2,3} and are all distinct.
3. ca8ci+6 — 1 =  wr i ,cj8ci+6 -  Loa° = u f2, uj8ci +6+a3 -  oja° = u /3, u,8ci+6+a3 _  
1 =  u>f4, a;8co+4 — u>2 — a / 5, ca8c°+4 — ca2+ai =  u /6, ^ 8co+ 4 + “ 2 _  ~
a;7-7, LJ8co+4+a2 „  w 2 _  ^ro w]iere {n ] i  — 1 , 2 , • • • 8 } is partitioned into two 
disjoint sets { ru , r 12, r 13, r 14} U {r2i, r 22, r 23, r 24} swc/i that r ?i, r,-2r i3, r ,-4 are 
incongruent (mod 4) for  i = 1,2
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(4.3.8) {{l,caao;u;8ci+6,a;8ci-,-6+a3},{a;2,a;2+ai;ca8co+4,u;8co+4+a2}}(8)
Furthermore, if  in (3) we restrict r i , r 3, r 5, r 4 and r 2, r 4 , r 6, r 8 are incongruent 
mod(4) respectively then the table (4-3.8) forms an initial for a T W h(p)
E x a m p le  4 .3 .6  T W h (41) with to =  26
1. a0 ~  5, a 4 =  9, a2 =  11, a3 =  27, c0 =  1, c4 =  2. 
i.e .{{ l,a ;5; a?14, a;1}, {a;2,a;11; ca20,a;31}} (g> {l,ea8, • • • ,u>32}.
2. a0 =  5, a1 — 15, a 2 =  31, a3 =  17, c0 =  0, c1 = 3. 
i.e .{{ l:oj5;u 6, uj23}, {to2, w17; a;28, a;19}} <g) {1 ,cj8, • • • , u;32}.
3. ao — 5, a, 1 =  17, a2 =  11, a3 — 27, Co — 0, c\ =  3. 
i.e.{{l, cj5; cj6, ca33}, {ca2, ca19; ca28, ca39}} <g) {l,ca8, • • ■ ,ca32}.
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4. ao =  5, =  29, 0 2  =  29, <23 =  21, Co =  3, ci =  0. 
i .e .{ { l ,  co5; co30,con }, {co2,co31; co4, co33}}  ® { l,c o 8, ■ • • ,co32}.
5. o0 =  5, ci 1 =  29, o2 — 31, o3 =  27, c0 =  1, ci =  2. 
i.e .^ F c o 5; ^ 14, ^ 1}, {co2, a;31; to20, a;11}} ® {l,co8, • • • ,co32}.
6 . o0 — 5, — 37, a 2 =  23, o3 =  19, c0 — 4, c\ = 4. 
i .e .{ { l ,  co5; co38,co17}, {co2,co39;co36,co19}} <g> { l,c o 8, • • • ,co32}.
7. a0 =  5, Oi ~  37, 02 — 23, 03 “  35, c0 =  3, ci =  4. 
i .e .{ { l,c o 5;co30,co25}, {co2,co39; co36, co19}} ® { l,c o 8, • • • ,co32}.
8 . o0 =  5, ci 1 =  37, o2 =  31, o3 — 19, c0 =  2, cj =  3. 
i .e .{ { l , co5; co22, co1} , {co2, co39; co28, co19}} ® { l,c o 8, • • • ,co32}.
9. o0 — 5, ci 1 — 37, 02 — 39, 03 — 19, cq — 0, ci — 2 , 
i .e .{ { l ,  co5; co6,co25}, {co2,co39; co20,co19}} <g> { l,c o 8, • • • ,co32}.
10. o0 =  7, Oi — 19, 02 =  31, 03 =  27, co =  3, ci =  4.
i .e .{ { l,c o 7;co30,co17}, {co2,co21;co36,co27}} (8) { l,c o 8, • • • ,co32}.
4.4 TW /^i(p) w here p =  2kt +  1, t > 1, fc > 1
Finally to deal with the general case, we give two examples of the constructions
for TW h(p)  where p = 2kt +  1, t > 1, & > 1 where £ is odd integer.
P ro p o s itio n  4.4.1 Let p — 2fct +  l be a prime where t >  1 be odd, k > 2 integer, 
d = 2k, m  =  2 /5_1; o =  2^-2  and co be a primitive root mod p. I f  oo, oi, • • •, orn_i 
Co, Ci, • • •, cn_i ore integers such that
1. a{ +  i (mod d) £ {m, m +  l ,-* '? ^ ~ ~ l}  and are aH distinct for
i =  0 , 1 , • • •, m  ~  1 .
#. — o /1', where bi +  i are incongruent mod m  for  i =  0 , 1 , • ■ • , m  — 1 .
S _  ,^r4i4-i ,^cici+(2i+l)   2^i+a,2i _  ^ 1*41^ 2 ,^ c^i + (2i+l)+02i4.i  
^ 2t+a2i _  ^^ 4^ +3 ^(jjdci + (2i+l)+a,2i+i _  ^ 2i _  ^r4i+4 ?  ^ — 0 , 1 , ■ * ■ , 72 — 1
where {rp}i = 1 , 2 ,***, d} is partitioned into two disjoint sets {r \ , j \ j  =
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1, 2, • • • , m} U {r2,j;j =  1,2,• • • , m } such that r i j ] j  = 1,2, • • •, m are in­
congruent (mod m) f o r i  =  1 ,2  respectively.
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(44.1) {{l,coa°;cjrfco+\c 4 /Co+1+ai}, {co2,uj2+a2;ujdci+3,ujdci+3+as} , -  •,
{CJ2”-2 , 0;2n-2+a2n“2 ; U)dc”'+2n~1; LOdcn+2n-l+a2n-i } |  ^  {1^  . . . }Wd(<”1)}.
Furthermore, if  in (3) the partition is restricted so that {r?-; i — 1,2,•■ •, d} 
- { r 2i_i; i =  1, 2, • • • , m} U {r2i; i =  l ,2 ,- -* ,m }  where, in both sets, the num­
bers are incongruent mod (m), then the table (4-4-1) form an initial round for a 
TW h(p)
In particular, if we choose a2i =  ^  =  m t  -f 1 , a2z+i =  ai and Ci = 0 for 
i =  0 , 1 , • • • , n — 1 then the games becomes
{{1, - u > ; u , u ) 1 + a i } ,  { u j 2 , - u j 3 ; a ; 3 , w 3 + 0 1 } ,  ■ • • ,
{o'2"-2 , —oi2”-1 ; w2n -1,u;2n_1+“1} ® {l ,o jd, ■ ■ ■ ,uji{i~1)}
Since a2{ T 2i =  m t  +  2i +  1 are odd, this forces a2t-+1 +  2i +  1 =  ^  +  +  1
to be even, so Gi =  m  -  1 (mod d). Therefore there are t candidates for a\.
The partner differences are
(w +  1) ■ {±1, To;2, • • •, ±co2n~2} 8  {1 ,cod, • • •
(wfll — 1) • {±CO, ±CJ3, • • • , ±U>2n-1} 8 ) {1, 0Jd, • • •
The opponent differences of 1st kind are
(co — 1) • { ± 1 , ±oj2, • • •, ±co2n~2} 8  {1 ,
(cuai +  1) • {±a;, ±a;3, • ■ •, Ecu271" 1} 8  {l,cod, • ■ * , u /h - 1)}
The opponent differences of 2nd kind are
(2cj) • { ± 1 , Eco2, • • •, ±co2n-2} 8  { l,a ;rf, • • •
(coai+i — 1) • {±cj, ±cu3, • ■ •, d=cj2n_1} 8  {1 , • • • ,u /^ t-1)}
Therefore a T W h(p)  exists provided tha t there exists co and a\ =  2k~x — 1 
(mod d) such tha t
(i) 2(cj ai+1 -  1) =  □
(A) (ii) (co +  l)(o;ai -  1) =  □
(Hi) (co — l)(coai +  1) =  □
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R e m a rk : 1. If k = 3 and ai =  3 then it is Corollary 4.3.2
2. If k >  3 then ( i) is replaced by a;° 1+1 — 1 =  □ , since 2 =  □ .
E x a m p le  4 .4.1 We list some examples of p^a\ and co which satisfy the 
above three conditions in (A); where * denotes a1 ^  2k~1 — 1 but ct\ = 2k~~1 — 1 
(mod d).
(P> «1>oj) = (41, no) (73, *11, 31) (89,3, 6 )
(97,*79,5) (113,7,21) (137, c5,5) (193,31,5)
(241,7,7) (337, h<199,10) (353,15,3) (401,7,3)
(433,7,7) (449,31,17) (457A5,52) (521,<1,85)
(577,31,21) (593,7,41) (641, no) (673,15,11)
(769,127,14) (881,79,14) (927,15,35) (977,7,24)
(1009 7,11) (1153 63,76) (1201 7,71) (1217 31,3)
(1249 271,7) (1297 7,15) (1361 7,3) (1409 63,27)
(1489 7,21) (1553 7,5) (1601 31,853) (1697 15,13)
(17 7 7 7,20) (1873 7,10) (1889 15,6) (2017 15,19)
(2081 15,6) (2113 31,5) (2129 7,75) (2161 7,53)
(2273 15,5) (2417 7,6) (2593 15,7) (2609 7,27)
(2657 15,17) (2687 63,39) (2753 31,10) (2801 7,13)
(2833 7,51) (2897 7,13) (3041 15,46) (3089 7,15)
(3121 7,7) (3137 31,62) (3217 7,23) (3313 7,85)
(3329 127,22) (3361 15,119) (3617 15,12) (3697 7,5)
(3761 7,22) (3793 7,7) (3889 7,38) (4001 15,17)
(4129 15,53) (4177 7,31) (4241 7,28) (4273 7,97)
(4289 31,6) (4337 7,21) (4481 63,3) (4513 15,82)
(4561 7,67) (4657 7,30) (4673 31,3) (4721 7,6)
(4801 31,71) (4817 7,29) (4993 63,35) (5009 343,3)
(5081 59,3) (5113 75,19) (5153 79,5) (5209 59,17)
(5233 119,10) (5273 27,3) (5281 175,5) (5297 23,3)
(5393 87,3) (5417 67,3) (5441 95,3) (5449 43,7)
(5521 359,11) (5569 1695,13) (5641 67,14) (5657 11,3)
(5689 3,11) (5737 3,5) (5801 139,10) (5849 3,3)
(5857 47,7) (5881 139,31) (5897 123,3) (5953 95,7)
(6073 59,17) (6089 83,3) (6113 47,3) (6121 43,7)
(6217 43,5) (6257 39,3) (6329 99,3) (6337 287,10)
(6353 135,3) (6361 59,19) (6449 55,3) (6473 11,3)
(6481 135,7) (6521 43,6) (6529 63,7) (6553 115,10)
(6569 75,3) (6577 23,5) (6673 39,5) (6689 79,3)
We have extended this list by computer up to p — 160997.
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P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .2  Let p =  2kt +  1 be a prime where t >  X odd, k >  2 integer,
d — 2k, m  = 2k~x, n = 2k~ 2 and uj be a primitive root mod p. I f  ao ,ai, • ■ ■
co, ci, • • •, cn_i are integers such that
1. ai + 2i (mod d) £ {1,3, •• • , d — 1} and are all distinct for i — 0,1, • * • ,m  —
1 .
2t — tohi, where hi +  2i ^  0 (mod m) and are all distinct for i =
1 , 2 , • • • , m — 1 .
^ UJdci+m+2i _  ^21 _  a;cfc;+m+2i+a„.fl- _  ^ 21+aj _
^dcj+m-i-2* _  w2*'+aj _  ^^4t+2  ^ (^ dci+m+2i+an+i-) _  _  ^ r 4i+4  ^ f or  ^ —
0 , 1 , • • • , n — 1 where {r*; i =  1, 2 , • • ■, d] is partitioned into two disjoint 
sets { r i j ; j  =  1 , 2 , {r2,j',j = 1 , 2 , such that the n j ;  j  =
1 , 2 , • • •, m are incongruent (mod m) for i = 1 ,2  respectively.
then the following table forms an initial round for a Wh(p)
(44.2) {{io2\ u 2i+a' - u dc<+m+2i,u}ici+m+2i+a-‘+i}} 0  { l , u d, ■ ■ ■ , u d(-‘- 1'>}.
where z — 0 , 1 , • * *, n — 1 .
Furthermore, if  in (3) the partition is restricted so that
{r*; i = 1,2, • • • ,d} =  {r2i~i\i =  1,2, ■ • • ,m } U {r2i;i =  1,2, • • * ,m}
where, in both sets, the numbers are incongruent (mod d), then the table (4-4-%) 
form an initial round for a T W h (p )
In particular, if we choose an+i = ai =  ao, for i = 0 ,1 , • • •, n — 1 then 
since wm+2l+an+i =  Ct;m+2*+m<+1 =  —ujm+2*+1, the games become
{{o;2i,a;2i+O0;cam+2\  -cam+2i+1); * =  0 , 1 , • • • ,n  -  1}} ® { l ,u / ,  ■ • • ,cod^ }
Furthermore,since an+i +  2(n +  i) =  2A:“ 1t +  1 +  2n +  2i =  2i +  1 (mod d) for 
i =  0.1, • • •, n —1. Condition (1) forces a{p2i (mod d) £ { m + 1 , m + 2 , • • •, d —1}
for i = 0,1, • • ■ , n — 1 . Thus a0 =  a; i =  1, 2, • • •, n — 1 implies ao =  m  +  1
(mod d).
The partner differences are
(w“° -  1) • {1 , U)2, ■ ■ ■ ,w2" - 2} ® { ± 1 , ± u d, • • ■,
(w +  1 )0Jm - {1 ,U>2, ■ ■ • ,W2<n- 2>} 0  { ± 1 , d V ,  • ■ • ,
So we need (w“° — l)(o) +  1) ^
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The opponent differences of 1st kind are
(u>m -  1) • {1, w2, • • • , uj2n~2} <g> {±1, ±Cod, • • •,
(Lum+1 +  wao) • {1 , u>2, • • •, co2n~2} <g> { ± 1 , W ,  • • •,
So w e n eed  (uj771 -  l ) ( w a° +  tom+1) ^  □ .
T h e  o p p o n e n t d ifferences o f 2 n d  k in d  are
( w m +1 +  1 )  ■ { 1  , W 2 , - ••  ,W 2n^ 2 }  ®  {±l ,±OJd,--- ,±UJd(-t- 1')}
(w“° -  Wm) • {1 , W2, • • •, w2”- 2}} ® { ± 1 , ± u d, • ■ ■, ±w ‘'(<- 1)}
So we need (ajm+1 +  l)(toa“ — u>m) 4  E3
Therefore a T W h ( p )  exists provided th a t there exists uj and ao 2 -f 1 
(mod 2 ) such that
(i) (a. +  l)(u>»“ -  1) 4  □
(B)  (i i) (w2*-1 -  l)(w “» +  w2‘_1+1) 4  □
(in  )(a>2* 1‘1’1 +  l)(toao — uj2* *) 4  □
E x a m p le  4 .4 .2  We list some examples of p, ao and u> which satisfy the three 
conditions in B :
(p ,a i,u> )=  (41, *13,6), (73,5,31), (89,*13,14), (97,17,5),
(113.9.29), (137, *13,5), (193,33,5), (241,9,7), (337,9,19),
(353,17,3), (401,9,17), (433,9,7), (449,33,6), (457, *13, i5),
(521,5,28), (577,33,45), (593,9,5), (641, *193,12), (673,17,30),
(769,129,42), (881,9,3), (927,17,13), (977,9,13), (1009,9,11),
(1153,65,166), (1201,9,37), (1217,33,7), (1249,17,33), (1297,9,62),
(1361,9,16), (14^9,65,67), (1489,9,52), (1553,9,6), (1601,33,14),
(1697,17,7), (1777,9,33), (1873,9,10), (1889,17,67), (2017,17,35),
(2081,17,6), (2113,33,55), (2129,9,24), (2161,9,38), (2273,17,14),
(2417,9,10), (2593,17,45), (2609,9,12), (2657,17,17), (2687,65,57),
(2753,33,5), (2801,9,12), (2833,9,10), (2897,9,3), (3041,17,46),
(3089,9,26), (3121,9,17), (3137,33,19), (3217,9,69), (3313,9,30),
(3329,129,12), (3361,17,86), (3617,17,5), (3697,9,5), (3761,9,6),
(3793,9,31), (3889,9,33), (4001,17,22), (4129,17,65), (4177,9,31),
(4241,9,39), (4273,9,68), (4289,33,7), (4337,9,21), (4481,65,17),
(4513.17.29), (4561,9,85), (4657,9,41), (4673,33,5), (4721,9,54),
(4801,33,19), (4817,9,11), (4993,65,19).
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4.5 C om position  theorem  for TWhiAn +  i)
In this section we show how to construct some T W h (4 n  +  1) where 4n +  1 is a 
composite integer.
T h e o re m  4.5.1 Let p =  2mt -T 1 be a prime where t is odd. Suppose that a 
Z-cyclic T W h(p) exists. Then a Z-cyclic T W h (p n) exists for  any positive integer 
n >  2
pro o f. We prove it by induction. Let w be a primitive root mod p2 then it is a 
primitive root mod pn for all n. Suppose that a Z-cyclic T W h (p )  exists with an 
initial round games
{{w°>, uA; u u d’ }; j  =  1 , 2 , • • • , 2m~2f}
where ay  6y  cy dj j  = 1,2, ■••,2m~~2t are incongruent mod (p — 1). Sup­
pose tha t a Z-cyclic T W h ijP " 1) exists with initial round games 7(pn_1). We 
decompose Zpn as follows
Zpn =  P  U E  U { 0 }
where P  =  {x E Z pn\ p  j ay a; ^  0 } ,  jE =  { x  £  Z pn \ p \  x}. Then \P\  =  p n“ 1 — 1 
and \E\ =  f{p n) ~  2mtpn~1 = 2mu, say.
Observe th a t E  can be written as a cyclic set
25 =  {1 , ay
Let E  be decomposed as E\  U E 2 U E 3) ■ • •, E pn-i where
Ei =  { l,ay  w2, • • ■,wH )
E 2 = y O ^ " 3} ^ lop~1E 1
E 3 =  {w2{p-l)jt(;2(P- 1)+1ja;2(P- 1)+2j . . . >w3(p-1) -1} = i02(p-l)Ei
Epn- 1 =  {a;(rn“1- i) (r- i)?w(pn"1-i)(r-i)+ i; . , . i ^ - 1(r-1) -1} = E l .
If each Ej (j  = 1,2, •• • ,pn_1) is considered as mod p, it is in fact the power 
sequence 1 , ay a;2, • • • ,u>p~2 (mod p). We claim tha t the games
(A) {{a;%aA;a>cy a /b } ; j  =  1,2, - • ■ 2m~2t )  ® { l , a / - \  • • • 1~1)(r-i)}
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satisfy the conditions to be an initial round for a Z-cyclic T W h (p n) on E.
Since {{ujai , u A ; u>ci , ujdi }; j  — 1,2, * * * 2m~2t} are games of an initial round 
for a TW h(p)  so
1 . a,*, 6j, Cj, dj (j  = 1 , 2 , •• • ,2 m~2t) are incongruent mod (p — 1).
2 . the partner (resp. 1st, 2nd opponent) differences arising from {{uja\ u j b^ ; 
ujCj j  =  1 , 2 , • • • 2m~2t]  occupy incongruent positions mod (p — 1).
It follows that
1 . the elements in (A) are the elements of E  each occurring exactly once,
2 . the partner(resp. 1st, 2nd opponent) differences arising from uj^ p~U E\ 
j  — 1 , 2 , • • • ,p n_1, occupy incongruent positions mod pn-1(p — 1).
Therefore the partner and triple-whist tournam ent conditions are satisfied, and 
for an initial round of a T W h (p n) we take games in (A) union p ■ IR {pn~l ).
E x a m p l e s  4 .5 .1
(a) If p =  29, u j  — 19 then as showed in Example 4.2.1.(a).(1) the following 
games form an initial round for a TW h(29),
{ 1 , C l ) 2 ; u j , u j 7 }  ®  ( l , u ; 4 , -  • • , c j 2 4 }
and to — 19 is also a primitive root mod 292, Therefore
2 9 - { { 1 , c j 2 ; c u , u ) 7 }  (g) { 1 , cl)4 , • • • , c l ) 2 4 }  ( m o d  2 9 ) } U  
{ { 1 , Co?2 ; u j , u j 7 }  0  { 1 , o j 4 , • • • , c l ) 8 0 8 }  ( m o d  8 4 1 ) }
is an initial round for a TWfi(841).
(b) If p — 41, u j  = 26 then as shown in Example 4.3.1.(a).(1) the following 
games form an initial round for a T W h ( 41),
{ { { 1 , C l ) 4 ;c l) ,Cl>6 } ,  { u j 2 , c j 1 3 ; c T 9 , cl)7 } }  (g> { 1 , c j 8 , • • • , c j 3 2 }
and u j  = 26 is a primitive root (mod 1681) also. Therefore
41 • {{{l, Cl)4 ; Cl), Cl)6 } ,  { u j 2 , Cl)1 3 ; Cl)1 9 , Cl)7 } }  ® {1, Cl)8 , • * • , Cl)3 2 }  (lliod 41)} 
U { { { 1 , c l ) 4 ; c l ) , c d 6 } , { c d 2 , c d 1 3 ; c d 1 9 , c d 7 } } ®  {1, c j 8 , • • • ,  c d 1 6 3 2 }  (mod 1681)}
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is an initial round for a TPF/i^lGSl).
L e m m a  4 .5 .2  Let p — 2mit 1 +  1, q ~  2m2t2 +  1 be primes where ti,  f 2 are odd 
integers, m i ,  m 2 are integers > 1. Let v = pnxqn2 where rti, ?r2 are integers, uj 
be a primitive root of both p2 and q2, g.c.d {pni~x{p — 1), qn2~1(q — 1)} =  2e and 
Pni~X{p ~  1 )<Cl2~1(ct — 1) — 2de. Then there exists an integer x =  1 (mod p) 
such that
1. the 2 de integers uosx t (s =  0, — l ; i  =  0 ,1 , • • • , 2e — 1) constitute a
reduced residue system mod (v ) .
2. x 2e =  uju (mod u) for some integer u 0 < u < d — 1 and 2mi£i | u.
3. I f  m i — m 2 then uo^  =  — 1 (mod v).
4 ‘ m i /  m 2 then x e = —ujk (mod v) where k is even and ujs ^  —1 
(mod v) for all s.
5. I f  m i  ^  m 2 and m 2 =  1 then we may choose y such that y e = —uuh 
(mod v) where h is odd.
P r o o f  Let x, y be a pair of integers satisfying the simultaneous congruences
, . v f x =  1 (mod pn i) f y = to (mod pn i )
 ^ ( x  ~  uj (mod qn2) [ y =  1 (mod qn2)
That integers x, y exist is assured by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
S ince p a n d  q a re  p r im e s , we h av e  xy = u> (m o d  pq). S ince  uj is a  co m m o n  
p r im itiv e  ro o t o f p2 a n d  q2, so i t  is of pni a n d  q712. T h e  o rd e r  of w (m o d  v) is l .c .m  
{pni~1(p — 1), qri2~1(q — 1)} =  d. W e sh a ll p ro v e  th a t  th e  in te g e rs  x, y defin ed  by  
(A ) sa tis fy  th e  a sse rtio n . F or th is  p u rp o se  w e firs t show  t h a t  no  p o w er tos (s =  
0 ,1 , ■ • • , d — 1) o f uj is co n g ru e n t m o d u lo  v to  a  pow er x l i — 0 ,1 ,  • • • , 2e — 1 of 
x ex c e p t s =  i = 0. S u p p o se  t h a t  ujs =  x 1 (m o d  u) th e n  ujs = x l (m o d  pn i ), 
a n d  ujs =  x l (m o d  q712). T h u s  =  1 (m o d  ^ ) a n d  ujs =  uj1 (m o d  qn2); 
so — 1) | s a n d  qTl2~1(q — 1) | s — i. H en ce  2e | i a n d  so i > 2e un less
i = 0 w h ich  im p lie s  uos = 1 (m o d  u). T h u s  5 =  0. I t  follow s th a t  ujsxz = uoix :j 
(m o d  u) ( 5 , t = 0 ,1 . • * • , d — 1; i, j  = 0 ,1 , • • •, 2e — 1) is n o t  p o ss ib le  un less  s =  t 
a n d  i — j . T h e re fo re  th e  p ro o f o f (1) is co m p le te .
For the proof (2 ), since g.c.d {x 2e, v } =  1 , so x 2e =  u j u x % (mod u) for some 
0 <  i <  2e — 1 and 0 <  tt <  d — 1. If i > 0 then x 2e~l =  u j u (mod u) a
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UJcontradiction, so x = u j u  (mod u), and since x = 1 (mod p )  so x 
(mod v )  implies 1 ~  u j u  (mod p), it follows that 2mi^i =  p  — 1 | u.  Similarly, 
for y2e “  u j u  (mod u).
If m \  =  m 2 then since uj is a common primitive root of p 2 and q 2 so it is of 
p ni and qn2. Therefore
^-1 - 1(3=—!) =  I (mod p ni) and = - 1  (m odp" ')UJ'
UJ (g 1) _  i  (m od qn anc[ 1 — _  1 (mod q712)
Thus for any integer kx, k2 we have
klP^ ~Uv-i) =  p«lci +  x and =  +  1 for gome Ci? d i _
UJ
In particular, we take
grn 2 - l ( g - l )  _  .  p n l ~ 1 ( p - l )  _
h  =  2s  and k =   2s-----------
2 2
where and k2 are integers, since m i = m 2. We have
qn2-l(g_!)  ^ p”l~ 1(p~l) 1
_2jl_ •)p"‘ ‘(P-1) =  p" lCi +  :  and w(-----2*5 '(«-!) =  q^ dl +  !
for som e in teg e rs  c i,  d j.
i.e. w 2 2 = p 1ci +  l  and u j 2 2 =  ^n2da + 1 for some Ci, dx
But
p n  1 ^ ( p —1) g n 2 1)
w  2 =  pnic2 —  1  and u j  2 =  qn2d2 —  1  for some c2, d2.
It follows tha t UJ2 +  1 — pnic3 and u j  2 +  1 =  qn2d3 and since p, q are coprime. 
Therefore, L0 2  =  — 1 (mod u).
If m i /  m 2 then we claim that £e =  — ujk (mod v) where k is even. Let us 
put pn i-1(p — 1) — 2e /, <jrn2-1(qf — 1) =  2e / ; then d = 2e f f ' .  Since m 2
, / / '  is even and p.c.d { /, / '}  =  1 . W ithout loss of generality, suppose tha t 
mi >  m 2 then /  is even and / '  is odd. Set /  =  2*/i> where /1  >  1 is odd. 
Then pni-1(p — 1) =  2e+1e fx where f x is odd. First we show there is no s such
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that ujs = — 1 (mod v). On the contrary , suppose tha t there exists s such that 
to3 = — 1 (mod i?); then cos = — 1 (mod pni) and ujs = — 1 (mod qn2). But 
uje 2^   ^ =  — 1 (mod pni) and uj1 ^   ^ =  — 1 (mod q712) so
„ _  (mod pni- l { p -  1)) and 3 =  ^  ^  ~  ^  (mod qn^ \ q  -  1))
£> jL
i.e. s =  mpni~1(p -  1) +  t E E n A  =  nq« ^ [q _  1} +
so
2f/ i ( 2m +  1) =  f '(2n  +  1)
This is impossible since l > \  and / i ,  / ' ,  2m +  1, 2n +  1 are odd. There are no 
value of s such tha t —I =  lus (mod u). We therefore put — 1 =  to3x l (mod v) 
with 0 <  2 <  2e — 1 , 0 < s < d — 1 . Squaring both members of this congruence 
we have
1 =  lo2sx 2l (mod u)
Since uud =  1 (mod v) so 1 =  loSix 2% where 0 < Si <  d — 1 and 0 <  i <  2 e — 1 . 
If 0 <  i < e then 1 =  toslx 2t where 0 <  si < d — 1 and 0 < 2i < 2e. This 
implies s = 0 and i = 0, a contradiction. If e < i < 2e then 2e < 2 i < 4e. Since 
x 2e =  loUi (mod i>), where 0 <  iq <  d — 1, thus I =  ^ i+ u i x ‘2i - 2e (moc[ 
where 0 < 2i — 2e < 2e, 0 <  si < d — 1, 0 <  Ui <  d — 1. If 0 <  si T iq <  d — I 
then 2z — 2e =  0 implies i = e < i , a contradiction. If d <  si +  rq <  2d — 2 then 
1 =  x 2l~2e (mod v ) implies 1 =  UJs1+u1-dx 2z-2e (mo(j which implies
2% — 2e =  0 and i = e <  i a contradiction. Therefore the two assumptions 0 < 
i < e and e < i < 2e both lead to contradictions. The only remainding possiblity 
is e — i, so —1 — u)Slx e (mod i>) where 0 <  si < d ~  1 . Thus x e ~  —c<j~Si 
(mod v) = —a>k (mod v) where 0 <  k <  d — 1 . Similarly, y e = —toh (mod v).
By definition of x we have x =  1 (mod p) so -~xe =  —1 — ^ 2  (mod p). 
But x e = —iok (mod v) implies —x e =  cok (mod p). Thus ujk = t o ^  (mod p), 
Therefore k = (mod (p — 1)) which is even since mi > m 2 > 1.
Finally, by the same argument we have h = (mod q — 1), so if m 2 =  1
then — i 2 which is odd, therefore h is odd.
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L e m m a  4 .5 .3  Let pi = 2miii +  1 , p2 — 2m2t 2 +  1 be primes where m i , m 2 > 
2, m i m 2 are positive integers, t 2 are odd integers. Then there exist 
games which satisfy the Z-cyclic triple whist tournament conditions on the re­
duced residue system mod v where v =  p ^ p ^ 2 for any positive integers a.\, a 2.
P ro o f. Let w be a common primitive root (mod p\) and (mod p\)\ then 
it is a prim itive root (m o d p j1) and (mod p22). Assume that mi > m 2 
and g.c.d{p^1~1(pi — 1), p22~1(p2 ~~ 1)} =  2m2e where e is an odd integer and 
l.c .m {pi1~1(pi -  1 ),p%2~1(p2 ~  1)} =  then p°lx~x(p\ -  l)p 22_1(P2 -  1) =  2mze£. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.5.2 there exists an integer x =  1 (mod pi) such tha t
1 . the 2m2e£ integers u j s x z (s =  0 , 1 , • • •, £ — 1; i = 0 , 1 , • • • , 2m2e — 1) constitute 
the reduced residue system (mod v ).
2 . x 2m2e =  lou (mod r>) for some even u, 0 < u < £ — 1 .
3. x 2m2 1(3 =  — Lok (mod v) for some even k, 0 < k < £ — I.
4 _ us ^  (mod v) for any s.
Let H  =-{u;s;0 <  s < £ — 1}. Then the 2m2e£ integers of the reduced residue
system mod v are partitioned into pairwise disjoint sets H , x H , • • • x 2m2e~l H  and 
—ojk (mod r) , so x 2™2 leH  = —II, x 2m2 le+1H  — —x H ,- - - ,since  x 2m2~i e _
Take games
(A )  x 1{1 ,u j ;  —uj, —uj2} (g) {1 ,6 c / ,  • ■ • ,6c/- 2 } i — 0 , 1 ,  • • • , 2m2_1e — 1.
The partner differences are
{ ± x \ uj -  1), ± x \ uj2 -  uj) }  <g> {1,6J 2, • • •, 6c/-2} i =  0 ,1 , • • •, 2m2_1e -  1.
i . e .  (to -  l ) (± a /)  • {1,6j ,  • • • ,6c/-1} i =  0 ,1 , • ■ • , 2m2~1e -  1.
The opponent differences of the  1st kind are
{ ± x \ lj +  1), ± x 1(lo2 +  6c;)} ® {1,6j 2, • • ■, 6c/—2} i — 0,1,*** ,2 m2_1e — 1.
i . e .  ( u j  +  l)(±a:*) • {I,to, • • • , 6c/-1 } i — 0 , 1, • • • , 2m2_1e — 1.
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In both cases, the differences give the elements of the reduced residue system 
mod v exactly once.
The opponent differences of the 2nd kind are
{ ± 2a/a;, ±x\u>2 +  1)} ® { l,a / ,  * • • ,c /~ 2} i = 0 , 1 , • • • , 2m2~1e -  1 .
Suppose tha t - -j -- € x^H  then ^141 _  x j o or _ x joi0b for some 0 < 6 <  £ — 1 
and 0 <  j o  <  2m2_1e — 1, Thus if we choose uj so tha t =  u>a (mod pi)
where a is even then b is also even. (Such a co exists by Cohen’s lemma.)
The opponent differences of 2nd kind are
{±2u>x\ ± 2xk+iuib} ® {1,oj2, ■ • ■ w '-2} i =  0,1, • • •, 2m2_1e -  1.
i.e. (±2®') • {w,u>3, • • • U (±2a:,0+’) • { u ^ o /'1"2, • • ■ , w6+<~2}
t =  0 , l , - - - , 2 m2_Ie - l .
Since b is even so they are
(± 2 x i) ■ {uj, uj\  • • • . a / - 1} U (± 2 x jo+i) - {1, uj2, • • • ,u /“2}
z — 0 , 1 , • • • , 2m2“ 1e — 1 .
Since 0 < i <  2m2-1e — 1 so j 0 <  jo +  * <  jo +  2m2~1e — 1 where 0 <  
jo <  2m2-1e — 1. Further, since x 2m2 le =  —ujk (mod u)where k is even so as i 
runs from 0 to 2m2-1e — 1 the set {±2a/0+t} ® {1 , oj2, • • • ,o /~ 2} is the same set 
{ ± 2a£} 0  {1 , u j 2 , • • • , a / -2 } where 0 <  i < 2m2-1e — 1 . Therefore the opponent 
differences of 2nd kind are
(± 2 x{) • {1, u , • • ■ ,U J i ~ 1 }  i =  0,1, • • • , 2m2~1e -  1.
as required.
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T h e o re m  4 .5 .4  Let p\ = 2mit\ -f- 1 , p2 — 2m2t 2 -f- 1 be primes where m i, m 2 >
2, m i ^  m 2 are positive integers, p ,  t 2 are odd integers. Suppose that Z-cyclic
T W h (p i)  and Z-cyclic T W h (p 2) exist. Then a Z-cyclic T W h ^ i ' p ^ 2) exists.
P ro o f. For a fixed integer a 2 we proceed by induction on First we show that 
for t t i  —  1 the statem ent is true. Let to be a common prim itive root mod p\ i —  
1, 2 and let Vi — pip22. Decompose ZVl as following:
Zv 1 ~  Pi U {7(0,1) bJ 1(0,2) U ■ • • U /(o^a-i) U P22(ZPi — {0}) U E
where
Pi =  {x  G ZV1 ;pi | x} = p iZ p «2
7(0,1) =  {x G ZVl; pi { x ,p 2 | x ,p 2 j x]
— P2^(i,«2-i)j say,
7(0,2) =  {x  G ZVl-p1 \ x , p 2 I x , p \ \ x ]
— P2^{1,012-2)
7(o ,q2--i) { :r  G Zv j, p i  { x , p2 | # ,  p2 { a : }  — p2 {x  G ZiPlP2, p i  { 2?, p2 { a :}
— P22 % , ! )
E  = {x e  ZVl;pt \ x ,p 2 \ x}
Suppose tha t Z-cyclic T W h (p 1), TkFfi(p2) exists. By Theorem 4.5.1 a Z-cyclic 
T W h (p 22) exists, so associated with T W h(p i)  and T W h {p 22) there are initial 
rounds, say, IR(pi) and IR(p22) respectively, Also by Lemma 4.5.3, in each set 
Z(i,a2_i), Z ( i jQ,2„ 2),  • • • , ^(i,i), E  there exist games which satisfy the triple whist 
conditions, say G[Z(i lCV2_*)) i = 1,2, • • •, 0:2 — 1 and G (E ) respectively, Thus for 
an initial round for a T W h (v  1) we take games
PiI R ( p ? )  u f i r 1 pi G( Z( h Up ?  ■ I R ( Pi) U G(E).
For the induction step, suppose tha t TkF/i(p"1-:LpJ2) exists with an initial round 
7P(p“1“ 1p?2)- Let v = P ilp22 and decompose Zv as following:
= p2{x  G Z pip«2- i ; p i  { x ,p 2 \ x}  
= p \{x  G Zpip*2- 2 ;p1 { x ,p 2 \ x }
Z v =  Pi U {7(0,1) u 1(0,2) U • • ■ U I(0 ,a2- 1) }  u I(Ota2) U E .
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where
Pi =  {x e  Zv\pi \ x )  = p iZ pi0cl- i p «2
7(0,1) =  {% G t x iP2 I t ®} =  € Z pai pa2- i;p i j a;,p2 t
P2^(a\ ,cx2 — 1)
J(o,2) -  G t I ^ 2  t ®) =  € Zpipa2- 2;pi j a;,p2 t
P2^{oc\ ,ot2~2)
1(0,02—1) {# €: Zv , pi |  x, P2 | x, P2 { a?} — p2 1 Pi t x i P2 t
-  p T ~ xz {ai,i)
I(o,a2) =  e Z ^ p i f z ,p j 2 I a;} =  p T { Z ^ ] P i  \  x}
— P22 Z(at,0)
E  =  {a; 6  Zv;pi t -f z}
Suppose th a t Z-cyclic T W h(p i) ,  T W h (p 2 ) exist. By the proof of Theorem 
4.5.1, there exist games, say (I R ( p i1)), which satisfies the triple whist conditions 
for Z(aii0), and by Lemma 4.5.3 in each set Z ^ ^ - i ) ,  i = 1, 2, * • • , <22 — 1 and E  
there exist games which satisfy the triple whist conditions, say G(Z^ai>a2_^) i =
1,2, • • • , a 2 — 1 and G(E) respectively, Thus for an initial round for a T W h{v)  
we take games
p J R i p ^ - ' p ? )  u g r 1 PiG(Z ( a i m _ ; ) )  U p g  ■ 1R(P°')  U  G(E).
E x a m p le  4 .5 .2  (a) Find a T W h (29 • 41).
(1) From Example 4.2.1(a)(1), the following games with to — 19 from an 
initial round for a T W h ( 29), and ^4^- — 7 — a;20 (mod 29).
{1 ,lu2;lu, lo7} <g) { l ,w4,- " ,co 24}
From Example 4.3.2.(1), the following games with u> = 19 from an initial round 
for a T W h ( 41).
{{1 , c 4;u;3 , c 21},{u;2 , c 7; c 25, c 30},® {1 , ^ , . . . , ^ 2}
Decompose Z29.41 as the following
Z29.41 -  Pi U P2 U E  U {0}
where
Pi =  {x e  Z29.41; 2 9 | ® , a r ^ 0 }  =  29- (Z4i -  {0})
P 2 =  € Z29.41; 41 j x ^  0} — 41 • (Z29 — {0})
E  = {x  € Z29.41; 29 \ x ,  41 f a;}
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Since a; — 19 is a common primitive root mod 29 and mod 41, ordmod29.41^  =
l.c.m.{28,40} =  280, g.c.d.{28,40} =  4, and x = 552 satisfies
f x =  1 (mod 29)
|  £ = 1 9  (mod 41).
Thus the games
{x l • { l , w ;  — u j ,  — u j 2 }  ®  { l , t < ; 2 , • • • , o j 2 7 8 }  i =  0 , 1
satisfy the required conditions in E. Therefore, the following games form an 
initial round for a TWh(ll%§).
29 • {{{1 , c o 4 ; u j 3 , u j 21} ,  { u j 2 , u j 7 ; l o 2 5 , u j 30} }  ® {1, w8, • ■ • ,o?32}(mod 41)}U 
41 • {{1,cj2;cj,o;7} <8> {l,u ;4, • • • ,t<;24}(mod 29)}U
■ {l,o;; —0;, —o;2} 0  {1,o;2, • • • , tu278}(mod 1189); i = 0,1}.
(2) If uj =  26 then * 4 ^  =  5  =  od° (mod 29), and from 3.1(a)(1) the follow­
ing games form an initial round for a TWh(41).
{{l,o;4;u;,o;6}, {o;2,o;13;o;19,o;7}, 0 { l,w 8, ■ • • ,o;32}
and x = 436 satisfies
( x = 1  (mod 29)
{ & = 2 6  (mod 41).
Thus the following games form an initial round for a T W h (  1189).
29 • {{{l,o;4;o;,o;6}, {o;2,o;13; o>19, o;7}} 0  {1, o;8, • • • ,o;32} (mod 41)}U
41 • {{l,o ;2;o;,o;7} 0  { l,o;8, • • • ,o;24} (mod 29)}U
{a:* • {l ,w; — u j ,  — u j 2 }  0  { l,o ;2, • • • ,w278} (mod 1189); i =  0,1}.
(b) Find a TW h(Z7  * 41).
From Example 4.2.2(b)(1), the following games with to =  19 from an initial 
round for a TW h(37),  and — 33 — ,^16 (moc[ 37).
{ \ , u j \ u j 2  , u j 7 }  0  {1 , u j 4 ,  • • • ,o;32}
From Example 4.3.2(1), the following games with u j  —  19 from an initial round 
for a TWh(4T).
{ { l , u ; 4 ; u j 3 , u j 2 1 } ,  { u j 2 , u j 7 ; a ; 25 , a ; 3 0 } }  0  { l , u ; 8 , • • • , c u 3 2 }
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Decompose Z37.41 as the following
3^7-41 — Pi U P2 U E U  {0}
where
Pt = {x e  Z3r-4i; 37 | x, x ±  0} =  37 • (Z41 -  {0})
P2 = {x € Z37.41; 41 j x, x ^  0 } =  41 • (Z37 -  {0 })
E  — {x £ Z29.41; 37 \  x, 41 } x}
Since uj  =  19 is a common primitive root mod 37 and mod 41. or dm0£/29.41 w =
l.c.m.{36,40} =  360, <7.0 .7.(36,40} =  4 and x — 593 satisfies
{x =  1 (mod 37) x = 1 9  (mod 41)
Thus the games
{x l • ( l ,w;  —w, —to2} ® ( l ,to 2, • ■ •, to358} i =  0 ,1
satisfy the required conditions in E. Therefore, the following games form an 
initial round for a T W h (  1517).
37 • {{{1, to4; to3, to21}, {to2, to7; to25, u j 30} }  ® ( l ,to s , • • • ,to32} (mod 41)}U
41 • {{l,to;to2,to7} ® ( l ,to 4, • • ■ , to32} (mod 37)}U
(x* • {1 ,to; —to, — u j 2}  ® {1 ,to2, • • •, to358} (mod 1517); i — 0,1}.
(c) Find a T W h ( 41 • 292)
Let u =  41 • 292, since to — 26 is a common prim itive root (mod 41) and 
mod292. Note ^ ^ 4  — 31 — w4 mod 41. Decompose Zv as the following,
Zv — P\ U /(op) U 7(0,2) U E
where
Pi =  {x € Zv‘41 | x} -  41 • Z292,
7(0,1) =  {x € Zy \ 41 |  x, 29 | x, 292 ( x} =  29 • Z(i,i),
7(0,2) = {x e  Zv] 41 } x, 292 | x} =  292 • (Z41 -  {0 }),
E  =  {x £ 29 \  x, 41 f x}
0r7motWi.292u; =  l.c.m.{40,29 • 28} =  8120, g.c.d. (40,29 • 28} =  4. x =  26938
satisfies
J  x =  1 (mod 41)
( x = 2 6  (mod 292)
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Therefore the games
{x l • {1, cj; —co, —a;2} <g> {1, a;2, • • • , a;8118} i = 0,1; x = 26938}
satisfy the required conditions for a T W h (41 • 292) on E.
From Example 4.5.1.(a) we have an initial round for T W h ( 292), from Example
4.5.2.(a)(2) we have games for Z(i,i). Therfore, the following games form an initial 
round for a T W h ( 41 • 292)
41 • 29 • {{1, lo2\ u j , lj7} (g) {1, ca4, • • • , ta24} (mod 29)}U
41 • {{1, to2; cu,u>7} <g> { l,w 4, • ■ • ,u>808} (mod 841)}U
29 * { ^ { 1 , 0;; —u>, — to2} (g) {1,cj2, • • • ,a>278} (mod 1189); i ~  0, l ,x  =  436}U
292 ■ {{{l,u;4; to, cj6}, (a;2, a;13; a;19, to7}} <g) { l ,a >8 * * * ,a;32} (mod 41)}U
{ x l ■ {1, w; — cj, — cu2} ® {1,a?2, • • • ,a;8118}(mod 41 • 292); 2 — 0,1, x — 26938}.
L e m m a  4.5 .5  Let pi — 2 mti  +  1 , p2 = 2mt 2 P 1 are primes where m  >  1 are 
positive integers, t\, t 2 odd integers. I f  Z-cyclic T W h (p i)  exists then there exists 
games which satisfy the Z-cyclic triple whist tournament conditions on the reduced 
residue system (mod u) where v — p ^ p ^2 for any positive integers aq, tr2.
P ro o f. Let w be a common primitive root of p\ and p2, g.c.d {p i1_1(pi — 
1), p j2_1 (p2 —1)} =  2me where e is odd and l .c ,m {pf1_1(pi — 1), P2 2~1(P2 ~  1)} =  
£\ then P i1~1(pi — 1)P22_1(P2 — 1) =  2m£e. By Lemma 4.5.2 there exists an integer 
x = 1 (mod p i) such tha t the 2 me£ integers x la>s (s =  0 , 1 , * • • , £ — 1 ; i = 
0 , 1 , • • • , 2me — 1) constitute the reduced residue system mod v with x 2 ™5 =  lou 
(mod v) for some integer 0 < u < £ — 1 . Note tha t 2me \ u and x =  1 (mod pi) 
Let H  =  {o /;0  <  s < £ — 1} then the 2me£ integers are decomposed into 
cosets H , x H ) x 2H , • ■ •, x 2 m£~1 H ,  note also —1 £ H.
Suppose tha t T W h (p i)  exists with the following games as an initial round
{.ujai, ioh ; wCl, iodl},{coa2 ,Lob2; coC2, cacN codh}
where h =  2m~Hx -
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Ql~l 02-1 ,
Let ^ 3 j- =  ^ ^ ------   =  n and H  be decomposed as H  — Ho U Hi U • ■ ■ U iLn- i
where
Ho — {1, cj: uj2, • • •, u>(pi L 1}
Hx = {wPl_1,wPl,wPl+1, • • • ,o;2^ - L - 1}
H 2 = {w2(pi“ 1>,W2p1“ 1,Wapi) ---,tj3(P i-1)-!}
jfiTn-1 =  {w<n-1)(pi - 1),w(n“1)(pi“ 1)+1, ‘ • • ,w"(pi-1)-1 }
If each (j = 0,1, • • • , n — 1) is considered mod pi, it is in fact the power
sequence l,w , ■ • • ,u/ >1~2 (mod pi). We claim the games
(A) { x icok(pi~1'){ujaj, LObj;toCj, }; 0 < i <  2me -  1 , 0 <  k < n -  1 , 0 <  j  <  h}
satisfy the required conditions in the reduced residue system mod v
Since {{coaA aA ;u;c>, a /j} ; j  — 1,2, •••,/&} is an initial round for a TWTi(pi)
so
1 . aj, bj, Cj, dj j  = 1 , 2 , • • • , d are incongruent mod 2mA,
2 . the partner (resp. first opponent, second opponent) arising from {tua^ u j b^ ; 
Ljci,ujdi}  occupy incongruent positions mod 2 mti.
It follows that
1 . the elements in (A) are elements in the reduced residue system each occuring 
exactly once;
2 . the partner (resp. first opponent, second opponent) differences arising from 
{a:*{w0j',w 6j; wCj‘,wdj'}} occupy incongruent positions (mod 2mti) in x lH
Therefore the triple-whist conditions satisfied.
T h e o re m  4 .5 .6  Let pi =  2m£i +  1, p2 =  2mt 2 -f- 1 be primes where m  > 1 and 
fi, t 2 are odd integers. I f  Z-cyclic T W h(p i)  and Z-cyclic T W h (p 2) exist then 
Z-cyclic T W h (v )  exists where v = P \ xp22 for any positive integers oq, a 2.
P ro o f, The proof is as for Theorem 4.5.4 except tha t Lemma 4.5.5 is used 
in place Lemma 4.5.3.
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E x a m p le  4 .5 .3  (a) Find a T W h ( 29 * 37).
Let uj — 19 then o rd mod 29.37^  =  252, g .c .d . {28, 36} =  4, and x = 204 satisfies
f x = 1  (mod 29)
} x = 1 9  (mod 37).
Let H  — { l,o ;,a;2, • • • , co251}; then the reduced residue system mod 29-37 of 1008 
integers is decomposed into 4 cosets
H ,  x H  , x 2H ,  x 3H .
The set H  is decomposed as
H  =  H 0 U H i  U ■ • • U H 8
where Ho — {l,co, • • • ,co27} and Hi = o?28^ ~ U H q  i = 1 , 2 , • • • , 8 .
By Example 2.1.(a),(1) T W h ( 29) exists with an initial round
{1 , co2; co, co7} ® {l,co4, • • • ,co24}.
Thus the games
• co28A: • {1, o;2; w, o;7} ® {1, u;4, - • • ,o ;24} i =  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ;  k  =  0 ,1 ,  • • •,  8.
satisfy the required conditions for a T W h ( 29 • 37) on the set E.
Therefore the following games form an initial round for a T W h { 29 -37).
29 • {{l,o;; a;2,a;7} ® {1,cu4, • • • ,co32}(mod 37)}U
37 • {{l,co2;u;,o;7} ® {l,co4, • • ■ ,co24}(mod 29)}U
{a;* • co2Sk • {l,co2;o;,o;7} ® { l ,^ 4, • • • ,co24}(mod 29 • 37)}.
form an initial round for a T W h ( 29 * 37).
(b) Find a T W h { 41 • 73)
Since uj = 26 is a common primitive root of 41 and 73 ord^i^uj =  360,
g.c.d.{40, 72} =  8 , x =  1559 satisfies
f x = 1  (mod 41)
( & = 2 6  (mod 73).
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Let H  — {1 ,^ , * * • ,u;359}; then the 2880 integers in the reduced residue system 
mod 41 * 73 are placed into eight cosets
H, xH , x 2 H, • • •, x 7H
The set H  is decomposed as
H  -  H 0 U H 2 U • • • U H 8
where
iJ0 =  { l ,o v - - ,u ;39}
H k =  k = 1,2, -•• , 8 .
T W h {4 1) exists with an initial round
{ { 1 ,  Cc74; a,?, Cc?6} , {n>2,u;13;u;19,u;7} ®  { l , w ,  • • • ,co32}
Therefore, the games
x* • co40k ' { { l ,u ;4;<n,u;6},{u>2,a ;13;a;19,a ;7} ® { l ,w , • • • ,o;32}
« =  0 , 1 , •••,7;  k = 0 ,1 ,2 , - * ■ , 8 .
satisfy the required conditions to be an initial round on the reduced residue 
system mod (41 • 73).
Let Z41.73 be decomposed as Z41.73 =  Pi U P2 U E  where
Pi — € ^ 41-73; 41 | x , } =  41 • Z73,
P2 = {x € Z 4 1 .7 3 ] 73 j m} =  73 * {Z41 ~  {0}}
E  — {3; € ^ 41.73; 73 f m, 41 f
Therefore the following games form an initial round for a T W h (4 1 • 73)
73 • {{{l,o;4;a;,cn6}, {a;2,a;13; tu19,cn7} ® {l ,n ;8 * • * ,a>32}(mod 41)}U 
41 • {{{l,n;4;a;,a;14}, {u;2,a;15; u;3,a;21}} ® {l,u>8, *,a;64}(mod 73)}U 
{x* • u>40* • {{l,n;4;a ;,6u6}, {lv2 ,lo1 3 ;lo1 9 , u 7}} ® {l ,n ;8 • • • ,u;32}(mod 41 • 73)}.
T h e o re m  4 .5 .7  Let pi =  2miti +  1, i = 1,2, ••■,r be primes, mi > 2  be 
positive integers, ti be odd integers. I f  Z-cyclic TW hfp f) exist then a Z-cyclic 
TWh(JYi=\PV) exists for any positive integers ck;.
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P ro o f. We prove by induction on r; the cases r  =  1,2 were proved in The­
orem 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3. Suppose tha t the statem ent is true for r  — 1. i.e. 
T W h(W i = 2 Pi*) exists; we want to show that TWh(JYi=i pV)  exists. We first show 
that T W h  (pi IIU 2 P?)  exists.
Let w be a common primitive root of mod pf i = 1,2, • ■ • , r  and let Vi =
where ct\ = 1. We decompose ZVl as the following “layers” : one is
Pi = {a: G ZVl]pi | a;} and the others are
V & .-A )  = { x e  ZVl]pt \  x , p f  | £, p f +1 f x if & < ai)
for each r-tuple (0, /?2 , • * *, fir) where 0 < fii <  cx{ i = 2 , 3 We  first
show how to construct initial round games on a given /(o,/?2,-A )- Set —
wbere we put fii = 0. Then
—  7T(0l,-,0r)  * ^ ( 7 i r - ' , 7 r )
where ^(7l,...l7r) -  {a: G p* \  x if 7 * 7  ^ 0} and a* — fii  +  7 *, i -  1, 2, • • • , r
Let r  =  ordH yi__ nr)uj -  l.c.m {p?_1(p; -  1);7* > 0} =  4t0, since 7 1  =  1 7  ^ 0.
L em m a  A |Z (7l,..t7r)| =  <K*(7i,-,7r)) =  Y [ ^ Qp f ~ 1 {pi -  1) -  4*0n0
L em m a B a /  ^  —1 (mod 7T(71,...t7r)) if there are 71- 7  ^ 0, 7 ? 7  ^ 0, i /  j  
with mt- mj.
L em m a C u)2 e  - 1  (mod 7T(71,...,7r)) if mi = a for all i such that 7 ; 7  ^ 0 .
L em m a  D If x G Z(7l,...i7r) then the minimum value of r  such that xcoT = x 
(mod 7r(71,..,7r)) is t  =  ... ir)w
P ro o f  Full details can be found in [9].
C ase 1 . If there exists 7 ; /  0, 7 ? /  0 i 7  ^ j  with rn; 7  ^ m j  then uF 7= — 1 
(mod 7T(7l,...,7r)) for all £ and |^(7l, - )7r)| =  4to^o where no is even, say, no =  2n. 
Thus xuA jk —x (mod 'X(71,...,7r)) for all x G ^(7l,-,7r) V£ We define
Cx =  {a:, ax<;, axj2, • ■ •, axt?4*0-1}
then =  0 and we can find successively 37 , a?2, • • •, x n G Z(7li.„>7r) such tha t
Xi ^  ± 0 /3 7  (mod 7T(7l,...l7r)) W and all i 7  ^ j  and ^(7l,...,7r) — (C^i U C7_ari) U
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• • • (CXn U C - Xn). S ince an y  Cx can  b e  re p re se n te d  by  a n y  o f x, xuj, - • •, xuj4t°~l 
a n d  since  410 >  p& — 1 for an y  k w ith  7 /, 7  ^ 0 , we can  a lw ays choose so th a t  
X{ =  1  (m o d  p i ) .
L e m m a  E  T h e  g am es
{au,XiU>] —XiUJ,—XiU>2} ® { 1 , u;2, • • • , ^ 0 -2 } i = 1 , 2 ,- • • , n
sa tis fy  th e  in i t ia l  ro u n d  t r ip le  w h is t co n d itio n s  for Z(7 l,...,7r) p ro v id e d  w e choose 
u j  so t h a t  = □  (m o d  p i) .
P r o o f .  T h e  p a r tn e r  d iffe rences a re
{±Xi(uj — 1), ±Xi(uj2 — cj)} ® {1, u;2, • • • ,u ;4<0~ 2}
=  ±aq(w  -  1)} • {1, u j , - • • , uW0-1}.
T h e  o p p o n e n t d iffe rences th e  of 1 s t k in d  are
{±Xi{uj 4 - 1 ), ±Xi{uj2 +  a;)} ® { 1 , uj2, • • • ,uj4t°~2}
^ ± x{(uj4- 1) • {1,
T h e  o p p o n e n t d iffe rences o f th e  2 n d  k in d  are
[ ± 2 x i u j ,  E x f i u j 2  +  1 ) }  ®  { 1 , u j 2 , • • ■ ,cj4;to_2}
=  ( ± 2 ® i w )  • {1 ,  w 2, ■ • •,  u j 4 t ° ~ 2 }  U ( ± X i ( u j 2  +  1)) • {1 ,  u j 2 , - -  - , u j 4 t ° ~ 2 } .
C lea rly  dc2x{UJ2u+1, i = 1,2, - - - , n;u = 0 ,1 , • * • , 2£0 — 1 a re  a ll d is t in c t,  as a re  
a ll -Exi{uj2 -\- T)uj2u. I t  re m a in s  to  show  t h a t  no  one o f ± 2 X{UJ2u4'1 is th e  sam e  as 
Exjiuj2 -f- 1 )uj2v for a n y  i, j , u, v. A ssu m e  to  th e  c o n tra ry  t h a t  E2x{Uj2u+1 = 
4zXj(to2-\- 1)uj2v (m o d  7T(7l)...)7t.)) fo r som e i, j,  u, v. T h e n  E2xiUj2u+1 =  ±Xj(uj2T  
l)uj2v (m o d  pk) \/k w h ich  im p lie s  2uj2(u~v)+1 =  -^(u,2 4 - (m o d  p i) .  T h is  
c a n n o t b e  ta k e  p lace  b y  o u r cho ice o f uj such  th a t  2uj(uj2 +  1) is q u a d ra t ic  n o n ­
re s id u e  m o d  p i .
T h e re fo re  each  k in d  of d iffe rences o ccu rs  in  2'(7 i,...)7j,) each  e x a c tly  once as 
re q u ire d . T h u s  a n  in i t ia l  ro u n d  in  I ^ , . . . ^ )  is ' (^/31--./3r) ■ {xi,X{Uj; —XiUJ,-~XiUJ2} ® 
{1 ,uj2, - - - ,uj4t°~1} (m o d  7r(7l)...i7r)}
C a s e  2 . If  w h en ev er 7 e* /  0 w e h av e  m,- =  a th e n  uj2t° = —1 m o d ( 7T(7li...i7r)). 
N o te  th a t  7 l =  1.
L et x E 2 ’(7lj...i7r). B y  L e m m a  D , p u t  Cx =  {x , xlo, - - - ,xuo4t°~l ) . T h e n  b e ­
cau se  XLo2t° =  —x (m o d  7T(7li...t7r)), —x  e  Cx, W e can  w rite  £ (7l)..,)7r) =  Ct^l-l CXi
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where \Z{r/l>...nr)\ =  Mono and we can choose the representive element X{ so tha t 
X{ =  1 (mod pi) and X{ (fc ITZ^Cxj for each i.
Let d = 2at\  then d \ Mo. Set Mo =  dm. Since T W h (p i)  exists, suppose that 
an initial round for TW h(p i)  is
{toa i, cobl; wCl, codl}, {w°2, J 2; <x>C2 , tod2}, ■ • •, {toah, <Jh; wCh, uA  }
where h = 2a~2ti =
We claim the games
{A) Xi { {coai , uA ; wCl, w* }, {toa2, d * ; cjC2 , nA }, ••• ,  { u ah, u A ; cjc\  aA  } } 0
{ l,w ‘W - - , w ("‘-1,‘f} * =  l , 2 , - - - , n 0.
satisfy the required conditions in ^(7l,...,7r).
First note tha t the elements tha t occur in (A) are precisely all elements of 
Z(7i )ft.)7r) each exactly once, since a*, 6t-, c* and d{ i = 1, 2 , • • ■ , h are incongruent 
mod d. W hat we need to show is tha t the partner (resp. 1st and 2nd opponent) 
differences are distinct, and are all in #(7l,...t7r).
The partner differences are
{±Xi(iObj — U>aj), ijE^uA  —L0Cj).
No uA — coaJ can be divisible by any pi if we have ordered the pi so tha t p 1 < 
P2 <  * • • <  Pr-, for \bj aj\ < pi — 1 < pi — 1 for each i. So the partner differences 
are indeed all in J4(7l)...)7rp
Suppose, for example, xt-(oA'o — u;aJo) — ±a;*(uAi — Loch )codkl (mod ?r(71i...(7r)) 
for some i, j 0, j i ,  &i- Considering these mod pi gives
(B) (uA° — Loaj<>) = ±(uA'i — ojCjl) (mod p i )
But since
{u j% aA ;aA ,aA } j  =  1,2,- • ■ ,h. 
is an initial round for T W h (p i ) so the partner differences arise from them  are
± ( i >  -  u ai), ±(u>d> -  uic>) j  =  1 , 2 , • • •, h.
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and these are incongruent (mod p i ).
A similar argument holds for opponent differences. So the games (A) with 
each multiplied by gives initial round games 6?(7(o,/?2,-,/?»■))•
Suppose tha t TWh(Y[i=2 P?') exists with initial round games 7jR(n[=2 P D - 
Therefore for an initial round for a T W h (p i 1 1 1 - 2  P^') we take games
f t ' / J i c n p D u F . ,  G (ii0A,..Pr)).
i= 2
Finally, we prove tha t TWh(JYi=\ pT)  ex:ists by induction on a\. The argument
is the same as above, except this time Pi = {x  £ Zv\p\ \ x} — pi • Z  ai-i y-rr a,Pi 1ls=2 Pi
and others are I(p1 :..pr) — {x € Zv\pi \ x, jpf‘ | x, p f+1 \  x  if f t  <  for any
r-tuple ( f t ,  • • •, ft.) with 0 < f t  <  a* i — 2 , . . . ,  r. Thus the following games
form an initial round for a Z-cyclic TWh(YVi=iP?'
P L - i R t f ' - 1 U p ? )  u G i l f r , ..&.))
i-  2
Note: There is no need to use the same lo in each However, it
simplifies m atter if we can; This happen in the following examples.
E x a m p le  4 .5 .4  Find a T W h (29 • 37 • 41)
Let v = 29 • 37 • 41 then uj — 19 is a common prim itive root of 29, 37 and
41, where —^  =  u;20(mod29) and =  to16 (mod37). We decompose Zv as 
follows:
Z>v — Pi U /(0,0,0) LI /(o,o,i) U (^o,i,o) LI /(0,1,1)
where
P\ — {x G Zv; 29 | a:} — 29 • Z37.41,
I(0,0,0) =  ^ ^9 { X) 37 { x, 41 \ x} =  Z(iti'ip
7(o,0,1) =  {x € Zv; 29 f x, 37 { x, 41 j x} — 41 - {x E Z29.37; 29 j x, 37 f a:}
=  41 • ^ (1,1,0)5 
7(o,1,0) =  {x € %v\ 29 j x ,37 | x, 41 j x} =  37 • {x G Z29.41; 29 \ x, 41 \  x}
=  37 • Z( 1,0,1)?
7(o, 1,1) =  {x € 29 |  x, 37 | x, 372 f x, 41 | x, 412 \ x} =  37 • 41{x € Z29; 29 \ x}
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It is only the set Z(i,i,i) =  {x G Zv\ 29 \ x, 37 \ a:, 41 \ a;} tha t needs to have
further details of construction. Note tha t 0rd 29.37.41 =  2520. Let G =  {aq (x ,v )  —
1}, H  = {cjs;0 < s <  2519} then H  is a subgroup of G and [G : H] — 16. By 
Lemma 5.1 —1 $ H. Solve the following system of congruences
( x =  1 (mod 29) ( y =  1 (mod 29)
< x =  19 (mod 37) < y =  1 (mod 37)
[ x = 1 (mod 41) [ )) =  19 (mod 41)
We have x = 13080, y = 27899, and x £ 77, x 2 =  41616 ^ if , x 3  =  11891 ^ 
77, x 4 =  19025 G 77, so the indicator of a; in 77 is 4. Thus by Theorem 1.1.1, the 
set 77i =  {x 1ujs] 0 < z < 3 , 0 < s <  2519} is a subgroup of G and |77i| =  4|Gj, so 
[G : 77^ -  4. Further, y <£ y 2 =  30045 $ H u  y 3  = 26826 t  H u  y 4 = 9658 e  
Hi. By Theorem 1.1.1 again 772 — {y^xlujs : 0 <  i , j  < 3, 0 <  s <  2519} =  G. 
Therefore the reduced residue system mod v was decomposed as
U3_ 0 Uf_ 0 y^xlH  where xxyJ =  1 (mod 29)
Thus the games
y ^ x 1 • { l ,w; —w, —u 2} 0  {1 ,o>2, • • ■ , a;2518}
satisfy the required conditions to be the part of an initial round for TW h(29  • 37 • 
41) in the set Z^i^^y
Therefore the following games form an initial round for a T W h ( 29 • 37 • 41):
29 • 37 • {{{l,od; a ;3 , tc?21 } ,  { a ; 2 , a ; 7 ; a ; 2 5 , cu3 0 } }  0  { 1 ,  w 8 , • • • , a;32}(mod 41); }U 
29 -41 • {{l,u;;a;2,a;7} 0  { l,iu4, • • • ,a;32}(mod 37); }U 
29 • (® i{l, w; —uj, —uj2} 0  {1, uj2, ■ ■ • ,aj358}(mod 1517); x\ — 593, i =  0 ,1}}U 
{y^x1 • {1, to; — — G2} 0  {1 ,cj2, • • •, u>2518}(mod v)\ y = 27899, x = 13080}U
41 • {x iLo2 Sk{l^Lo2 ](jj^io7} 0  (1 ,u>4, ■ • • ,u;24}(mod 29 • 37); 0 < i < 3 , 0 < & < 8 }  
U37 • {V{l,u;; — w, — uj2} 0  {l,a>2, • * *,u>278}(mod 1189); i = 0,1, x — 436}}U 
37-41 • {{1, uj2] w, a;7} 0  {1, a>4, • • •, cj24} (mod 29)}
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4.6 C om position  theorem  for TWh(4n)
In this last section, we deal with the Triple W hist Tournament of order 4n using 
the same method as in section 4.5.
T h e o re m  4.6.1 Letpi = 4 ti+ 3 , pi ~  2m% -+l, i = 2,3, • • •, r be primes, rrii > 2 
be positive integers, t{, i = 1,2, • ■ • , r  be odd integers. I f  Z-cyclic TWh(jp\ +  1), 
Z-cyclic TW h(pi) exist then a Z-cyclic T W h(p i  • X Y ^ pT  +  1) exists for any 
positive integers ct:* i — 2, 3, • • •, r .
P ro o f. Let v =  px n f t 2rff t =  FELi <*i =  1, fit = 0, and let w
be a common primitive root of pf i = 1, 2, • • • ,r . We decompose Zv into the 
following “layers” ; one is Pi = {x G ZVl\pi | a} and the others are
f t o . / V - A )  =  i x  e  Z vx\Pi \  Pi'  I Pi i+1 t  ® i f  f t  <  « i }
for each r-tuple (0, /?2, ■ • •, f t )  where 0 < fii <  a* z =  2,3, ■ • •, r. We first show
how to construct initial round games on a given f t N ° t e that
f t / 3 =  7r(/3l,'"i/?r) ' ^ (7 l.- .7 r)
where Z(7li72)...)7r) =  {x G Z ^ ^  ^ p i  \  x if 7 ; ^  0} and a,- =  /?,• +  7 ,-, i =  
ft 2 , • - •, r.
Let r  =  ordn^  — Xc.m {pT~X{pi — ft; 7 ; > 0}* Then r  =  4fo for
all Z(7l)...j7r) except Z(7i)...t7r) with 72 “  * • • =  7 r =  0 which we will deal with
separately.
We now deal with the initial games in f t 7l,...,7r) where not all 7 ,• z — 2,3, • • ■, r 
are zero. Since 71 — 1 and there are some 7* 7  ^ 0 2 <  i <  r, so we proceed
as in case 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.5.4 and we take ^{plt...,gr) {{xi,XiU\ —X{U>, 
- XiLO2 }(g> {l,u ;2, • • • , w4*0-1} (mod 7T(7li...i7r))} as initial games in I(pu...tpT)
For fto,a3l...1ar) =  7T(ola2, - l«r) ■ fti,o,.,o) =  U U iPi' ' ZPi* %  the hypothesis 
T W h (p i  +  1) exists.
Therefore for the initial round of a T W h(p i  n j -2  pV +  ft we ^aFe games of the 
initial round of TWh{XYi-2 PT) with each entry multiplied by pi and the games 
in ft/?!,...,/?,.) constructed above along with the initial round games in T W h(p i  -j- 1) 
with every non-oo element multiplied by p j2 • • ■p“r .
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E x a m p le  4 .6 .1  Find a T W h ( 7 -29-41 +  1)
Let v = 7 - 2 9 - 4 1  +  1 , since uj = 26 is a common prim itive root of mod 7, 
mod 29 and mod 41, where -  wio (mocj 29) and =  a;46 (mod 41). 
We decompose Zv as follows:
Zv — Pi U 7(o,o,o) U /(0,o,i) U 7(0,1,o) U 7(0,i,i)
where
P\ = {x E Zv] 7 \ x} ~  7 • 2^9-41 j 
7(o,o,o) =  E Zv\ 7 } £, 29 \ £, 41 { a;} =  ^(1,1,1),
7(o,o,i) = {x e  Zv‘, 7 } a;, 29 f £, 41 | x} = 41 ■ {£ € Z7.29; 7 \ £, 29 \ x]
=  41 • Z( 1,1,0),
7(o,i,o) =  {£ E 7 f z,29 | £,41 f a;} =  29 • {£ E Z7.4i ; 7 f £,41 } £}
=  37 • Z(i,0,i),
7(o,1,1) =  {x  E Zv\ 7 \ £, 29 | £, 41 | x] = 29 • 41 • {x  E Z7; 7 \  £}
First we deal with Z(i,xti) — {£ E Zv\ 7 } £,29 j £,41 } £}. 0rd 7.2g.41a; =  840. 
Let G — {£;(£,!;) — 1}, H  =  {u; s ;0  <  5 <  839} then H  is a subgroup of G
and [G : H] — 8 . By Lemma 4.5.1 — 1 ^  77. Solve the following two systems of
congruences
{£ =  1 (mod 41) ( y =  1 (mod 41)x = 26 (mod 29) < y = 1 (mod 29)
£ ee 1 (mod 7) ( y = 26 (mod 7)
We have x — 3158, y — 3568, and £ 77, x 2 = 2010 (£ 77, x 3 =  54-54 ^
77, £ 4 =  3445 E 77, so the indicator of £ in 77 is 4. Thus by Theorem 1.1.1, the 
set Hi =  {£Ju; s ;0  < ^ < 3 , 0 < s <  839} is a subgroup of G and |T7i| — 41771, 
so [G : Hi] — 2. Further, y ^ T7i, y 2 =  4757 E 77^ By Lemma 1.1.1 again 
T72 =  {yVu;* : 0 < j < l ,  0 < z < 3 ,  0 <  s <  839} =  G. Therefore the reduced 
residue system mod v  was decomposed as
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Thus the games
(A) y^x 1 • {l,o;; — w, — w2} 0  {1, uj2 , • • • , o>838} where 0 < ^ < 3 ,  0 < j < 1
satisfy the required conditions to be the part of an initial round for TW/i(7-29-41) 
in the set £(1,1,1).
For the set /(o,o,i.) — M -{x  £ £ 7.29; 7 \ x, 29 f a;}. ord7.29 =  84, g.c.d. {6 , 28} =  
2 . Solve the following equations
f z  = 1 (mod 29)
{ z =  26 (mod 7)
We have z =  117. Let H 3 =  {u;s;0 <  s < 83}. Then the 168 integers in the
reduced residue system mod(203) are decomposed into two cosets
z lH  i — 0,1, where z  =  117 =  — a;70, z 2 = u>56
Thus the following games satisfy the required conditions on /(0,0,1)•
(B ) 29 • {l,o;; —u>, —a;2} ® {l,o>2, ■ ■ ■ , u;82}
For the set i(o,i,o) =  29{a? £ £ 7.41; 7 f x, 41 { a:}, ord-?.a =  120, g.c.d.{ 6 , 40} —
2. Solve the following system of congruences
( u = 1 (mod 41)
{ u =  26 (mod 7)
We have u = 124. Let LT4 =  {o>s; 0 <  5 <  119}, then the reduced residue system 
of 240 integers mod(287) was decomposed into two cosets
y t f l  i =  0,1 where u — 124 =  —od00, u 2 — a;80
Thus the following games satisfy the required conditions on /(0,1,0)-
(C) 29 • {l,o;; -w , -u>2} <g> {l,o ;2, • • • ,o;118}
From an initial round {0 0 , 0; 4,5}, {1, 3; 2,6} of T W h ( 8). We have the follow­
ing games for the set /(0,1,1)
(D) 29 • 41 • {{0 0 ,0; 4,5}, {1,3; 2,6}} where a • 00 =  0 0 .
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Prom Example 4.5.2.(a), we construct the following games for Pi,  where oj =
(E)
7 • 29 • { { { l,o ;4;u;,i<;6}, {o>2,o;13; to19, to7}} <g> { l ,a ;8, • • * ,u;32}(m od 41)}U 
7 • 41 • {{1, to2; to, u j 7}  ® {1, to8, • • • ,to24} (m od 29)}U 
7 • {V • { l,o ;; —to, —a;2} ® {1, cu2, • • • ,to278}(m od 1189); i = 0,1, x = 436}.
Therefore, A U  B  U C U D \J E  form an initial round for a T W h ( 7 • 29 • 41).
C hapter 5 
Z-cyclic R oom  squares
This chapter deals with the existence of Z-cyclic Room squares of order 2n (or 
of side (2n — 1)) whenever 2n — 1 =  n?=i pT  where pi — 2 mi 6t- +  1 > 7  are primes, 
bi odd, b{ > 1, and c^ -, mi are positive integers, % — 1,2, • • • , n. It also includes 
some further results involving Fermat primes.
5.1 Introduction
Recall tha t a Room square of order 2n (or of side (2n — 1)) is a (2n — 1) x (2n — 1) 
array based on 2n distinct symbols such tha t
1. each cell is empty or contains an unordered pair of distinct symbols;
2. each row and each column contains each symbol exactly once;
3. each of the n(2n — 1) unordered pairs of distinct symbols occurs in precisely 
one cell of the array.
A Room square is Z-cyclic if S  = {oo ,0 ,1, • • • ,2n — 2}, if the top left cell 
contains the pair {oo,0}, and if, wheneverja, 6} occurs in the (a,ji)-th cell, {a +  
1, 6 + 1 }  occurs in the (i +  l,j/ +  l)-th  cell, arithm etic being modulo 2n — 1, 
oo +  1 =  oo.
It was proved in the 1970’s tha t a Room square of order 2n exists for all 
n > 4. We now show tha t many of the ideas of the previous chapter can be used 
to construct Z-cyclic Room squares; this simplifies work of Gross and Leonard
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[21] on this subject. The squares constructed will all be skew as well as Z-cyclic; 
recall that, to construct such squares it is sufficient to construct skew starters in 
Z 2n- 1. i.e. a partition X  =  {{esq, b1 } ,{ a 2, b2}, ■ ■ ■, K - i } }  of Z2n- i  -  {0}
such tha t both
{±(cq -  6t-); 1 <  i < n -  1} == Z2n- i  -  {0}
and
{±(a* +  bi); \ Z 2n~i -  {0}
are satisfied.
5.2 B asic constructions
L e m m a  5.2.1 Let pi be distinct primes, cq- be positive integers, i — 1, 2, • • • ,n . 
Let pi = 2mi - u ■ cii -{- 1 where u, a{ are odd and h.c.f {a,:; i = 1, 2, • • • , n] — 1 , 
i  =  m ax{m i]i = 1,2, • * • ,n } ,  m  = Y^m i> and let <■>■> be a common primitive root 
° f  pf' •> i =  1, 2, ■ • • , n. Then there exists t such that
1 . J 1 ' 1 =  1 (mod U ^ i P D ;
2. to2* 1 4  = —1 (mod n?=i Pi')) i f r r i i~ k  Vi — 1, 2, • • ■ , n for some positive 
integer k;
3. oji ^  —1 (mod n?=i pV) ^ 3  V  m h ¥" m i2 f or some 1 < i\ ^  i2 < n;
f .  i f  G = {x  £ Zjjn  ; (z, n?=i pT)  — 1} then G is an Abelian group of 
order 2 m • t • h for some h.
P ro o f. 1. Let pi = 2mi • u ■ a* T 1 where u, cq are odd and h.c .f  {ap, i =
1.2, ■ • • , n} =  1, Then
h . c . f { p f ^ i p i  -  l ) ; i  =  1,2, - • • ,n}
=  h .c .f  {( 2 mi ■ u • ai 1)"*""1 • 2 m% • u • a,-; i — 1,2, • • • , n}
= 2 U ' u • v
where a — min{rrii\ i =  1, 2, • • •, n}, v = h .c .f  {(2m‘ • u ■ ai +  I)" 1'-1 • ap i =
1.2, • ,n};
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l . c . m { p 1(pi -  1);« =  1 ,2 , • • ■ ,n }
— l.c.m{(2m% • u • a{ +  l ) a’-1 • 2m* • u • a*-; i = 1, 2, • • • , n}
— 2 £ • u • v ■ w.
= 2 l • t.
w h ere  w — l.c.m{(2miuai +  1 )0li~1 • a{/v; i — 1 ,2 , • • • , n}  a n d  t — u • v - w.
L et uj b e  a  co m m o n  p r im itiv e  ro o t of p f '1. T h e n  th e  o rd e r  o f uj
(m o d  Ytf=lP? )  is l .c .m{pfi^ 1(pi — l ) ; i  =  1 ,2 , =  2l • t ,  so uj2,1'1 = 1
(m o d  n ? = i P f ) -
2. If  m* =  k V i = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n fo r som e p o s itiv e  in te g e r  k th e n  I  — k a n d  
w e c la im  w 2* 1 4  =  —1 (m o d  Y[f=1pf') .  S ince uj is a  co m m o n  p r im itiv e  ro o t of 
p f {\i — 1 ,2 , • • • , n  so
ujvC fo -1 ) =  1 (m o d  pf ' )  a n d  lopC (p. - 1)/2 =  —l ( m o d p f ')
for a lH  — 1, 2, • • •, n. i.e.
t X i_1(w -i) ^  +  1 a n d  ^ " W * ) / 2 =  p«iA [*) _  1
for som e A ^ \  \/i = 1 ,2 ,•  • ■ , n .
So for an y  in te g e r  k{ we h av e
u,fcipri" 1( P i - i ) = p “ iJB f ) +  l  for som e 
In p a r tic u la r ,  we ta k e  fc* — ^ —  (in teg e rs) i =  1, 2, • • • , n. T h e n  we h av e
an d
10 2 — 1 i — 1 ,2 , • • • , n
T h ere fo re
=  (pf'-Bp5 +  l ) ( p f  Ap> -  1)
=  — 1 for some i = 1,2, • ■ •, n
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i.e. 1 4  +  1 — Vz =  l , 2 , - - - , n
Thus, since pi, i = 1, 2, • • • , n are distinct primes,
n
lo2* 1 4  -f 1 =  JJpf*  • A  for some A.
i — 1
3. If m{1 m,'2 fo r som e 1 <  ii ^  i? < n w e c la im  th a t  l o 3 ^  — 1
(m o d  r i i L i p f ')  f ° r aW j- S u p p o se  t h a t  th e re  ex is ts  so m e jo such  th a t  to30 =  
— 1 (m o d  n ? = i P f ) .  T h e n  to30 = —1 (m o d  p i j ,  to30 =  —1 ( m o d p ;2). B u t
lo 2 =  —1 (m o d  ) a n d  to 2 =  —1 (m o d  p t-2). T h u s  jo  =  “T;— (m o d (
Pix — 1 ) ) =  - 22~-1 (m o d ( pi2 — 1)). I t  follow s th a t  2mu ~ m,2 a z-x(2k +  1) =  cti2(2g +  1) 
for so m e k a n d  g , w h ich  is im p o sib le , since  c^15 a t-2, 2& +  1, 2<? +  1 a re  o d d  a n d  
^  rrii2.
4- Clearly G is an Abelian group with order where
p o i s o n  = U A = i p r \ p i - i )
= n?=i(2mi • u • (Li +  l ) " '- 1 • 2mi ‘ U ’ CLi
=  2m • un • vn • n?=i h
= 2m - u - v ■ w • u71- 1 • u 71-1 * [n r= i ^■]/u ’
=  2m - t  ■ h.
where h = [i/n_1 • un_1 • IllLi h \ /w  and b{ = (2m' • u • a* +  I)®’-1 • ai/v  for all 
i = 1,2, • ■ • , n.
L e m m a  5.2.2 I f  p is prime, p > 7, then there exists a skew strong starter in Zp, 
and hence a skew Z-cyclic Room square of order p + 1 .
P ro o f. See, for example, [1]
T h e o re m  5.2.3 I f  p — 2k ■ t +  1 , where t > 1 is odd, is a prime, p > 7, then 
there exists a skew strong starter in Zpa for a  >  1, and hence a skew Z-cyclic 
Room square of order pa +  I,
P ro o f. The case a  = 1 follows from Lemma 5.2.2. For the induction step, 
let E  denote the reduced residue system mod pa, and let w be a primitive root 
of p2 (and hence of pa for each a ), Let d — 2k~1. Then, mod pa, l o  has order
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pa 1(p — 1) =  2km  = 2dm, say, where m  is odd, and u>dm =  — 1 (mod pa). We 
claim that the pairs
(5.2.1) {{toi+2 jd,uji+^ j+^ d}]0 < i < d -  1, 0 <  j  < m  -  1}
form a skew starter for E.
The differences between each pair are Euj2^ d+ {(ujd -  1), 0 <  i < d -  1,0 < 
j  < m  — 1 where u>d ^  lm od p. Clearly u>2id+t = uj2jd+I if and only if i = I  and 
j  — J . So now suppose a =  — u>2Jd+I. If 2j d  -\- i < 2 Jd  T  I  we would have 
a;W i ( l _ 1_CJ2CJ-i)d+(/-i)) =  0 go tha t 2 ( J - j ) d + ( I - i )  =  dm  (mod 2dm). Since
0 < 2(J  — j )d  +  ( I  — i) <  2dm, this requires 2(J  — j )d  +  ( I  — i) < d m , whence
1 = i. Thus 2(J — j )  — m  contradicting the oddness of m. So all the differences 
are distinct. The sums and their negatives are similarly distinct; the argument 
is the same, with ujd — 1 replaced by ojd +  1. Since t > 1, u /  +  1 ^  0 (mod p).
Thus, for Zpa, we take the starter in E  along with the pairs {pci, pd{] where 
the pairs {c;, d{} form a starter for Zpa-i.
For later reference, we denote the pairs in (5.2.1) by P I R p<* (Pairs In Reduced 
set mod pa).
5.3 C om position  Theorem
We now consider the products of primes. Let E  denote the reduced residue system 
mod Pi2 • P2 2 • • • Prr ■ Then \E\ =  II l - i p f 1 - 1  (pi — 1)* If a; is a common primitive
root of p \,p \ ,  • • • ,#!, and v =  pT p?  ' ” P?r-
ordvuj =  l.c.m{p(^ i~1(pi — 1); i = 1,2, • ■ • , r} =  2 et . :
where t is odd, t  — max{ki\ 1 <  i < r}, and pi — 2kiti +  1 (t{ odd, t{ >  1).
By Lemma 5.2.1. up1 ^  — —1 (mod u), if mi — I  V * =  1,2, ■ • •, n,
whereas if the mi are not all equal, then =£ — 1 (mod v) for each j .
C ase 1. If m i  =  £ for each z, let
H  =  a;2, • • • ,u;2^ _1};
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then E  has coset decomposition
E  =  c1H  U c 2H  U • • • U ckH. 
where c\ = 1 and \E\ = k\H\, and it is easy to check th a t the pairs
(5.3.1) {{chLoi+2jd,chLoiH2j+1)d}-, 0 <  i < d ~  1,0 < j  < t -  1,1 <  h < k)
form a skew strong starter for E . The proof is as for Theorem 5.2.3; again we 
need primes to be non-Fermat.
C ase 2. If the m* are not all equal, take
H  = { i l ,  i t J ,  dzCJ2, • • • , ±cu2 i_1}.
Then E  has coset decomposition
E  — ciH  U c 2H  U • ■ • U CfH 
where Ci — 1, |F?| =  f \H \ ,  and the pairs
(5.3.2) {ckw2i, cfta.2i+1} , { - c ^ 2''+1, - ^ 2i+2}
are easily checked to satisfy the condition for a skew strong starter. So in either 
case, we obtain a skew strong starter in the reduced residue system E.
For later reference we denote the pairs in (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) by 
P I C pan and P IC H ^l\  pan (Pairs In Cosets of H) respectively. We also use 
the following notation
/ • -, o \ I 1, if m t- =  £ for alH  =  1,2, • • •, nX(pi\% = 1, 2, • • • , n) — < . , / •  / •  /1 2 ,  if mi /  rrii2 for some I <  i\ ^  %2 <  n.
T h e o re m  5.3.1 I f  p — 2n ■ a +  1 > 7 ,  (/ =  2m - 6 + l > 7 ,  are distinct primes,
and a, b > 1 are odd then there exists a skew strong starter in Zpaqp (cx^ /3 >  1 )
and hence a Z-cyclic Room square of order paq@ +  1.
P ro o f. Let a  be fixed and use induction on 0. For 0 =  1, we have
zpaq = qZpa u  U?roy  Z(a_i(1) U paZ q.
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By Lemma 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2 skew strong starters in Z q, ZPa exist, say 
{c,, di}, {ci{, b{} respectively. For the set i =  0,1, • • • , a  — 1; the pairs
P I C H ^ J p  i = 0,1, • • • , « -  1, have the required properties. So the required
pairs for a skew strong starter in Zp<xq are
{qai, qbi}, {paci ,poldi} and pl P I C  H * ^  i — 0,1, ■ * *, a -  1.
Now for the induction step. Suppose a skew strong starter in Zpaqp-i exists, 
say {a*-, &,•}, Again
^paq@ qZpaqp~i U Ut’=o P D p Z(q
For the set Z ^-p^p  the pairs P I C  for all i — 0,1, • • • , a — 1 have the
required properties; and for the set Z(o^p the pairs P I R qp have the required
properties. Therefore the required pairs for a skew strong starter are
{qa^ qbi}, plP I C H for all i ~  0,1, • • •, a  — 1 and paP I R qp.
T h e o re m  5.3.2 I f  p =  2 n • a +  1 >  7, q = 2 m • b +  1 > 7, m  ^  n are primes, 
a: b are odd, then there exists a skew strong starter in Zpq and hence a Z-cyclic 
Room square of order pq-\-1.
P ro o f. Zpq =  qZp U Z(ltl) U pZq. Since m  ^  n the pairs P I C H have the re­
quired properties, so the required pairs for a skew strong starter are the following
q ■ S S T P, P I C H $  and p - S S T , .
where S S T P, S S T q are skew strong starters in Zp, Z q respectively given in Lemma
5.2.2.
T h e o re m  5.3.3 Let p — 2n +  1 be a prime, where a > 1 odd, n /  2. I f  there
exists a skew strong starter in Z$p then there is also one in Z$p<x.
P ro o f. By hypothesis a skew strong starter exists in Z5p so the case a  — 1 is
true. Deal with the induction step; let pi =  5, p 2 ~  p and let the set Z5pa be
decomposed as following:
Z 5pa = {x E Z 5pa\p | a:} U {x  € Z 5pc* \ 5 { x , p \  x}  U 5{rr € Zp<*;p| x}
— pZs-p01- 1 U Z(ijCq U 5Z(0)a)
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Therefore the pairs P I R p<* and P IC H ^ L  have the required properties and by 
induction hypothesis a skew strong starter in Z 5pa-i exists, say &;}. Then
for the required pairs for a skew strong starter we take
{pm, phi}, PICH&1I, 5PIRp*
E x a m p le  5,3.1 There exists a skew strong starter in ^ 5.72, since {1,2}, 
{3,5}, {4,7}, {6,10}, {12,17}, {21,27}, {15,22}, {24,32}, {19,28}, {20,30}, 
{33,9}, {14,26},{16,29}, {11,25}, {8,23}, {18,34}, {31,13} is a skew 
strong starter in Z35.
T h e o re m  5.3 .4  Let p,q be primes where p =  2na +  1 >  7, a > 1 odd, q — 
2m +  l >  7, m  71, a  is a positive integer, then there exists a skew strong starter 
in Zpaq and hence a Z-cyclic Room square of order paq -j- 1,
P ro o f. Same as Theorem 5.3.3 with 5 replaced by q.
E x a m p le  5.3.2 There exists a skew strong starter in Z72.17 and Z \\2.17.
T h e o re m  5.3.5 I f  pi — 2 Ui Gq +  1 are primes, cq, are odd, cq > l,cq  are positive 
integers i =  1,2, • • • ,r , then there exists a skew strong in Zy-p and hence a
1, Xt=l Pi
Z-cyclic Room square of order n ^ i  pT  T 1
P ro o f. Proceed by induction on r. The case r  =  1 follows from Theorem 
5.2.3 and the case r  =  2 follows from Theorem 5.3.1. Now deal with the induction 
step; suppose tha t there exists a skew strong starter in Zyrr-i . We want tolli=i p 1
show that there exists a skew strong starter in Zy\T ,1lt=ip 1
First consider Z,t-tt-i , we have (11,=1  Pi )pP
(^YYiLl Pp)Pr =  VtZYIZIpV U
where 1,0) =  the union running
over all r-tuple (/?i, /32, • • •, /5r ) with 0 < < cq for each 1 <  i <  r — 1 and
a r =  1, j3r = 0. For each I  we have a skew strong starter and along with them
we take a starter for Z rrr-i ai with each element multiplied by pr.
1 1 1 = 1 Pi
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For the induction step, we consider a r > 2 and write
r
_  prZqjr-l  U U(/?1)...^r_1)0)/(/J1|...^r_1,0)
1=1 ‘
and proceed as before.
C o ro lla ry  5 .3.6 Let pi = 2mia{ +  1 >  7, a,i are odd, a,{ are positive integers 
i =  1 , 2 , • • ■ , n and
1 . if  at = 1 then at — 1
2 . if = rrii2 = • ■ • =  rriik then ait > 1 V I  — 1, 2, • • *, k\
then there exists a skew strong starter in Zrr« <*, and hence a Z-cyclic Room  
square of order 11?= i pV +  1 -
E x a m p le  5.3.3 There exists a skew strong starter in Z72.11.17.257. We use
Z72.11.17.257 =  257Z72.n.i7 U {a: G Z72.H.17.257; 7 \ x, 11 j a?, 17 \  x, 257 \ x } 
Ul7{a? G Z72.11.257; 7 \ x, 11 \  x, 257 \ x}  
Ull{a? G Z72.17.257; 7 1 a?, 17 1 a?, 257 1 a?} 
U7{a: G Z7.jjj7.257; 7 f a:, 11 j a;, 17 f a;, 257 f a;} 
U72{:r G Z jjj7.257; 11 \  a;, 17 \ x, 257 f a:} 
U ll • 17{a; G Z72.257; 7 f x, 257 j a;} 
U7 • 11 {a; G Z7.17.257; 7 f x, 17 \ x, 257 j x}
U72 • ll{a: G Z17.257; 17 \ x, 257 \ x}
U7 • 17{a: G Z7.11.257; 7 f a, 11 \ x, 157 f x]  
U72 • 17{a; G Z n .257; H  I x, 257 j a:} 
U7 • 11 • 17{a; G Z7.257; 7 f a;, 257 \  x]  
U72 • 11 -17Z257.
Here 7 =  2 -3  +  1, 11 =  2 -5  +  1, 17 =  24 +  1, 257 =  28 +  1.
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 .7  Let pi — 2 mi • a\ +  1 > 7, a{ odd, cv,- positive integers i =
1 , 2 , • • • , n satisfying the following conditions
1. I f  at =  1 for some i  G {1, 2, ■ • ■, n} then at =  1.
H / /  mi1 = rrii2 =  ■ • ■ — ij G {1, 2, • • • , n} then >  1 V7 — 1, 2, • • •, fc.
5. Suppose m,- ^  2 (i =  1 , 2 , • • •, n).
4- Suppose there exists a (skew) strong starter in Z 5.Pi for alii =  1, 2, - - • , n — 1.
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Then there exists a (skew) strong starter in Z5.j-p pai and hence a Z-cyclic Room 
square of order 5 • YYi-\PT +  1-
E x a m p le  5 .3 .4  There exists a skew strong starter in Z5.72.11, since
Z5.72.H =  H Z 5.72 U 7{x £ Z5.7.11; 5 \  x, 7 { x, 11 \ ;r}U
72{ x  £ Z5.11; 5 f *, 11 f a:} U 5{a? e Z72.n; 7 \ x ,  11 \  ;r}U
5 • 7 { x  £ Z7.11; 7 f a;, 11 { a;} U 5 • 72Zn .
and
Z5.72 =  7 Z5.7 U {T £ Z5.72 ;5 | ; r ,7 ' | , a?}U £ Z72; 7 \ x ) .
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